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Gentlemen: 
This report summarizes progress on the referenced grant project for the 
period August 1 through October 31, 1975. 
I. Introduction 
The purpose of this program is to elucidate and evaluate the potential role 
of synergistic co-siting (ioe., mutually beneficial location and coupling of 
the input and output streams) of industrial plants, and other related activities, 
in the forming of policies and options for energy conservation, improvement of 
the environment, effective land use, and economic development of appropriate 
regions of the State of Georgia (primary emphasis) and the Appalachian Region. 
Anticipated results of this study include guidelines and recommendations for the 
practical application of co-siting in these regions, and the effective communication 
of the information to prospective users who are likely to be involved in planning 
and implementing the appropriate applicational activities. 
The specific objectives of the program are: 
(1) the identification and classification of technical factors that have 
the greatest influence on the selection of co-siting groupings; 
(2) the screening and selection of co-siting grouping possibilities that 
offer significant promise for providing important resource-utilization 
benefits (in Georgia's Appalachian areas specifically, as well as in 
the Appalachian Region generally); 
(3) the economic evaluation of the selected co-siting grouping examples 
to establish cost-benefit comparisons between conventional and co-
siting methods of industrial operations; 
(4) the fonmulation, documentation and communication of recommendations 
and guidelines for --
• specific co-siting groupings that show very promising prospects 
as experimental prototypes, for selected regions of application, 
to demonstrate the benefits of synergistic co-siting methodology; 
• use of the methodology developed on this program as an important 
new tool for industrial development activities in other locations 
of the Appalachian Region, etc.; 
• further technology developments, policy analysis, etc., that will 
be required to broaden the potential scope of application of 
synergistic co-siting and provide the necessary incentives and 
stimulation for implementational initiatives by prospective users. 
To meet these objectives, the following tasks constitute the overall work 












Preliminary Search for Co-siting Candidates; 
Preliminary Chemical Engineering (Feasibility) Analysis for 
Candidates; 
Development of Economic Model and Scaling Relationship; 
Selection of Technically Feasible Co-siting Groupings; 
Economic Evaluation of Technically Feasible Groupings; 
Regional Application Analysis; 
Formulate Recommendations and Conclusions; 
Initiate Utilization Plan; 
Prepare and Distribute Final Report. 
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II. Project Schedule and Budget Status 
The project effort is currently on sched~le and operating within the budget 
plan. During the first week of the program, the schedule plan was revised some-
what from the plan presented in the original proposal for this grant. These 
revisions were structured to provide a better coupling of certain task efforts 
and a significantly earlier (and more timely) initiation of communication of 
project goals, methods and results to prospective users (i.e., government and 
industrial planners); the latter is a component of the Utilization Plan, Task IX. 
These revisions were coordinated with and approved in advance by Mr. Michael 
Potter£ of the Appalachian Regional Commission; The revised schedule plan is 
shown in Figure 1. On this figure, progress status is represented by the place-
ment of a solid triangle on the time-line for each task that has been started thus 
far on the program. The location of the triangle represents the approximate degree 
of completion of that task (e.g., a triangle at about the mid-point of the task 
time-line indicates that the task effort is about 50 percent completed; a triangle 
at the end of the line denotes completion of the effort on that task). Milestones 
for project deliverables (reports, etc.) are represented by arrowheads; open 
arrowheads denote milestones that have not yet been accomplished, and solid 
symbols denote completed milestones. 
Budget status is as follows: 
(1) Total Expenditures to Date: 
(2) Expenditures by Categories: 
(a) Direct Personal Services 
(b) Materials and Supplies 
(c) Travel --
(d) Computer Services --
(e) Overhead & Benefits --









III. Technical Progr~ss to Date 
Technical progress during the first quarterly reporting period of the 
project is summarized below, by tasks, for those task items that were scheduled 
for activity according to the schedule plan shown in Figure 1. 
Overall Progress Summary --
Effort was initiated on Tasks I, II, III, IV, V, VII and IX (described in 
Section I of this report). All of these efforts are on schedule and are providing 
the anticipated results to date. Tasks I, II, III and V are providing the informa-
tion and basis required for the selection of several technically feasible candidate 
co-siting groupings; in addition, these tasks are producing a general methodology 
for such a preliminary selection process. Task IV is providing part of the basis 
for a cost-benefit evaluation of the technically feasible candidate groupings. 
Task VII is providing a basis for the selection of specific candidate co-siting 
groupings that are applicable to the North Georgia Area Planning and Development 
Region, the selected prototype applicational siting region for this program. 
Task IX is providing the planning and presentation material for programmed seminars 
or briefing conferences and workshops which will be conducted on this project to 
communicate the background information on the synergistic co-siting concept, interim 
results and general methodology (developed on the project) to invited participants, 
representing potential users of this information, in an effective and timely manner. 
Task I. Data-base Development --
A broad spectrum of pertinent data has been collected and compiled, including 
primary and secondary literature items on industrial plant siting technology; 
recent marketing and economic data and indicators for important industrial products; 
flowsheets, material and energy balances, and production technology for important 
industrial chemical processes; etc. This information is being screened and 
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developed into a reference bibliography for the project. This data-base serves 
as the information foundation for the entire project. 
Task II. Preliminary Search for Co-siting Candidates 
A large number and wide variety of industrial processes and activities have 
been screened, based upon the data provided by Task I. Screening criteria were 
developed and are being used to evaluate the technical- and economic-viability 
potential for these processes in a co-siting mode of operation. The criteria 
are based principally on the relative potential benefit that each process could 
provide or receive in a co-siting grouping, its economic growth potential over a 
reasonable and predictable period of time, and its potential versatility of 
application in a number of different co-siting grouping options. Examples of 
some of the industrial processes and activities that have been preliminarily 
selected, thus far, for further evaluation include: waste processing (pyrolysis); 
stack-gas effluent-removal processes; waste-water treatment processes; fertilizer 
chemical processes; processes which use large quantities of coal (e.g., fossil-
fuel power plants, energy-intensive industrial processes, coal-conversion 
processes, etc.); and several of the more economically important primary and 
intermediate inorganic and organic chemical manufacturing processes (e.g., sulfuric 
. acid, chlorine, ethylene, methane, ethyl and methyl alcohol, etc.). The search 
effort is still in progress. 
Task III. Preliminary Chemical Engineering Analysis for Candidates 
This task effort is strongly coupled to the efforts on Tasks I and II. The 
candidate individual processes selected on Task II for further evaluation are being 
assessed for co-siting grouping roles. Initially, sets of paired processes and/or 
activities are being studied for feasibility and potential synergism. Subsequently, 
groupings consisting of larger numbers of component processes/activities will be 
identified and evaluated. The analysis consists principally of developing input/ 
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output (raw materials and products, energy requirements and excesses, and by-
products and wastes) matrices for several of the candidate processes and 
activities selected on Task II, using flowsheet, material balance and energy 
balance information obtained on Task I. From this matrix display of process 
input and output data, processes are identified which have a significant degree 
of matching potential among their input and output streams, and fundamental 
technical compatibility that would facilitate the possible coupling of some 
of these streams. This effort is approximately 50 percent completed and is 
continuing. MOst of the effort to date has involved the development of the input/ 
output matrix format and analysis methodologyo 
Task IV. Scaling Relationships for Plant Economics 
Effort on this task was just recently initiated, and was dependent upon the 
availability of some of the data from the Task I effort. Results of Task IV 
will provide a basis for determining the effects of plant size and capacity on 
the economic characteristics of selected candidate groupings. These results will 
support the econnomic evaluation effort on Task VI. Several sources of information 
relating to scaling criteria and techniques have been obtained on Task I and are 
being examined for validity, consistency and agreement. A large number of 
important processes of interest on this program are covered by the information 
compiled thus far. It is anticipated that the computer analysis procedure can 
be adapted from existing plant-costing programs currently being used at Georgia Tech. 
Task V. Selection of Technically Feasible Co-siting Groupings --
Effort on this task also was just recently initiated and is continuing. 
Inputs to this effort include the results being derived from Tasks I, II, and III, 
described above. In particular, process-grouping candidates identified on Task III 
as having especially strong potential for matching of their input and/or output 
streams (to provide some important synergistic benefits), as well as apparent 
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technical compatibility, are being studied in detail regarding several kev factors. 
These factors include: (1) capacity compatibility (i.e., the raw-material or 
energy requirements of one process, in the capacity range necessary to justify 
its operations, can be met by the by-product or waste outputs of another process 
operating in its optimum range of capacity); (2) technological developments or 
design changes required to achieve effective and efficient coupling; and (3) other· 
operational interfacing requirements and potential problems of coupling. Once 
these factors have been studied, those candidate groupings which still offer 
signficant promise are characterized in a co-siting configuration by detailed 
flowsheets, material balances and energy balances to the extent that reliable 
data are available from Task I. These configurations are carefully analyzed again 
for design and operational f~asibility and the auspicious ones are then ready for 
in-depth economic-viability analysis on Task VI. The methodology for this procedure 
is still being developed and will be applied (and refined as necessary) as candidate 
groupings become available from the Task III effort. 
Task VII. Regional Application Analysis 
The project team has met with principal representatives of the North Georgia 
Area Planning and Development Commission (in Dalton, GA) and visited industrial 
plant sites in that area. From this activity important information has been 
obtained concerning specific problems associated with (1) the operations of present 
industry in that Appalachian region, and (2) the attracting of new, compatible 
industry into the region. This information is being assessed to provide the basis 
for the selection of specific example co-siting applications that would contribute 
to the solution of the problems and provide benefits through synergistic coupling 
of industrial activities (existing activities as well as promising new activities). 
One example application now under study in detail (using the methodology that is 
being developed on Tasks III and V) involves the possibility of converting the 
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enormous amount of nylon carpet waste, from the heavy concentration of carpet-
manufacturing industry in the Dalton, Georgia area, into a pyrolysis char that 
would be suitable for tertiary treatment of waste water from the industrial plants 
of the area (particularly for the removal of dye components). Other possible 
couplings and groupings also are being assessed for feasibility and acceptability. 
In addition, latent mineral resources in the Appalachian region of Georgia are 
being considered as possible bases for new industrial groupings in the region. 
Task IX. Initiation of Utilization Plan --
The program, agenda, list of invitees, graphics and other presentations 
material are being planned and developed for the first conference and workshop 
to be conducted on this program. This meeting is scheduled for sometime in 
January 1976, and will probably be held on the Georgia Tech campus. The principal 
objective of the first meeting of interested participants is to introduce the 
concept of synergistic co-siting to a broadly representative group of potential 
users of the results of this study, in the interest of stimulating the application 
and implementation of these results. In addition, it is desired that useful and 
beneficial feedback (suggestions and recommendations through the mechanism of the 
associated workshop session) will be obtained from the meeting participants into 
this project to guide the alignment and orientation of the investigative effort. 
Project team members are working closely with Mr. Michael Potter£, of the 
Appalachian Regional Commission, in the planning and development of the meeting 
program and list of invitees; and the emphasis of these efforts is on the structuring 
of an effective method of communicating the co-siting information to those who 
should find this information most useful. 
IV. Plans for Next Reporting Period 
During the next quarterly reporting period on this project (November 1, 1975 
through January 31, 1976) the following efforts are planned: 
-a-
• Completion of data-base development effort on Task I, with the exception 
of a small residual data-updating activity for a longer period of the 
project. 
• Completion of preliminary search for co-siting candidates on Task II. 
• Completion of preliminary chemical engineering analysis on Task III 
for selected co-siting candidates, based upon the input/output matrix 
format and analysis methodology developed to date. 
• Continuation of development of scaling relationships for plant economics 
on Task IV, and incorporation of these relationships into overall economic-
evaluation model. 
• Continuation of selection of technically feasible co-siting groupings on 
Task V; completion of methodology development; evaluation of candidates 
selected on Tasks II and III. 
• Initiation of Task VI, economic evaluation of technically feasible 
co-siting groupings on Task V; completion of methodology development; 
evaluation of candidates selected on Tasks II and III. 
• Initiation of Task VI, economic evaluation of technically feasible 
groupings; development of evaluation model and methodology; use of these 
tools to evaluate candidates successfully screened on Task V. 
• Continuation of regional application analysis, on Task VII, for North 
Georgia APDC region; select and evaluate promising prototype co-siting 
groupings that are appropriate for this region. 
• Continued implementation of utilization plan; complete planning, develop-
ment· and arrangements for first seminar and workshop conference on the 
project; conduct this conference at Georgia Tech in January. 
No significant problems have been encountered to date on this project, and 
originally anticipated progress and results are being achieved. No problems 
are anticipated for the next quarter of activity on the project. 
' Yours verv trulv .. 
V Jack M. Spurlockf Ph.D. 
Project Director 
JM)/ma.m 

















Establish Data Base 
Preliminary Search for Co-siting 
Candidates 
Preliminary Chemical Engineering 
Analysis 
Scaling Relationships for Plant 
Economics 
Selection of Technically Feasible 
Alternative Co-siting Configurations 
Economic Evaluation of Technically 
Feasible Groupings 
Regional Application Analysis 
Formulate Recommendations and 
Conclusions 
Initiate Utilization Plan 
Prepare Final Report 
Deliverables: 
(1) Progress Reports 
(2) Briefing on Interim Results 
(3) Final Report Draft 
(4) Finished Final Report 
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Figure 1. Program Schedule Plan and Current Task Status. 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATiON 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Appalachian Regional Commission 
1666 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20235 
Attention: Mr. Michael A. Potter£ 
Room 627 
Reference: ARC Grant No. GA-4234-75-I-302-0509 
(Georgia Tech Project No. A-1772) 
Subject: Q·uarterly Progress Report No. 2 
February 10, 1976 
"Study to Investigate Potential Benefits from Synergistic 
Co-siting of Industrial Activities" 
Gentlemen: 
This report summarizes progress on the referenced grant project 
for the period November 1, 1975 through January 31, 1976. 
I. Introduction 
The purpose of this program is to elucidate and evaluate the potential 
role of synergistic co-siting (i.e., mutually beneficial location and coupling 
of the input and output streams) of industrial plants, and other related 
activities, in the forming of policies and options for energy conservation, 
improvement of the environment, effective land use, and economic develop-
ment of appropriate regions of the State of Georgia (primary emphasis) and 
the Appalachian Region. Anticipated results of this study include guide-
lines and recommendations for the practical application of co-siting in these 
regions, and the effective communication of the information to prospective 
users who are likely to be involved in planning and implementing the 
appropriate applicational activities. 
The specific objectives of the program are: 
(1) the identification and classification of technical factors that 
have the greatest influence on the selection of co-siting groupings; 
(2) the screening and selection of co-siting grouping possibilities that 
offer significant promise for providing important resource-utiliza-
tion benefits (in Georgia's Appalachian areas specifically, as well 
as in the Appalachian Region generally); 
(3) the economic evaluation of the selected co-siting grouping examples 
to establish cost-benefit comparisons between conventional and co-
siting methods of industrial operations; 
(4) the formulation, documentation and communication of recommendations 
and guidelines for --
• specific co-siting groupings that show very promising prospects 
as experimental prototypes, for selected regions of application, 
to demonstrate the benefits of synergistic co-siting methodology; 
• use of the methodology developed on this program as an important 
new tool for industrial development activities in other locations 
of the Appalachian Region, etc.; 
• further technology developments, policy analysis, etc., that will 
be required to broaden the potential scope of application of 
synergistic co-siting and provide the necessary incentives and 
stimulation for implementational initiatives by prospective users. 
To meet these objectives, the following tasks constitute the overall work 









Preliminary Search for Co-siting Candidates; 
Preliminary Chemical Engineering (Feasibility) Analysis 
for Candidates; 
Development of Economic Model and Scaling Relationships; 
Selection of Technically Feasible Co-siting Groupings; 
Economic Evaluation of Technically Feasible Groupings; 
Regional Application Analysis; 
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Task VIII Formulate Recommendations and Conclusions; 
Task IX Initiate Utilization Plan; 
Task X Prepare and Distribute Final Report. 
II. Project Schedule and Budget Status 
The project effort is currently on schedule and operating within the 
budget plan. The revised schedule plan (as discussed in Quarterly Progress 
Report No. 1) is shown in Figure 1. On this figure, progress status is 
represented by the placement of a solid triangle on the time-line for each 
task that has been started thus far on the program. The location of the 
triangle represents the approximate degree of completion of that task (e.g., 
a triangle at about the mid~point of the task time-line indicates that the 
task effort is about 50 percent completed; a triangle at the end of the line 
denotes completion of the effort on that task). Milestones for project 
deliverables (reports, etc.) are represented by arrowheads; open arrowheads 
denote milestones that have not yet been accomplished, and solid symbols 
denote completed milestones. 
Budget status is as follows: 
(1) Total Expenditures to Date: 
(2) Expenditures by Categories: 
(a) Direct Personal Services 
(b) Materials and Supplies 
(c) Travel --
(d) Computer Services --
(e) Overhead and Benefits 
(3) Total Grant Funds Remaining: 








Technical progress during the second quarterly reporting period of the 
project is summarized below, by tasks, for those task items that were 
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scheduled for activity according to the schedule plan shown in Figure 1. 
Overall Progress Summary 
Effort was practically completed on Tasks I, II, III and IV; continued 
on Tasks V, VII, and IX; and initiated on Task VI (all described in Section I 
of this report). Project team personnel met with ARC, TVA, and Tennessee 
State representati.ves in Knoxville, Tennessee on December 2, 1975, and a 
briefing conference and workshop was held at Georgia Tech on January 20 
for invited participants. Mr. Lewis L. Spruill, Director of the Georgia 
State Energy Office, was the keynote speaker at the conference and workshop 
and a total of thirty persons were in attendance. 
Task I. Data-base Development --
A broad spectrum of pertinent data has been collected and compiled, 
including primary and secondary literature items on industrial plant siting 
technology; recent marketing and economic data and indicators for important 
industrial products; flowsheets, material and energy balances, and production 
technology for important industrial chemical processes; etc. This information 
has been screened and developed into a reference bibliography for the project. 
This data-base serves as the information foundation for the entire project. 
The work on this task is practically completed, but pertinent data and 
information will be added throughout the program as they become needed and 
available. 
Task II. Preliminary Search for Co-siting Candidates --
A large number and wide variety of industrial processes and activities 
have been screened, based upon the data provided by Task I. Screening cri-
teria were developed and used to evaluate the technical- and economic-viability 
potential for these processes in a co-siting mode of operation. The criteria 
are based principally on the relative potential benefit that each process could 
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provide or receive in a co-siting grouping, its economic growth potential 
over a reasonable and predictable period of time, and its potential versatility 
of application in a number of different co-siting grouping options. Examples 
of some of the industrial processes and activities that have been selected, 
thus far, for further evaluation include: waste processing (pyrolysis); 
stack-gas effluent-removal processes; waste-water treatment processes; 
fertilizer chemical processes; processes which use large quantities of coal 
(e.g., fossil-fuel power plants, energy-intensive industrial processes, 
coal-conversion processes, etc.); and several of the more economically 
important primary and intermediate inorganic and organic chemical manufacturing 
processes (e.g., sulfuric acid, chlorine, ethylene, methane, ethyl and methyl 
alcohol, etc.). This effort is practically completed. 
Task III. Preliminary Chemical Engineering Analysis for Candidates --
This task effort was strongly coupled to the efforts on Tasks I and II 
The candidate individual processes selected on Task II for further evaluation 
were assessed for co-siting grouping roles. Initially, sets of paired 
processes and/or activities were studied for feasibility and potential 
synergism. Subsequently, groupings consisting of larger numbers of component 
processes/activities were identified and evaluated. The analysis consisted 
principally of developing input/output (raw materials and products, energy 
requirements and excesses, and by-products and wastes) matrices for several 
of the candidate processes and activities selected on Task II, using flowsheet, 
material balance and energy balance information obtained on Task I. ·From 
this matrix display of process input and output data, processes are identified 
which have a significant degree of matching potential among their input and 
output streams~ and fundamental technical compatibility that would facilitate 
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the possible coupling of some of these streams. This effort is approximately 
completed. 
Task IV. Scaling Relationships for Plant Economics --
Effort on this task was largely completed. Results of Task IV provide 
a basis for determining the effects of plant size and capacity on the economic 
characteristics of selected candidate groupings. These results support the 
economic evaluation effort on Task VI. Several sources of information relating 
to scaling criteria and techniques obtained on Task I were examined for 
validity, consistency and agreement. A large number of important processes 
of interest on this program are covered by the information compiled. The 
computer analysis procedure was adapted in part from existing plant-costing 
programs currently used at Georgia Tech. 
Task V. Selection of Technically Feasible Co-siting Groupings 
Effort on this task is continuing. Inputs to this effort include the 
results derived from Tasks I, II, and III, described above. In particular, 
process-grouping candidates identified on Task III as having especially 
strong potential for matching of their input and/or output streams (to provide 
some important synergistic benefits), as well as apparent technical compatibility, 
are being studied in detail regarding several key factors. These factors 
include: (1) capacity compatibility (i.e., the raw-material or energy 
requirements of one process, in the capacity range necessary to justify 
its operations, can be met by the by-product or waste outputs of another 
process operating in its optimum range of capacity); (2) technological develop-
ments or design changes required to achieve effective and efficient coupling; 
and (3) other operational interfacing requirements and potential problems of 
coupling. Once these factors have been studied, those candidate groupings 
which still offer significant promise are characterized in a co-siting configu-
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ration by detailed flowsheets, material balances and energy balances to the 
extent that reliable data are available from Task I. These configurations 
are carefully analyzed again for design and operational feasibility and the 
auspicious ones are then ready for in-depth economic-viability analysis on 
Task VI. The methodology for this procedure has been partially developed 
and is being applied (and refined as necessary) to candidate groupings 
available from the Task III effort. 
Task VII. Regional Application Analysis 
The project team has met with representatives of the ARC, TVA and state 
of Tennessee (in Knoxville, Tennessee). From this activity important informa-
tion has been obtained concerning specific problems associated with (1) the 
operations of present industry in that Appalachian region, and (2) the 
attracting of new, compatible industry into the region. This information 
is being assessed to provide the basis for the selection of specific 
examples of co-siting applications that would contribute to the solution of 
the problems and provide benefits through synergistic coupling of industrial 
activities (existing activities as well as promising new activities). 
Task IX. Initiation of Utilization Plan --
The program, agenda, list of invitees, graphics and other presentations 
material were planned and developed for the first conference and workshop 
conducted on this program. This meeting was held at Georgia Tech on January 20, 
1976. The principal objective of this first meeting of interested participants 
was to introduce the concept of synergistic co-siting to a broadly representative 
group of potential users of the results of this study, in the interest of 
stimulating the application and implementation of these results. In addition, 
useful and benficial feedback was obtained from the meeting participants. 
This is being used to guide the alignment and orientation of the investigative 
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effort. Project team members worked closely with Mr. Michael Potter£, of 
the Appalachian Regional Commission, and Mr. Phil Whitlow, of the State of 
Georgia's Office of Planning and Budget, in the planning and development 
of the meeting program and list of invitees. A complete list of the 
Attendees is shown in Attachment 1. 
IV. Plans for Next Reporting Period 
During the next quarterly reporting period on this project (February 1 
through April 30, 1976) the following efforts are planned: 
• Completion of selection of technically feasible co-siting groupings 
on Task V; completion of methodology development; evaluation of 
candidates selected on Tasks II and III. 
• Completion of Task VI, economic evaluation of technically feasible 
co-siting groupings on Task V; completion of methodology development; 
evaluation of candidates selected on Tasks II and III. 
• Completion of regional application analysis, on Task VII, for North 
Georgia APDC region; evaluation of promising prototype co-siting 
groupings that are appropriate for this region. 
• Continued implementation of utilization plan; initiate planning, 
development and arrangements for second seminar and workshop 
conference on the project. 
• Initiation of Task VIII, formulation of recommendations and conclusions. 
• Initiation of Task X, final report preparation. 
No significant problems have been encountered to date on this project, 
and originally anticipated progress and results are being achieved. No 
problems are anticipated for the next quarter of activity on the project. 
Yours verv trulv~ 
,-/ 
· Jack M. Spurlock, Ph.D. 
Project Director 
cc: Mr. James T. Mcintyre 
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PROGRAM MONTHS 
I TASKS AUG I SEP I OCT f NOV I DEC I JAN I FEB I MAR I APR I MAY 1 JUN 
I. Establish Data Base .... .-. 
II. Preliminary Search for Co-siting + Candidates r i 
III. Preliminary Chemical Engineering WSi' e•m;A 
Analysis 
IV. Scaling Relationships for Plant • Economics ,, . v. Selection of Technically Feasible .... 
Alternative Co-siting Configurations .-... 
VI. Economic Evaluation of Technic~lly wna li ·• Feasible Groupings 
VII. Regional Application Analysis A -
~ VIII. Formulate Recommendations and 
Conclusions 
IX. Initiate Utilization Plan 
.... 
~ 
X. Prepare Final Report - ... -
Deliverables: 
(1) Progress Reports ... .. 0 
(2) Briefing on Interim Results .. 0 
(3) Final Report Draft 0 
(4) Finished Final Report 
Figure 1. Program Schedule Plan and Current Task Status. 
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ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Appalachian Regional Commission 
1666 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20235 
Attention: Mr. Michael A. Potterf 
Room 627 
Reference: ARC Grant No. GA-4234-75-I-302-0509 
(Georgia Tech Project No. A-1772) 
Subject: Quarterly Progress Report No. 3 
May 10, 1976 
"Study to Investigate Potential Benefits from Synergistic 
Co-siting of Industrial Activities 11 
Gentlemen: 
This report summarizes progress on the referenced grant project for 
the period February 1 through April 30, 1976. 
I. Introduction 
The purpose of this program is to elucidate and evaluate the potential 
role of synergistic co-siting (i.e., mutually beneficial location and coupling 
of the input and output streams) of industrial plants, and other related 
activities, in the forming of policies and options for energy conservation, 
improvement of the environment, effective land use, and economic development 
of appropriate regions of the State of Georgia (primary emphasis) and the 
Appalachian Region. Anticipated results of this study include guidelines and 
recommendations for the practical application of co-siting in these regions, 
and the effective communication of the information to prospective users who 
are likely to be involved in planning and implementing the appropriate applica-
tional activities. 
The specific objectives of the program are: 
(1) the identification and classification of technical factors that 
have the greatest influence on the selection of co-siting groupings; 
(2) the screening and selection of co-siting grouping possibilities that 
offer significant promise for providing important resource-utilization 
benefits (in Georgia's Appalachian areas specifically, as well as in 
the Appalachian Region generally); 
(3) the economic evaluation of the selected co-siting grouping examples 
to establish cost-benefit comparisons between conventional and co-
siting methods of industrial operations; 
(4) the formulation, documentation and communication of recommendations 
and guidelines for --
a specific co-siting groupings that show very promising prospects 
as experimental prototypes, for selected regions of application, 
to demonstrate the benefits of synergistic co-siting methodology; 
• use of the methodology·developed on this program as an important 
new tool for industrial development activities in other locations 
of the Appalachian Region, etc.; 
• further technology developments, policy analysis, etc., that will 
be required to broaden the potential scope of application of 
synergistic co-siting and provide the necessary incentives and 
stimulation for implementational initiatives by prospective users. 
To meet these objectives, the following tasks constitute the overall work 












Preliminary Search for Co-siting Candidates; 
Preliminary Chemical Engineering (Feasibility) Analysis for 
Candidates; 
Development of Economic Model and Scaling Relationships; 
Selection of Technically Feasible Co-siting Groupings; 
Economic Evaluation of Technically Feasible Groupings; 
Regional Application Analysis; 
Formulate Recommendations and Conclusions; 
Initiate Utilization Plan; 
Prepare and Distribute Final Report. 
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II. Project Schedule and Budget Status 
The project effort is currently on schedule and operating within the 
budget plan. The revised schedule plan, as coordinated with and approved by 
Mr. Michael A. Potterf of the Appalachian Regional Commission, is shown in 
Figure 1. (A no-cost extension of the contract performance period has been 
requested based on this revised schedule.) On this figure, progress status 
is represented by the placement of a solid triangle on the time-line for each 
task that has been started thus far on the program. The location of the 
triangle represents the approximate degree of completion of that task (e.g., 
a triangle at about the mid-point of the task time-line indicates that the 
task effort is about 50 percent completed; a triangle at the end of the line 
denotes completion of the effort on that task). Milestones for project 
deliverables (reports, etc.) are represented by arrowheads; ·open arrowheads 
denote milestones that have not yet been accomplished, and solid symbols 
denote completed milestones. 
Budget status is as follows: 
(1) Total Expenditures to Date: 
(2) Expenditures by Categories: 
(a) Direct Personal Services 
(b) Materials and Supplies 
(c) Travel --
(d) Computer Services --
(e) Overhead and Benefits 








III. Technical Progress to Date 
Technical progress during the third quarterly reporting period of the 
project is summarized below, by tasks, for those task items that were scheduled 
for activity according to the schedule plan shown in Figure 1. 
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Overall Progress Summary 
Tasks I through VII were exte~ded to encompass a range of industrial 
plants, products, and waste products as well as to specifically include 
the energy requirements associated with each. Project team personnel met with 
Mr. Michael A. Potterf of the Appalachian Regional Commission in Washington, 
D.C. on March 16 to discuss this extension. Also at this meeting, plans 
were discussed relating to Task IX (the Utilization Plan) to include in this 
task the development of a user-interactive computer program to augment the 
application of the results of this study in the ARC. Efforts have been 
initiated on the development of this program. 
Task I. Data-base Development --
A broad spectrum of pertinent data has been collected and compiled, 
including primary and secondary literature items on industrial plant siting 
technology; recent marketing and economic data and indicators for important 
industrial products; flowsheets, material and energy balances, and production 
technology for important industrial chemical processes,etc. This information 
has been screened and developed into a reference bibliography for the project. 
The data base has been extended during this reporting period to include more 
industrial plants, products, and waste products as well as to specifically 
break out the energy requirements associated with each. This data-base serves 
as the information foundation for the entire project. The work on this task 
is now practically completed, but pertinent data and information will be 
added throughout the program as they become needed and available. 
Task II. Preliminary Search for Co-siting Candidates --
A large number and variety' of industrial processes and activities have 
been screened, based upon the data provided by Task I. Screening criteria 
were developed and used to evaluate the technical- and economic-viability 
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potential for these processes in a co-siting mode of operation. The criteria 
are based principally on the relative potential benefit that ~ach process 
could provide or receive in a co-siting grouping, its economic growth potential 
over a reasonable and predictable period of time, and its potential versatility 
of application in a number of different co-siting grouping options. Examples 
of some of the industrial processes and activities that have been selected, 
thus far, for further evaluation include: waste processing {pyrolysis); stack-
gas effluent-removal processes; waste-water treatment processes; fertilizer 
chemical processes; processes which use large quantitites of coal (e.g., fossil-
fuel power plants, energy-intensive industrial processes, coal-conversion 
processes, etc.); and several of the more economically important primary and 
intermediate inorganic and organic chemical manufacturing processes (e.g.~ sulfuric 
acids chlorine, ethylene, methane, ethyl and methyl alcohol, etc.). This effort 
was continued based on the extension of Task I but is now practically completed. 
Task III. Preliminary Chemical Engineering Analysis for Candidates --
This task effort was strongly coupled to the efforts on Tasks I and II. 
The candidate individual processes selected on Task II for further evaluation 
were assessed for co-siting grouping roles. Initially, sets of paired pro-
cesses and/or activities were studied for feasibility and potential synergism. 
Subsequently, groupings consisting of larger numbers of component processes/ 
activities were identified and evaluated. The analysis consisted principally 
of developing input/output {raw materials and products, energy requirements 
and excesses, and by-products and wastes) matrices for several of the candidate 
processes and activities selected on Task II, using flowsheets, material balance 
and energy balance information obtained on Task I. From this matrix display of 
process input and output data, processes are identified which have a signifi-
cant degree of matching potential among their input and output streams, and 
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fundamental technical compatibility that would facilitate the possible coupling 
of some of these streams. This effort was expanded to include the enlargement 
of the data base and to include the development of a computer technique for 
providing the connection orders (up to five) between the various plants. This 
effort is now approximately completed. 
Task IV. Scaling Relationsh~ for Plant Economics --
Effort on this task is continuing. Results of Task IV provide a basis 
for determining the effects of plant size and capacity on the economic character-
istics of selected candidate groupings. These results support the economic 
evaluation effort on Task VI. Several sources of information relating to 
scaling criteria and techniques obtained on Task I were examined for validity, 
consistency and agreement. A large number of important processes of interest 
on this program are covered by the information compiled. The computer analysis 
procedure was adapted in part from existing plant-costing programs currently 
used at Georgia Tech. 
Task V. Selection of Technically Feasible Co-siting Groupings --
Effort on this task is continuing. Inputs to this effort include the 
results derived from Tasks I, II, and III, described above. In particular, 
process-grouping candidates identified on Task III as having especially strong 
potential for matching of their input and/or output streams (to provide some 
important synergistic benefits), as well as apparent technical compatibility, 
are being studied in detail regarding several key factors. These factors include: 
(1) capacity compatibility (i.e., the raw-material or energy requirements of 
one process, in the capacity range necessary to justify its operations, can be 
met by the by-product or waste outputs of another process operating in its 
optimum range of capacity); (2) technological developments or design changes 
required to achieve effective and efficient coupling; and (3) other operational 
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interfacing requirements and potential problems of coupling. Once these factors 
have been studied~ those candidate groupings which still offer significant 
promise are characterized in a co-siting configuration by detailed flowsheets, 
material balances and energy balances to the extent that reliable data are 
available from Task I. These configurations are carefully analyzed again for 
design and operational feasibility and the auspicious ones are then ready for in-
depth economic-viability analysis on Task VI. The methodology for this procedure 
has been developed and is being applied (and refined as necessary) to candidate 
groupings available from the Task III effort. 
Task VII. Regional Application Analysis --
The feedback from the participants in the conference and workshop held 
at Georgia Tech on January 20 has been carefully reviewed and analyzed. This 
review and analysis has been used to guide the alignment of the investigative 
effort particularly in the selection of examples of co-siting applications that 
would contribute to the solution of the problems identified by the participants. 
Synergistic coupling of both existing as well as promising new activities are 
being considered to show the benefits that could be attained. Information 
has been requested from the North Georgia APDC pertaining to the requirements 
of tertiary waste-water treatment of carpet-industry dye waste. This informa-
tion will be used in the North Georgia Co-siting example currently under investi-
gation. 
Task IX. Initiation of Utilization Plan --
The effort on this task has been principally concerned with the develop-
ment of a user-interactive computer program for the selection of co-sited 
groupings that match the requirements of a community or region. The program 
is in the user-conversational mode and does not require the user to have 
detailed knowledge of the internal computer program. Its main purpose is to 
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permit industrial planners to match the characteristics and needs of their 
areas with co-siting possibilities that would be technically and economically 
feasible in meeting their requirements. 
IV. Plans for Next Reporting Period 
During the next quarterly reporting period on this project (April through 
June 30, 1976) the following efforts are planned: 
C Completion of selection of technically feasible co-siting groupings 
on Task V; evaluation of candidates selected on Tasks II and III. 
Con1pletion of Task VI, economic evaluation of technically feasible 
co-siting groupings on Task V; evaluation of candidates selected 
on Tasks II and III. 
~ Com p 1 e t i on of reg i on a 1 a p p 1 i cat i on an a 1 ys i s , on T as k VI I , for North 
Georgia APDC region; evaluation of promising prototype co-siting 
groupings that are appropriate for this region. 
Continued implementation of utilization plan; initiate planning, 
development and arrangements for second seminar and workshop 
conference on the project. 
Initiation of Task VIII, formulation of recommendations and conclusions. 
No significant problems have been encountered to date on this project, 
and originally anticipated progress and results are being achieved. No 
problems are anticipated for the next quarter of activity on the project. 
Yours very truly, 
~Jack M. Spurlock~ Ph.D. 
Project Director 
JMS/mam 
cc: Mr. James T. Mcintyre 
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TASKS 
I. Establish Data Base 
II. Preliminary Search for Co-siting 
Candidates 
III. Preliminary Chemical Engineering 
Analysis 








Selection of Technically Feasible 
Alternative Co-siitng Configurations 
Economic Evaluation of Technically 
Feasible Groupings 
Regional Application Analysis 
Formulate Recommendations and 
Conclusions 
Initiate Utilization Plan 
Prepare Final Report 
Deliverables: 
(1) Progress Reports 
(2) Briefing on Interim Results 
(3) Final Report Draft 
(4) Finished Final Report 
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Figure 1. Program Schedule Plan and Current Task Status. (Revised based on 
anticipated no-cost extension.) 
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1.0 PREFACE 
During the period August, 1975, - September, 1976, a program was conducted 
by the Engineering Station of the Georgia Institute of Technology for the Appa-
lachian Regional Commission to elucidate and evaluate the potential role of 
synergistic co-siting for the planning of industrial development of appropriate 
regions of the State of Georgia (primary emphasis) and the Appalachian Region. 
This manual was prepared as a supplement to the final report~or this 
study. Its purpose is to summarize the essential features and applications of 
synergistic co-siting methodology, including the user-interactive computer prqgram, 
that was developed on this study. For technical details, the reader is refer-
red to the final report which is available from either the Appalachian Regional 
Commission or the Georgia Institute of Technology. Appropriate addresses for 
requesting this report are: 
Appalachian Regional Commission 
1666 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20235 
Attn: Mr. Michael Potterf 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
Attn: Dr. Jack M. Spurlock 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
In this section, the major features and applications of synergistic 
co-siting are explained. 
II What is synergistic co-siting? 
SyneJtgi.otic. c.o-~iting )A the c.aJLe6ui..iy planned gJtoup-irig o6 -indM.:tJtial 
and/ oJt agltic.u.Uu.Jr..a.l ac.tiv-i:ttu -in c.omptexe..-6 .that pJtov-ide mutu.a.l.iy 
ben.e 6-iual u:tilizatio n o 6 eneJtg y, JUWJ rna.t ~, c.o-pJto duc.i:J.>, tand, 
ptan.t Wa-6t~, and :Ota.MpoJtta..:U.on 6acJ..li..tiu, M well M pJtomote 
gJteateJt ec.onom-ic.at a.tt!w.c.Uverl~~ o 6 poUution-c.on..tJr..ot meMuJt~, 
Jt~ouJtc.e Jtec.oveJty, etc.. 
• What is the significance of synergistic co-siting? 
SyneJtg~tie c.o-~-iting appJtoac.h~ to -ind~tniat-~-ite planning, and to 
ptan.t and pJtoc.~~ d~-ign, o66eJt .the pJWmi.oe o6 ~ome veJty e66eetive 
and exci.;Ung po~~-i.bifi.;t.L~ fioJt the ~-imuttaneo~ ac.h-ievemen.t o6 c.eJttcUn 
c.J1..,..[;t[c.al na:tl..onal go~ ~uc.h M Jt~ouJtc.~ (inc.lud-ing eneJtgy) c.oMeJtva-
Uon, new eneJtgy ~ouJtc.~, e66eetive tand Me, -i.mpJtoved 6ood ~uppty, 
impJtoved env-i.Jtonmentat quality, and bene6-idat -indU6~ development. 
II What are some possible benefits of synergistic co-siting? 
• ENERGY CONSERVATION 
•VEVELOPMENT OF NEW SOURCES OF FEEVSTOCKS 
•ECONOMICAL RESOURCE ANV WASTE RECOVERY 
•IMPROVEV METHOVS OF (ANV INCENTIVE FOR) POLLUTION CONTROL 
• IMPROVEV LANV USE 
•OPTIMIZATION OF TRANSPORTATION USE 
•ELECTRICAL-POWER COST AVVANTAGES 
• IMPROVEV STABILITY OF LABOR POOLS ANV JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
•INCREASEV INCENTIVE FOR CAR-POOLING 
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• IMPROVEV BASIS FOR USE OF HIGH-TEMPERATURE GAS-COOLEV NUCLEAR 
REACTORS 
• IMPROVEV BASIS FOR COMMUNITY PLANNING 
• REVUCTION IN SITE-APPROVAL TIME FOR NEW PLANTS 
• IMPROVEV BASIS FOR ATTRACTING NEW INVUSTRY ANV INCREASEV PLANT-
SITINGS 
•MORE ECONOMICAL BASIS FOR PLANT SERVICES 
• AGRICULTURAL BENEFITS 
• IMPROVEV PROVUCT MIX 
• LOWER UNIT PROVUCT COST 
•REVUCTION OF OFF-SITE FACILITIES COST 
Ill In what functions can synergistic co-siting be effectively used? 
• policy planning a:t the 6edeJW.l, Jtegional., .ota:te, and local 
teveu · 
• indLUtn)_£tt development planning and analy.6ih 
• induo :tll.ia.l .olie .6 ele.etio n and plan-t duig n 
Ill What are the general co-siting modes? 
• coupling o6 ewting plant-6 wlihin a Limited geogJta.pfUca.l 
aJtea 
• coupling On exJAUng OJt pJtUe.ntfy pJtopo.6e.d plan.U with ne.w 
plant-6 -
• development o6 en:I.:.Vtely ne.w comptex.u 
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Ill What are typical criteria for synergistically coupling industrial 
and/or agricultural activities? 
• PRODUCT OF ACTIVI1Y A • RAW MATERIAL OF ACTIVI1Y B. 
..... RAW MATERIAL 
• WASTE PRODUCT (EFFLUENT) OF ACTIVITY A .,., OF ACTIVITY a 
• WASTE ENERGY OF ACTIVI1Y A • ENERGY REQUIREMENT OF ACTIVI1Y B. 
~ ..... PRODUCT/ 
• WASTE FROM ACTIVITY A .,., WASTE-PROCESSING ACTIVITY .,... RAW MATERIALS 
..... RAW MATERIAL 
• INTERMEDIATE OR BY-PRODUCT FRQ\1 ACTIVITY A .,... OF ACTIVITY B. 
~INPUT TO ACTIVITY A 
• CotflJN FUELfFEEDSTOCK{.,... 
.. INPUT TO ACTIVI1Y B. 
• PRODUCT/BY-PRODUCT OF ACTIVI1Y A • ACTIVI1Y C. RAW MATERIAL OF ACTIVITY a 
• WASTEfEFFWENT FROM ACTIVITY A}-
• CClf«JN WASTE-TREATMENT ACTIVI1Y 
• WASTE/EFFLUENT FRCJJI ACTIVITY B. 
Ill What are some possible tradeoff factors that could affect the 
selection of co-sited activites? 
• Ca.JVtyoveJt ni!te/ explo~.:>ion vulnVUtbili:ty ("domino ennec.t:") 
• La.Jtge.Jt ~.:>toJta..ge pool~.:> on ha..za.JtdoLL6 c..hemic..a..U 
• Na.tio t'l1l£ defi en~.:> e vu.R..neJta..bLU..tlj 
• Reliability intendependenc..y among indLL6tnia..l u~ 
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• En ne.et on pJz.o:te.c.lion on pJz.opltietrvty pJz.oc..u-6 u 
• Owne.MIU..p/manage.me.n:t ,t,:tJtue:tuJt.e. 
• Re.Liabil..Lty o n Jz.aW ma:te.JU.a.l and n e.e.d6 :to c..k avai.iabilUy 
• Regional and c..ommu.nUy impac.t (-two-way) 
• Avai.iabil..Lty on -6u.Lta.ble. land noJz. all u.nLt.¢ 
• Availabil..Lty on '!)u.e.l-6 and e.ne.Jz.gy noJz. all u.ni:t6 
• Avai.iabil..Lty on :tllaMpoJz.:tation ne.-twoJz.k.-6 
• PJz.oxl.mliy :to mMke.t.o and Jz.aw ma:te.Jtiaf.-6 6oJz. all u.ni:t6 
Ill What systematic steps comprise synergistic co-siting methodology 
developed to date? 
• PJz.e.iiminMy -6e.Mc..h noJz. C..0--6iting c..andida.:tu bMe.d on Jz.e.gional 
appUc..a..tion analy,t,i-6 
• Se.le.c.lion on :te.c..hnic..a.lly ne.Mible. c..o--6.-Uing gJz.ou.ping-6 
• Ec..onomic.. evaluation on c..o--6-i..:te.d gJz.ou.ping-6 
II In what form is this synergistic co-siting methodology presently 
available for use? 
A U6e.Jz.-in:te.Jz.ac.live. c..ompute.Jz. pJz.ogJz.am hM be.e.n developed and i-6 available. 
'!)oJz. U6e. on a -6e.Jz.vic..e. bMi-6 at Ge.oJz.gia Te.c..h. Thio pJz.ogMm i-6 duc..Jtibe.d 
and :typic..al e.xa.mplu on it.o U6 e. Me. pJz.u e.n:te.d in S e. clio n 3 • 
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3.0 USER-INTERACTIVE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
3.1 General Description 
This section describes the application of a user-interactive computer 
program that was developed to facilitate and encourage the use of synergistic 
co-siting methodology. It provides for the screening, selection, and econ-
omic comparison of co-sited industrial groupings. The program involves an 
interrogative-conversational format and consists of the following list of 
questions and guideline statements: 
1. HAVE YOU USED THIS PROGRAM BEFORE? 
2. DO YOU WANT A DESCRIPTION OF THIS PROGRAM? 
3. DO YOU WANT A LIST OF THE 88 INDUSTRIES INCLUDED IN THE DATA BASE 
OF THIS PROGRAM? 
4. DO YOU WANT A LIST OF SOURCES OF DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION FOR 
INDUSTRIES IN THE DATA BASE? 
5. WOULD YOU LIKE TO PERFORM A SEARCH FOR CO-SITING CANDIDATES FOR A 
SPECIFIC CORE OF INDUSTRIES? 
6. HOW MANY INDUSTRIES CONSTITUTE THE CORE OF THE COMPLEX YOU ARE 
CONSIDERING? (THE CORE MAY CONSIST OF NEW INDUSTRIES ONLY, EXISTING 
INDUSTRIES ONLY, OR BOTH NEW AND EXISTING INDUSTRIES.) 
7. LIST THE CODES OF THE INDUSTRIES IN THE CORE. 
8. AT THIS POINT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SPECIFY ANOTHER CORE OF INDUSTRIES 
AND BEGIN ANOTHER SEARCH FOR CO-SITING CANDIDATES FOR THIS CORE? 
9. WOULD YOU LIKE TO PERFORM AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR A SPECIFIC 
COMPLEX? 
10. FOR HOW MANY INDUSTRIES IN THE COMPLEX WILL YOU SPECIFY MERCHANT 
CAPACITIES? 
11. LIST THE CODE NUMBERS OF THE INDUSTRIES IN THE COMPLEX AND THEIR 
MERCHANT CAPACITIES, ~' INDUSTRY NUMBER, CAPACITY (TONS/YEAR). 
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12. SEVERAL OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE ANNUAL INCREASE IN THE 
COST OF CHEMICAL PLANTS. INCORPORATED IN THIS COMPUTER PROGRAM, 
AS OPTION (1), FOR THIS RATE OF INCREASE IS THE AVERAGE MARSHALL-
STEVENS INDEX FOR THE YEAR 197-5, WITH AN ALLOWANCE FOR AN ANNUAL 
AVERAGE INCREASE OF 4.5 PERCENT FOR YEARS BEYOND 1975 IN WHICH A 
PLANT MIGHT BE CONSTRUCTED. OPTION (2) PROVIDES FOR THE SPECIFI-
CATION OF ANY MARSHALL-STEVENS INDEX OF INTEREST. OPTION (3) IS 
A MODIFICATION OF OPTION (1) WHICH USES THE MARSHALL-STEVENS 
INDEX INCORPORATED IN THE PROGRAM FOR THE YEAR 1975, BUT PERMITS 
THE USER TO SPECIFY AN ANNUAL INCREASE OTHER THAN 4.5 PERCENT 
BEYOND THE 1975 INDEX VALUE. 
TYPE IN THE OPTION YOU PREFER. 
l3A. TYPE IN THE YEAR OF INTEREST (OPTION 1 ONLY). 
13B. TYPE IN THE MARSHALL-STEVENS INDEX OF INTEREST (OPTION 2 ONLY). 
13C. TYPE IN THE YEAR OF INTEREST (1975 OR LATER) AND THE ANNUAL 
PERCENT OF INCREASE (OPTION 3 ONLY),~' YEAR, ANNUAL PERCENT. 
14. DO YOU WISH TO ANALYZE THE SAME COMPLEX BUT WITH A DIFFERENT 
ANNUAL INCREASE IN PLANT COSTS? 
15A. DO YOU WANT TO PERFORM AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR ANOTHER COMPLEX? 
15B. DO YOU WANT TO USE THE SAME PLANT-COST BASIS IN THIS ANALYSIS 
YOU CHOSE IN RESPONSE TO STATEMENTS 12 AND 13 IN THE PREVIOUS 
ANALYSIS? 
16. WOULD YOU LIKE TO SPECIFY ANOTHER CORE OF INDUSTRIES AND BEGIN 
ANOTHER SEARCH FOR CO-SITING CANDIDATES FOR THIS CORE? 
As can be seen from the above list, the format utilizes procedural and 
explanatory steps that are tailored for the experience level of the individ-
ual user. Responses selected by the user for each of the questions or 
guideline statements determine the sequence of further steps in the proced-
ural format. This is demonstrated in the logic diagram for the overall 
program shown in Figure 3-1. 
The overall functions performed for the user by the computer program are 
accomplished in three major groupings of the 16 statements. These group-












PRINTOUT OF SUMMARY OF 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
INCLUDING INDIVIDUAL 
PLANT COSTS FOR 
COMPARISONS 
OPTION 3 
YES BYPASSES PREFACE OF 
STATEMENT 12 DURING 
THE RECYCLE 
11 YES 11• BYPASSES STATH1ENTS 
12 AND 13 DURING THE RECYCLE 
Figure 3-1. Logic Diagram of the User-Interactive Computer Program 
GROUP 1 (Statements 1-4): This segment of the program provides the 
user with background information relating to steps in the program and 
items in the data base. It is necessary that a new user (i.e., unskilled 
in the use of the program) request the list of chemicals which are 
included in the data base of the program in order to obtain the code num-
bers of chemicals or industries which will be required as input informa-
tion in response to later statements. 
An option is also available for the user to request a list of ref-
erences which may be consulted for general information on chemical 
processes. 
GROUP 2 (Statements 5-8): This segment of the program searches for 
co-siting candidates and prints connections of various orders. The user 
is required to provide a 11 COre 11 which may consist of one or more than one 
chemical commodity. For example, a local abundance of coal might suggest 
a coal-based complex and in this case coal alone would constitute the 
11 Core. 11 In general, as far as the user is concerned, there are no restric-
tions regarding chemicals or their number that may comprise the 11 COre, 11 
as long as they are listed in the data base. 
The printout consists of items listed under the titles 11 COMPONENT 111 
and "COMPONENT 2. 11 The item(s) listed under "COMPONENT 111 are the chem-
icals which the user provides as the 11 COre. 11 The chemicals under 
11 COMPONENT 2" are the appropriate potential co-siting candidates. 
The term "order of connection 11 can be best explained through an 
example. Consider the simple production schemes in Figure 3-2 below 





~i. ___ -----~.: ___ ~_._, CARBON ~II'T--------~-IMETHANOL I 
 ~ MONOXIDE 
AIR 
CHLORINE ~_.~-------~~-~PHOSGENE' 
.__ ___ ___. 
Figure 3-2. Schematic Example of Process Connections. 
In the above example, the unique connections are (neglecting air and water 
as explained below}: 










METHANOL, HYDROGEN, AND PHOSGENE 
METHANOL 
PHOSGENE 









METHANOL, HYDROGEN, AND PHOSGENE 
CHLORINE, HYDROGEN, AND METHANOL 
HYDROGEN AND PHOSGENE 
HYDROGEN 







CHLORINE, HYDROGEN, AND METHANOL 
CHLORINE AND PHOSGENE 
CHLORINE AND PHOSGENE 
fourth-order (coup 1 ing through three intermediate components) between --
CHLORINE and HYDROGEN AND METHANOL 
10 
It would appear from the example schematic diagram (Figure 3-2) that coal 
and hydrogen should be related by a first-order connection. However, since 
carbon monoxide was designated to be the principal product of interest from 
the reaction of coal, air and water, hydrogen was designated as a by-product. 
In this res pee t, s i nee the computer program permits .Q..!!!l_ one first-order 
connection between a product and each of the input materials for a given pro-
cess, the choice for this connection must be the one relating to the princi-
pal product; then the by-products are considered to be second-order connec-
tions with the materials that are inputs to the process. Therefore, in this 
example, coal and hydrogen are shown to be related first by a second-order 
connection. In turn, the principal product and the by-product(s) of a pro-
cess are considered to be related by a first-order connection (i.e., the 
principal product causes the other(s) to be produced without any further chem-
ical reaction steps). In addition, connections for air and water are not shown 
since both are considered to be cost-free materials and do not appear in the 
data base. Also, only the lowest connection order for two materials will be 
shown in the computer printout. For example, in the process-connection scheme 
shown in Figure 3-2, although carbon monoxide and hydrogen are connected both 
by first-order {principal product to by-product) and second-order (through 
methanol) l"elationships, only the first-order connection would be shown in the 
computer printout. Similarly, only the lowest-order connections for the other 
components would be printed out. 
GROUP III (Statements 9-16): This segment deals with the economic analysis for 
a chosen complex. Following is an explanation of the terms and abbreviations 
which appear in the printout of the economic analysis: 
11 
CAPTIVE PRODUCTION - Production of a chemical which is consumed within the 
complex itself. A negative value indicates generation 
of a by-product. 
MERCHANT PRODUCTION - Production which will be shipped to markets outside 
the complex (i.e., external). 
TOTAL PRODUCTION - Sum of captive and merchant productions. 
REMARKS - Displays the role of certain chemicals either as by-products or 
as raw materials for the convenience of the user. In the case of 
ethylene glycol, 11 NO DATA 11 will appear under this column; plant 
costs for this chemical are included in those for ethylene oxide 
from which it is derived. 
PLANT COST - Costs shown are capital costs only. Not included are offsite 
facilities, land costs, and utilities. 
PRODUCT VALUE - Product market values are computed and displayed for items 
which have a non-zero merchant production. 
RAW MATERIAL COST - Market value of raw materials consumed in the complex. 
BY-PRODUCT CREDIT - Credit value associated with the generation of by-
products which are shipped outside the complex. 
POWER - Power consumed for the total production of a chemical. Shown for 
only those items with which a plant cost is associated. 
TPY - Tons/year. 
MM$ - Millions of dollars 
MM$PY - Millions of dollars per year. 
MW - Megawatts. 
The list of 88 "industries .. in the data base, which the computer program 
will provide if so instructed in Statement 3, includes six basic raw materials 
identified by ** and twenty-one by-product materials identified by * (a print-
out of these 11 industries .. is shown in Section 3.2.2). Due to the roles of these 
12 
materials in the various processing schemes considered in the methodology, 
merchant capacities should not be specified for any of these materials in 
response to Statement 11. However, any of these materials may be considered 
as core industries in response to Statement 7. 
It should also be noted that neither air nor water is listed in the data 
base since they were assumed to be available at no cost. However, they were 
included where required in the computational procedures and are shown on flow-
sheets presented in this report. 
3.2 Illustrative Example 
3.2.1 Description and Discussion 
The essential features and applicational significance of this user-
interactive program can best be characterized by the following illustrative 
example. The example case involves the identification and economic compari-
son, for the year 1975 based on the Marshall-Stevens Index, of feasible co-
siting groupings for the use of a locally available supply of coal. This will 
demonstrate the use of the interactive computer procedure in accomplishing an 
example regional applicational analysis. 
The computer printout for this illustrative example is provided in Section 
3.2.2 and has the statement format described earlier in Section 3.1. Guide-
lines for and responses to the various computer statements are as follows: 
ttstatements 1-5. The first 5 statements of the format are straightforward 
ttstatement 6. 
ttstatement 7. 
and prepare the user, based on his background, for the 
computer procedure. For illustrative purposes, the responses 
11 n0, 11 11yes, 11 11yes, 11 "yes, 11 and 11 yes, 11 respectively. 
Since in this example, only one industry (coal) constituted 
the core, the response was 11 1.'' 
From the data-base printout of Statement 3, the code for 
13 
e Statement 8. 
co a 1 is 59, and the response was therefore 11 59. 11 The computer 
output at this point consists of listings of the various connec-
tion orders appropriate to coal as a starting (core) material. 
In general, the search results obtained from Statement 7 provide 
the user with a basis for selecting one or more complexes for 
economic analysis and comparison through the procedure options 
that begin with Statement 9. In this example, several of the 
products identified by the search routine were of interest based 
upon locally important features (e.g., local markets, existing 
plants, etc.). These products are coke, methanol, formaldehyde, 
calcium carbide, phosgene, acetylene, and isoprene. At this point, 
merchant capacities in tons/year for each of these were determined 
for use in the economic analyses. The first levels of co-siting 
involved two separate complexes, one based upon a combination of 
coke, methanol, and formaldehyde only {designated as Complex c5 
and shown in Figure 3-3), and a second based upon a combination 
of calcium carbide, phosgene, acetylene, and isoprene only {desig-
nated as Complex c6 and shown in Figure 3-4). The final level of 
co-siting was a complete complex {designated as Complex c56 and 
shown in Figure 3-5) that combined the two first-level complexes 
and produced all seven of the coal derivatives. Economic analyses 
were performed separately for each of these complexes in this 
example. 
The response was 11 n0 11 since no other core was of interest at this 
point. If another core had been of interest, it could have been 
designated at this point and another search for co-siting candidates 
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Figure 3-3. First Level of Co-siting of Operations Producing Coal Derivatives, Complex c5. 
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Figure 3-5. Second Level of Co-siting of Operations Producing Coal Derivatives, Complex c
56
. 
provided no candidates, a search for another core choice could 
have been made. 
e statement 9. The response was 11yes 'II and Comp 1 ex c5 was the basis for the first 
economic analysis which begins with the response to Statement 10. 
estatement 10. Since there are three industries (coke, methanol, and formaldehyde) 
having merchant capacities in Complex c5, the response was 
11 3." 
estatement 11. The response was "70, 11 "1000000"; 11 3," "300000''; "27,'' 
estatement 12. 
'
1150000. 11 The respective code numbers were obtai ned from the 
data-base printout of Statement 3, and the merchant capacities 
are those selected to be relevant for these products as discussed 
under Statement 7 above. 
Since this illustrative example specified economic comparisons 
based on the Marshall-Stevens Index, the response was ••1." Note 
that as pointed out in the computer printout for Statement 12, the 
user has two other options available to him. 
estatement 13A. Since the year specified in this illustrative example for the 
Marshall-Stevens Index was 1975, the response was 11 1975." At this 
point, economic analyses were printed by the computer for the 
isolated operations (when not co-sited) for comparison purposes 
and for the co-sited operations(Complex c5). It should be noted 
that the capital costs, power requirements, etc., associated with 
each of the isolated operations shown in the economic analyses 
include all of the supporting plants as well (e.g., sulfuric acid 
plant, carbon monoxide plant, methanol plant, etc., as needed). 
estatement 14. Not desiring at this point to use any other basis for estimating 
plant costs, the response was "no. 11 
18 
estatement 15A_. Desiring now to analyze Complex c6, the response was 
11yes. 11 
estatement 158. Desiring to use the same plant-cost basis previously used, 
e Statement 16. 
the response was 11yes. 11 This respons~ recycled the procedure 
back to Statement 10 and appropriate information was then 
provided to the computer by the user for Complex c6 in response 
to Statements 10, 11, and 14. Complex c56 was then analyzed by 
a repeat of this procedure. 
Having completed the desired analyses, the response was "no ... 
This response automatically terminates the computer procedure. 
The results of this entire example procedure permit the user to compare 
the relative cost benefits associated with the various levels of co-siting. 
Capital costs comparisons are summarized in Table 3-I. 
19 
Table 3-I. Capital Cost Comparisons Between Isolated Operations and Various Co-Siting Levels 
First Level Second Level 
Product Isolated Operations of Co-Siting of Co-Siting 
Capacity Cost* Cost* Cost* 
( tons/yr) (MM$) (MM$) (MM$) 
Coke 1,000,000 102.8 
Methanol 300,000 56.4 c5 > 221.8 
N 
0 Forma 1 dehyde 150,000 80.1 
Calcium Carbide 100,000 36.9 c56 > 326.7 
Phosgene 50,000 27.9 
c6 > 130.1 
Acetylene 50,000 55.3 
Isoprene 40,000 43.5 
402.9 351.9 326.7 
*Capital cost only. Not included are offsite facilities, land costs, and utilities. 
Section 3.2.2 
THIS PROGRAM WAS DESIGNED AND COMPUTERIZED DURING 
1976 AS PART OF A STUDY INVESTIGATING SYNERGISTIC 
CO-SITING CONDUCTED BY THE ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT 
STATION OF THE GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY UNDER 
CONTRACT TO THE APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSION, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
1. HAVE YOU USED THIS PROGRAM BEFORE ? 
? NO 
SINCE THIS IS THE FIRST TIME YOU HAVE USED THIS 
PROGRAM, IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT YOU PROCEED AS 
FOLLOWS : 
<1> READ THE •GUIDEL~NES FOR SYNERGISTIC CO-SITING• 
THAT HAS BEEN PREPARED AS A USER MANUAL FOR THIS 
PROGRAM TO ACQUAINT YOU WITH ITS PURPOSE AND 
PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES. THIS WILL CLARIFY THE STATE-
MENTS WHICH FOLLOW AND PROVIDE A BASIS FOR SELECTING 
APPROPRIATE RESPONSES TO THESE STATEMENTS. 
<2> TYPE •YEs• IN RESPONSE TO BOTH STATEMENTS 2 AND 
3, WHICH FOLLOW. THE COMPUTER WILL THEN PROVIDE YOU 
WITH A BRIEF REVIEW OF ESSENTIAL INFORMATION ABOUT 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM AND A LIST OF DATA BASE 
INDUSTRIES AND RAW MATERIALS, WITH THEIR CODE 
NUMBERS, FROM WHICH YOU MUST SELECT •cORE• 
COMPONENTS OF CO-SITING GROUPINGS IN RESPONSE TO 
SEVERAL OF THE STATEMENTS THAT FOLLOW. ALWAYS USE 
THE APPROPRIATE CODE NUMBER FOR ITEMS OF INTEREST ON 
THIS LIST WHEN RESPONDING TO SUCH STATEMENTS. 
INDUSTRIES OR MATERIALS THAT ARE NOT ON THIS LIST 
CANNOT NOW BE CONSIDERED AS POTENTIAL CANDIDATE 
COMPONENTS OF CO-SITING GROUPINGS IN THE ANALYSIS 
WHICH THIS PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHES. 
2. DO YOU WANT A DESCRIPTION OF THIS PROGRAM ? 
? YES 
Computer Printout for Illustrative Example 
THIS PROGRAM INVOLVES AN INTERROGATIVE-
CONVERSATIONAL FORMAT WHICH UTILIZES PROCEDURAL AND 
EXPLANATORY STEPS THAT ARE TAILORED FOR THE 
EXPERIENCE LEVEL OF THE INDIVIDUAL USER. RESPONSES 
SELECTED BY THE USER FOR EACH OF THE QUESTIONS OR 
GUIDELINE STATEMENTS DETERMINE THE SEQUENCE OF 
FURTHER STEPS IN THE PROCEDURAL FORMAT. 
THE OVERALL FUNCTIONS PERFORMED FOR THE USER BY THE 
PROGRAM ARE ACCOMPLISHED IN THREE MAJOR GROUPINGS 
OF 16 STATEMENTS ! 
GROUP 1 <STATEMENTS 1-4) PROVIDES THE USER WITH 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION RELATING TO STEPS IN THE 
PROGRAM AND ITEMS IN THE DATA BASE. 
GROUP 2 (STATEMENTS 5-8) PROVIDES FOR A SEARCH FOR 
CO-SITING CANDIDATES AND PRINTS CONNECTIONS OF 
VARIOUS ORDERS. THE USER IS REQUIRED TO PROVIDE A 
"CORE" WHICH MAY CONSIST OF ONE OR MORE OF THE 
CHEMICAL COMMODITIES LISTED IN THE DATA BASE. THE 
PRINTOUT CONSISTS OF ITEMS LISTED UNDER "COMPONENT 1" 
<THE CORE ITEMS SPECIFIED BY THE USER) AND 
"COMPONENT 2• <ITEMS THAT MATCH WITH THE CORE ITEMS 
AND WOULD BE APPROPRIATE POTENTIAL CO-SITING 
CANDIDATES.) 
GROUP 3 <STATEMENTS 9-16) PROVIDES FOR ECONOMIC 
ANALYSIS OF CO-SITING GROUPINGS <COMPLEXES) SELECTED 
BY THE USER FROM THE CANDIDATES IDENTIFIED BY THE 
GROUP 2 PROCEDURE. 
ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE COMPUTER PRINTOUT, AND 





TONS PER YEAR 
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR 
MEGAWATTS <OF POWER CONSUMED) 
FOR A THOROUGH EXPLANATION OF THE TERMS "ORDER OF 
CONNECTION• AND •coRE", USED IN GROUP 2 STATEMENTS 
AND PRINTOUTS, AND "MERCHANT CAPACITIES", "CAPTIVE 
PRODUCTION", "MERCHANT PRODUCTION", "TOTAL 
PRODUCTION", •PLANT COST", "PRODUCT VALUE", "RAW 
MATERIAL COST", "BY-PRODUCT CREDIT", •POWER•, AND 
"REMARKS", USED IN GROUP 3 STATEMENTS AND PRINTOUTS, 
REFER TO "GUIDELINES FOR SYNERGISTIC CO-SITING• THAT 
HAS BEEN PREPARED AS A USER MANUAL FOR THIS PROGRAM. 
3. DO YOU WANT A LIST OF THE 88 INDUSTRIES 
INCLUDED IN THE DATA BASE OF THIS PROGRAM ? 
? YES 
NO. INDUSTRY NAME NO. INDUSTRY NAME 
·-·-- -·----- -·- --··~ --------·-~----~ 
1 ETHYLENE 2 OXYGEN 
3 METHANOL 4 CARBON MONOXIDE 
* 5 PROPYLENE 6 AMMONIA 7 CHLORINE 8 BENZENE 
* 9 HYDI~OGEN * 10 HYDROGEN CHLORIDE 11 ACETALDEHYDE 1.2 ACETIC ACID 
13 ACRYLONITRILE * 14 ACETONITRILE * 15 HYDROGEN CYANIDE 16 AMMONIUM NITRATE 17 CUM ENE 18 PHENOL 
* 19 ACETONE 20 BIS·-F'HENOL. (~ 21 CYCLOHEXANE 22 ETHANOL 
23 ETHYLENE OXIDE 24 MONO-ETHANOL AMINE 
2~) ETHYLBENZENE 2<S ETHYL ACEUHE 
2'.7 FORMALDEHYDE 2!3 ISOPROPANOL 
:~?.9 MALEIC ANHYtll:~ I DE 30 METHYL CHLORIDE 
31 NITRIC ACID :.32 ETHYLENE DICHL.ORID 
33 PERCHLOROETHYLENE ~54 PERACETIC ACID 
35 F:·oL YETHYLENE * 36 BTX FRACTION * 37 TOLUENE 38 POLYPROPYLENE 39 ETHYLENE GLYCOL 40 STYRENE 
41 POL YST'(l:i.:ENE 42 PROPYLENE OXIDE 
43 TETI~AHYDROFUFMN * 44 CARBON IIIOXIDE 4:5 UREA 46 VINYL ACETATE 
N 47 VINYL CHLmnnE 48 POLYVINYL CHLORIDE w 
** 49 ETHANE ** 50 PROPANE 51 ISOPRENE * 52 NITROGEN * 53 SODIUM CHLORIDE * 54 SOIIIUM HYDROXIDE * 55 0-XYLENE * 56 M·-XYLENE * 5·7 P-XYLENE ** ~38 CALCIUM CARBONATE ** 59 COAL 60 ANILINE 61 PHTHALIC ANHYDRIDE 62 TEREPHTHALIC ACID 
6:3 SULFURIC ACID 64 SODIUM CHLORATE 
65 MELAMINE 66 ACETIC ANHYDRIDE 
67 ACETYLENE 68 CALCIUM CARBIDE 
69 CALCIUM OXIDE 70 COKE 
* 71 TRICHLOROETHYLENE * 72 AMMONIUM SULFATE 73 AMMONIUM CHLORIDE 74 NITROBENZENE 
75 BENZOIC ACID * ?6 BUTADIENE 77 ETHYL ETHER 78 ETHYL CHLORIDE 
79 SODIUM HYPOCHLORIT 80 HYDRAZINE 
81 METHYL METHACRYLAT ** B'J SULFUR 83 PHOSGENE 84 SODIUM 
* 8~5 SODIUM SULFATE * 86 ISO-BUTANE * 8? TERT-BUTYL ALCOHOL ** 88 SODIUM CARBONATE 
* BY·-PRODUCTS ONLY ** F.:AW MATERIALS ONLY 
4. DO YOU WANT A LIST CJF SOURCES OF DESCIUPTIVE 
INFORMATION FOR INDUSTRIES IN THE DATA BASE ? 
? YES 
CA> F. A. LOWENHEIM AND M. K. MORAN, "FAITH, KEYES 
AND CLARK'S INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS•, 4TH EDITION, 
WILEY, NEW YORK (1975) 
(B) R. N. SHREVE, "CHEMICAL PROCESS INDUSTRIES" 
3RD EDITION• MCGRAW HILL, NEW YORK C1967> 
CC> aCHEMICAL ORIGINS AND MARKETsn, STANFORD 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE C1967) 
CD) J. A KENT, •RIEGEL'S HANDBOOK OF INDUSTRIAL 
CHEMISTRY"~ 7TH EDITIONr VAN NOSTRAND, NEW 
YORK (1974) 
5. WOULD YOU LIKE TO PERFORM A SEARCH FOR CO-SITING 
CANDIDATES FOR A SPECIFIC CORE OF INDUSTRIES ? 
? YES 
6. HOW MANY INDUSTRIES CONSTITUTE THE CORE OF THE 
COMPLEX YOU ARE CONSIDERING ? CTHE CORE MAY 
CONSIST OF NEW INDUSTRIES ONLY, EXISTING 
~ INDUSTRIES ONLY, OR BOTH NEW AND EXISTING 
~ INDUSTRIES.> 
? 1 
7. LIST THE CODES OF THE INDUSTRIES IN THE CORE 
? 59 
SUMMARY OF CONNECTIONS OF ORDER 1 
COMPONENT 1 COMPONENT 2 COMPONENT 1 COMPONENT 
COAL CARBON MONOXIDE COAL CALCIUM OXIDE 
COAL COKE 








































































































SUMMARY OF CONNECTIONS OF ORDER 5 





PERACETIC ACID COAL 
BTX FRACTION COAL. 
STYRENE COAL 











































SUMMARY OF CONNECTIONS OF ORDER 6 
















SUMMARY OF CONNECTIONS OF ORDER 7 
COMPONENT l COMPONENT 2 
COAL ACETIC ANHYDRIDE 
CONNECTIONS OF HIGHER ORDERS ARE NOT UNIQUE 
8. AT THIS POINT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SPECIFY ANOTHER 
CORE OF INDUSTRIES AND BEGIN ANOTHER SEARCH FOR 
CO-SITING CANDIDATES FOR THIS CORE ? 
'? NO 
9. WOULD YOU LIKE TO PERFORM AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
FOR A SPECIFIC COMPLEX 1 
? YES 
10. FOR HOW MANY INDUSTRIES IN THE COMPLEX WILL YOU 
SPECIFY MERCHANT CAPACITIES 1 
1 3 
11. LIST THE CODE NUMBERS OF THE INDUSTRIES IN THE 
COMPLEX AND THEIR MERCHANT CAPACITIES, I.E., 
INDUSTRY NUMBER, CAPACITY <TONS/YEAR) 
70,1000000 
3, 300000 













t2• SlVERAL OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE ANNUAL 
INCREASE IN THE COST OF CHEMICAL PLANTS. 
INCORPORATED IN THIS COMPUTER PROGRAM, AS 
OPTION (1), FOR THIS RATE OF INCREASE IS THE 
AVERAGE MARSHALL-STEVENS INDEX FOR THE YEAR 
1975, WITH AN ALLOWANCE FOR AN ANNUAl AVERAGE 
INCREASE OF 4.5 PERCENT FOR YEARS BEYOND 1975 
IN WHICH A PLANT MIGHT BE CONSTRUCTED. OPTION 
C2) PROVIDES FOR THE SPECIFICATION OF ANY 
MARSHALL·-STEVENS INDEX OF INTEREST. OPTION (3) 
IS A MODIFICATION OF OPTION (1) WHICH USES THE 
MARSHALL-STEVENS INDEX INCORPORATED IN THE 
PROGRAM FOR THE YEAR 1975, BUT PERMITS THE USER 
TO SPECIFY AN ANNUAL INCREASE OTHER THAN 4.5 
PERCENT BEYOND THE 1975 INDEX VALUE, 
TYPE IN THE OPTION YOU PREFER 
13A. TYPE IN THE YEAR OF INTEREST <OPTION 1 ONLY) 
? 19?5 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING COKE 
CAPTIVE MERCHANT 
ID PLANT/MATERIAL PRODN. TF'Y PRODN. TPY 
------------------ ............................... ~---- .. ·-
59 COAL 1429000.0 0 
63 SULFURIC ACID 18000.0 0 







PLANT * PRODUCT COST MM$ VALUE MM$PY 
------·-· ... ·- ·--.. -·----·-·-·---
.504 
102.319 40.000 
RAW MATL. BY·--PRODUCT 
COST MM$PY Cl=i:EDIT MMSPY 




·- ......... .., ....... ---~··-
.011 
1.310 
F~Et1M~Kf:) __ ,,_ .. ____ , ___ .. _. ............. 
RAW MATEFUAL 
72 AMMONIUM SULFATE ··-18000. 0 0 -18000.0 .720 BY-PRODUCT 
82 SULFUR 6192.0 0 6192.0 .780 
TOTAL. 102.823 40.000 29.360 • 720 1. 320 
* CAPITAL. COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, LAND COSTS, AND UTILITIES. 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING METHANOL 
CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. BY-PRODUCT 
ID PLANT/MATERIAL. PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MM$ VALUE MM$PY COST MM$PY CREDIT MMSPY 
3 METHANOL o.o 300000 300000.0 26.822 36.420 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE 438900.0 0 438900.0 29.5:36 
9 HYDROGEN 5226.3 0 5226.3 .209 
:'59 COAL.. 23~)250. 4 0 235250.4 4.705 
TOTAL 56.35B 36.420 4.914 o.ooo 












ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRO~UCING FORMALDEHYDE 
CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. BY-PRODUCT 
ID PLANT/MATERIAL PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MM$ VALUE MMSPY COST MM$PY CREDIT MM$PY 
3 METHANOL 188550.0 0 188550.0 19.288 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE 275848.7 0 275848.7 21.339 
9 HYDROGEN 3284.7 0 3284. .131 
27 FORMALDEHYDE o.o 150000 150000.0 39.520 36.480 
59 COAL 147854.9 0 147854.9 2.957 
TOTAL 80.147 36.480 3.088 o.ooo 
* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, LAND COSTS, AND UTILITIES. 
CO-SITED OPERATIONS <COMPLEX) 
CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. BY-PRODUCT 
ID PLANT/MATERIAL PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MMS VALUE MMSPY COST MMSPY CREDIT MMSPY 
3 METHANOL 188550.0 300000 488550.0 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE 714748.7 0 714748.7 
9 HYDROGEN 8511.0 0 8511.0 
27 FORMALDEHYDE o.o 150000 150000.0 
59 COAL 1812105.3 0 1812105.3 
63 SULFURIC ACID 18000.0 0 18000.0 
70 COKE o.o 1000000 1000000.0 
72 AMMONIUM SULFATE -18000.0 0 -18000.0 
82 SULFUR 6192.0 0 6192.0 
TOTAL 
* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, 
14. DO YOU WISH TO ANALYZE THE SAME COMPLEX BUT WITH 
A DIFFERENT ANNUAL INCREASE IN PLANT COSTS ? 
? NO 
15A. DO YOU WANT TO PERFORM AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR 
ANOTHER COMPLEX ? 
? YES 
158. DO YOU WANT TO USE THE SAME PLANT-COST BASIS IN 
THIS ANALYSIS YOU CHOSE IN RESPONSE TO 











221.816 112.900 37.363 .720 

























10. FOR HOW MANY INDUSTRIES IN THE COMPLEX WILL YOU 
SPECIFY MERCHANT CAPACITIES ? 
? 4 
11. LIST THE CODE NUMBERS OF THE INDUSTRIES IN THE 
COMPLEX AND THEIR MERCHANT CAPACITIES, I.E., 
INDUSTRY NUMBERr CAPACITY <TONS/YEAR> 
68~100000 
83, 50000 
7 67, 50000 
? 51~ 40000 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING CALCIUM CARBIDE 
CAPTIVE MERCHANT 
ID PLANT/MATERIAL PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY 
------------------ ---------- ----------
4 CARBON MONOXIDE -48000.0 0 
44 CARBON DIOXIDE -77298.0 0 
58 CALCIUM CARBONATE 188290.0 0 
59 COAL 127330.7 0 
63 SULFURIC ACID 1229.4 0 
68 CALCIUM CARBIDE o.o 100000 
69 CALCIUM OXIDE 99100.0 0 
70 COKE 68300.0 0 
72 AMMONIUM SULFATE -1229.4 0 
82 SULFUR 422.9 0 
TOTAL 
TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. PRODN. TPY COST MM$ VALUE MMSPY COST MMSPY 











36.918 17.140 3.541 
* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, LAND COSTS, AND UTILITIES. 








CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL, BY-PRODUCT 
ID PLANT/MATERIAL PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MM$ VALUE MMSPY COST MMSPY CREDIT MMSPY 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE 14400.0 0 14400.0 2.701 
7 CHLORINE 36000.0 0 36000.0 17.794 
9 HYDROGEN -2923.2 0 -2923.2 .117 
53 SODIUM CHLORIDE 65880.0 0 65880.0 2.938 
54 SODIUM HYDROXIDE -40680.0 0 -40680.0 15.727 
59 COAL 7718.4 0 7718.4 .154 
63 SULFURIC ACID 360.0 0 360.0 .035 
82 SULFUR 123.8 0 123.8 .016 
83 PHOSGENE o.o 50000 50000.0 7.324 25.000 
TOTAL 27.854 25.000 3.108 15.844 






























ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING ACETYLENE 
CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. BY-PRODUCT 
ID PLANT/MATERIAL PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MMS VALUE MMSPY COST MMSPY CREDIT MMSPY 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE 
44 CARBON DIOXIDE 
58 CALCIUM CARBONATE 
59 COAL 
63 SULFURIC ACID 
67 ACETYLENE 
68 CALCIUM CARBIDE 
69 CALCIUM OXIDE 
70 COKE 












































* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, LAND COSTS¥ AND UTILITIES. 

























ID PLANT/MATERIAL PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MM$ VALUE MMSPY COST MMSPY CREDIT MMSPY MW REMARKS 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE 
9 HYDROGEN 
19 ACETONE 
44 CARBON DIOXIDE 
51 ISOPRENE 
58 CALCIUM CARBONATE 
59 COAL 
63 SULFURIC ACID 
67 ACETYLENE 
68 CALCIUM CARBIDE 
69 CALCIUM OXIDE 
70 COKE 
















































































CO-SITED OPERATIONS <COMPLEX) 
CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. BY-PRODUCl 
II:t PLANT /t1ATEF\ I AL PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MM$ VALUE MMSPY COST MM$PY CREDIT MMSPY 
4 CARBON i'lDNDXIDE -13129'?.1 0 13:1.2'17.1 
7 CHLORINE 36000.0 0 36000.0 
9 HYDROGEN 17792.0 0 1 T792. 0 
1.9 ACETONE 40000.0 0 40000.0 
44 CARBON DIOXIDE 120714.B 0 -1207:1.4.B 
51 ISOPHENE o.o 40000 40000.0 
53 SODIUr·l CHLDHIDE 6~5880 + () 0 6~)B80. 0 
54 SODIUM HYDROXIDE -40680.0 () -4068().0 
513 CALCIUM CAf{BCJN,; n:: 29404€!.9 () 29404f:l. 9 
59 COAL 3426BJ..6 0 342681. (s 
63 SULFURIC ACID 4091.7 () 4()91.7 
67 ACETYLENE 17800.() ::'iOOOO 67800.0 
6S CALCIUM CARBIDE 203535.6 100000 · 303~:j35 oll 
69 CALCIUM OXIDE 154762.6 () 154762.6 
70 COKE 207314.0 0 207314.8 
7'" ,:.. AMMONIUM SULFATE ·-3731. 7 () -3731.7 
132 SULFU~";: 1407 .::'j 0 1407.5 
83 PHm'lGENE o.o ~)0000 50000.0 
TOTAL 
* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, 
14. DO YOU WISH TO ANALYZE THE SAME COMPLEX BUT WITH 
A DIFFEHENT ANNUAL INCREASE IN PLANT COSTS ? 
T NO 
15A. DO YOU WANT TO PERFORM AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR 
ANOTHER COMPLEX ? 
? YES 
158. DO YOU WANT TO USE THE SAME PLANT-COST BASIS IN 
THIS ANALYSIS YOU CHOSE IN RESPONSE TO 
STATEMENTS 12 AND 13 IN THE PREVIOUS ANALYSIS? 
'!' YES 
10. FOR HOW MANY INDUSTRIES IN THE COMPLEX WILL YOU 



















130.101 147.140 24.151 23.542 













FU~W MATEF~ I AL 










11. LIST THE CODE NUMBERS OF THE INDUSTRIES IN THE 
COMPLEX AND THEIR MERCHANT CAPACITIES, I.E., 
INDUSTRY NUMBER, CAPACITY <TONS/YEAR) 
? 70,1000000 
3, 300000 
r 27r 150000 
7 68· 100000 
7 83, 50000 
67v 50000 
? 51r 40000 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING COKE 
CAPTIVE 
ID PLANT/MATERIAL PRODN. TPY 
------------ ----------
59 COAL 1429000.0 
63 SULFURIC ACID 18000.0 
70 COKE o.o 
72 AMMONIUM SULFATE -18000.0 










TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. PRODN. TPY COST MMS VALUE MMSPY COST MMSPY 
---------- -------- ----------- ----------
1429000.0 28.580 
18000.0 .504 
1000000.0 102.319 40.000 
-18000.0 
6192.0 .780 
102.823 40.000 29.360 
* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, LAND COSTS, AND UTILITIES. 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING METHANOL 
CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. ID PLANT/MATERIAL PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MM$ VALUE MM$PY COST MMSPY 
------------------ ---------- ---------- ---------- -------- ----------- ----------
3 METHANOL o.o 300000 300000.0 26.822 36.420 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE 438900.0 0 438900.0 29.536 
9 HYDROGEN 5226.3 0 5226.3 .209 
59 COAL 235250.4 0 235250.4 4.705 
TOTAL 56.358 36.420 4.914 
* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, LAND COSTS, AND UTILITIES. 
BY-PRODUCT POWER 
















ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING FORMALDEHYDE 
CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL, BY-PRODUCf 
ID PLANT /Hli TEF~ I t~L PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MMt VALUE MM$PY COST MMSPY rREDil MMSPY 
3 METHANOL 188550.0 0 1.8B550.,0 19.2ElB 
4 CAf.:BON MONOXIDE 275848.7 () 275848.7 t • :~:'59 
9 HYDROGEN 3284.7 0 3204.7 .1 1 
27 FORMALDEHYDE o.o 1 ~'iOOOO 150000.0 39 .!520 36.480 
!'":i9 COAL. 147854.9 0 1478:'.:i4.9 
TOTAL. 8().:1.4? 36.480 3.08G o.ooo 
* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES~ LAND COSTS, AND UTILITIES. 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING CALCIUM CARBIDE 
------------------------------------------------
CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATt ..• BY--PF<ODUCT ID PLANT/MATERIAL PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MM$ V,:KUE MM$PY COST MM$PY Cf.:EDIT MM$PY 
------------------ -·-------- .. -- .... --·-·-·-----...... __ ..._ ...... - .. -~·-~····- ............... _ ...... ._ ... _ _._ ........ ____________ - ·--·--··--·--··-.. -· -·· -· .. _ ........ -- , __ .... -- ~- .... ··-w 
w 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE ~48000.0 0 --48000.0 1.920 
44 CARBON IIIOXI[IE -77298.0 0 -77298.0 1.546 
58 CALCIUM CARBONATE 188290.0 0 188290.0 .941 
59 COAL 127330.7 0 127330.7 2.547 
63 SULFURIC ACID 1229.4 0 1229.4 .081 
68 CALCIUM CARBIDE o.o 100000 100000.0 19.814 17.140 
69 CALCIUM OXIDE 99100.0 0 99100.0 1.390 
70 COKE 68300.0 0 68300.0 15.633 
72 AMMONIUM SULFATE -1229.4 0 ·-1229. 4 .049 
82 SULFUR 422.9 0 422.9 .053 
TOTAL 36.918 17.14() 3.541 3.515 

























ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING PHOSGENE 
CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCl RAW MATL. BY-PRODUCl 
Ill F'Lt"--NT /t·1f"'tTER I tiL PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MM$ VALUE MMSPY COST MMSPY CREDil MM$PY 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE 14400.0 0 14400.0 2. "7() j 
7 CHLORINE 36000.0 0 36000.0 17.794 
9 HYDROGEN ···29:?3. 2 () -2923.2 .11.7 
53 SODIUM CHLOF~IDE 6;~_;f.l80 + () () 65BBO.O 2. '7'30 
:54 SODIUM HYDf.:OXIDE --40680.0 0 --40680.0 :l'.). 7:?.7 
59 COAL. 7?lB.4 0 77H1. 4 • :L ~)4 
63 SULFUF\IC t1CID 360.0 0 :3e)o.o .035 
B~?. SULFUR 12~5. a () 123.8 .Olt:. 
!33 PHOSGENE ().() ~;oooo 50000.0 ? • 3~!4 2~). 000 
TOTAL 27. 8~54 25.000 3.108 i~j. 844 
* CAPITf~L COSTf.-) ONLY. NOT INCLUDED Af~E OFFSITE FACILITIES, LAND COSTS, AND UTILITIES. w 
..p:. 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS F'Fi:ODLJC I NG ACETYLENE 
------------------------------------------------
CAPTIVE MEI:~CHANT TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. f.iY-·PRDDUCT ID PLANT/MATERIAL PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY F'RODN. TPY COST MM$ VALUE MM$F'Y COST MM$PY CREDIT MM$F'Y 
------------------ -·-- ....... -~---- ·-~-------- __ u ..... _._ _____ ,__. -----·--- ___________ ......... --- ·- - ·- .... -- -· ··- ·--.,. ........ --.. -~-----
4 CARBON MONOXIDE --72048. () 0 --72048.0 2.882 
44 CARBON DIOXIDE -32018.3 () --32018.3 .640 
58 CALCIUM CARBONATE 77993.3 0 7797'3.3 .390 
59 COAL 158813.4 0 15881:3.4 3.176 
63 SULFURIC ACID 1845.3 0 1845.3 .107 
67 ACETYLENE o.o 50000 50000.0 7.335 49.00() 
68 CALCIUM CARBIDE {50100. 0 0 150100.0 26.329 
69 CALCIUM OXIDE 41049.1 0 41049.1 .750 
70 COKE 102518.3 0 102518.3 20.7/'4 
7'") "- AMMONIUM SULFt"'-!TE -1845.3 0 1845.3 .074 
82 SULFUR 634.8 0 634.8 .()80 
TOTAL 55.296 49.000 3.646> 3.596 
































































CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. BY-PRODUCT 




























































* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, LAND COSTS, AND UTILITIES. 
CO-SITED OPERATIONS <COMPLEX) 
ID PLANT/MATERIAL 
3 METHANOL 





44 CARBON DIOXIDE 
51 ISOPRENE 
53 SODIUM CHLORIDE 
54 SODIUM HYDROXIDE 
58 CALCIUM CARBONATE 
59 COAL 
63 SULFURIC ACID 
CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. BY-PRODUCT 


























































































67 ACETYLENE 17800.0 500()0 67800.0 ·:t.078 49.000 
68 CALCIUM Ct~RBIDE 203535.6 100000 303535.6 43.104 17.140 
69 CALCIUM OXIDE 154'762. 6 0 154762.6 1.899 
70 COKE 207314.8 1000000 1207314.8 116.743 40.000' 
72 AMMONIW·i SULFATE .. -21?31. 7 0 -21731.7 
82 SULFUI=< 7599.5 () 7599. ;:; 
83 PHOSGENE o.o ~50000 ~50000. 0 7 .3:..14 25.000 
TOTAL 326.719 260.040 
* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY, NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES~ LAND COSTSv AND UTILITIES. 
14. DO YOU WISH TO ANALYZE THE SAME COMPLEX BUT WITH 
A DIFFERENT ANNUAL INCREASE IN PLANT COSTS '? 
'i' NO 
15A, DO YOU WANT TO PERFORM AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR 
ANOTHER COMPLEX '? 
'? NO 
16. WOULD YOU LIKE TO SPECIFY ANOTHER CORE OF 
INDUSTRIES AND BEGIN ANOTHER SEARCH FOR 
CO-SITING CANDIDATES FOR THIS CORE '? 
'? NO 






.8/)9 BY -PRODIICT 
.958 RAW M;!)TEHUiL 
1.1 
60.80:5 1<),(il0 156. '?~:J4 
Al742 SERIAL NO. OCI _-..=; ___ _ 
A. Background Noise: 
·(With AGCs grounded, measured at -500 Pin AS) _./r(_'S ___ V P-P 
B. Overall Signal Characteristics and 3ackground Noise 
-/, 32. Volts 
:;lo dB 
(50n Gen) Clutter AGC 
Gain Suppression 
Background Noise 
(Measured at -500 Pin A5) 
Input Level vs. Output at :Honitor ?orts 
lnpu t Sign.al = - ... $'/ dBm @ -600 Pin Al & A2 
MOnitor Ports Output@ -600_A5 
. -700 AS 
Input Level = -7/ dBm 
-100 A5 









t/, 2s-- V P-P 
CJ. S' V P-P 
t'/,_ 2-, V P-P 
D. 'I v P-P 
1/, () V P-P 
l/_0 V P-P 
Page 1 of 4 
TEST DATA 
MODULE Al742-100 SERIAL NO. 0 0 I 
TEST 
1.1 Local Oscillator Frequency 
1.2 Local Oscillator Level Set 
to 5 Vpp 
1.3 Signal Output Level 
1.4 Bandpass Marker 2 Frequency 
1.5 Bandpass Marker 1 Frequency 
1.6 Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - Marker 1) 
1.7 Bandpass Center Frequency 
~(Marker 2) (Harker d- fLO 
1.8 Clutter AGC Symmetry 
1.9 Slow AGC Symmetry 
1.10 MOnitor Output (Percent of 
Signal Output) 
1.11 Spurious Responses 
1.12 Overall Gain (Slow AGC = 0) 
(Clutter AGC = 0) 
1.13 Notch Upper 3 dB Frequency 
1.14 Notch Lower 3 dB Frequency 
1.15 Notch 3 dB Bandwidth 
(fHi - fLow) 
1.16 Notch Center Frequency 
~ (fHi) (fLow; - fLO 
1.17 Notch Depth 
1.18 AGC Test Frequency 
(f signal - fLO) 
RESULT LIMITS 
? .. ..2.COMHz 8.2 + 0.05 MHz 
/ Check Nominal 
-/ Check 1 Vpp Max 
/V. :::JI 7, NHz 
q,c;57 MHz 
II b KHz 110-130 KHz 
/, 815' MHz 1.81-1.82 MHz 
~ . ......- Check 
v Check 
VJ 'fo Check 10% nominal i 
v::= Check 
ss dB 54-58 ;dB 
J{).cc<?,::;; MHz 
c,,9(~-Z. MHZ 
s: KHz 4.5 - 6.5 KHz 
1.80 MHz 1.8 MHz + 100 Hz 
><:oo dB 40 dB min 





Date {/ 0, ... ""t .. { .. -" .. & / {l '"7 (; 
----~1~------~~-------------




1.19 Gain Reduction (Slow AGC = OV) 
Clutter AGC = -1.0 V 
-2.0 v 
-3.0 v 
""" 1.20 Gain Reduction 
(Clutter AGC = OV) 
Slow AGC = -1.0 V 
II: -2.0 v 
= -3.0 v 
SERIAL NO. __ 0_0_/ __ 
RESULT 
- ::2 (- , ·;-dB 
-:-.tf,s- dB 




Date I od 7_(....._. -----
Page 3 of 4 
TEST DATA 




-;Q -10 ! 
'"'c:J ....., 














FROM REFERENCE CURVE 
1. 21 CLUTTER AGC 










TESTED BY -------------------SIGNATURE v· 
DATE I Oc.;f: ' b 
Page 4 of 4 
TEST DATA 
MODULE Al742-100 SERIAL NO. c () I -----
TEST. RESULT 
1.23 Bandpass Response 
Clutter AGC = -3V 
Slow AGC = -3V 
Local Oscillator Frequency 8" .. .:<.co MHz 
Bandpass Marker 2 J().D-;:..;1 MHz 
Bandpass Marker 1 9/iSf, MHz 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 12 :;:- KHz 
(Marker 2 - ~~rker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency ;,gig MHz 
~(Marker I 2)(Marker 1) - fLO 
Signature 
Date ---'-(_0_·_cJ_· __ 7__.;;;;6;;;;;..__ _ 
Page 1 of 2 
TEST DATA 
MODULE Al742-200 SERIAL NO. CO/ 
TEST RESULT LIMITS 
2.1 DC Resistance 
Pins Al-2 9.2- Ohms 5-15 ;ohms 
Al-GND /Ct:' Ohms lOQ-120 Ohms 
A2-3 '20 Ohms 5-lS;Ohms 
A2-GND /00 Ohms 100-120 Ohms 
2-GND 9;:;; Ohms 9Q-11q Ohms 
3-GND '1'2 Ohms 9Q-110 Ohms I 
2.2 Signal Output Level v Check 1 Vpp Max ___ 
2.3 Bandpass Marker 2 /tl.21b MHz 
2.4 Bandpass Marker 1 f. ljg_s- MHz 
2.5 Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
73/ (Marker 2 - Marker 1) KHz 595-735;KH.z . 
2.6 Bandpass Center Frequency 
~(Marker 2) (Marker 1) I f. 8''/ MH.z 9.7 - 10.0 MHz 
2.1 Dip at Center of Response 
()#L/ Curve dB 2 dB Max 
2.8 MOnitor Output (Percent of 
(J2o%Check Signal Output) 100% nominal 
I 
2.9 Spurious Responses v Check 
2.10 Overall Gain 3LtS dB 28-32 dB 
Tested by-------------
Signature 
Date __ tj~CJ~t~~~-· _1_,_,.;:::_/?_v_'-, _____ _ 




2.11 Bandpass Response, Gain Pot 
set for Max Gain 
Bandpass Marker 2 
Bandpass Marker 1 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - Marker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
\J<Marker 2) (Marker 1)
1 
2.12 Bandpass Response, Gain Pot 
set for 20 dB below ~ominal 
Gain 
Bandpass Marker 2 
Bandpass Marker 1 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - Marker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
~(Marker 2) (Marker 1)
1 





a ,... ,...... 
2 . ,:,0~ MHz 
Z07 KHz 
Tested by ---------------------------Signature 
Date _____ !_l_t_·-_(_~~_(' ____ ,_,~,,_.~_:_/_~-------------
Page 1 of 1 
TEST DATA 
MODULE Al742-300 SERIAL NO. (}0) 
TEST RESULT LIMITS 
3.1 Local Oscillator Frequency L. '8 o~ MHz 1.80 + 0.01 MHZ 
3.2 Local Oscillator Level .;2. <I Check 2.8 Vpp Nominal 
3.3 Signal Output Level t), (:;, /check 1 Vpp Max 
3.4 Frequency Marker 2 /(2_. 3 '3.1 MHz 
3.5 Frequency Marker 1 9t.f8 MHz 
3.6 Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
b5/_ (Marker 2 - Marker 1) KHz 560-680 KHz 
3.7 Bandpass Center Frequency 
~ (li!arker 2) (Marker 1) 
1
- f · g. 2otj }fiiz 
LO 
8.1-8.3 MHz 
3.8 Dip at. Center of Response 
Curve 
3.9 MOnitor Output (~ercent 
of Output Signal) 
3.10 Spurious Responses 
3.11 Overall Gain 
3.12 ·Limit Threshold 
Output Voltage 
Input .Voltage 
(},3 dB __ ___..;;;:;.__ 2 dB Max 
//f) '7o Check 10%.Nominal 
~ Check 
tf ;:2_ dB 38-42 dB 
~~ 3 Vpp 
/ 3~ mVpp 













SERIAL NO. 00/ 
SERIAL NO. 00 / 
TEST RESULT LIMITS 
Output Signal Level vr· Check 8 V Nominal rms 
Bandpass Upper 3 dB Frequency ;2. ::;-t) #; , ; ,... KH . ~ "". z 
Bandpass Lower 3 dB Frequency , . '"! ,·~.s . .__: ~:- "i . c: KHz 
Bandpass Bandwidth 
lft:,7 (fUp - fLO) Hz 400-500 Hz 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
(! -z_,/?- ? ~ 
~ (fUp)(fLO) I :J{'O, C 5b KHz 250 KHz + 200 Hz 
Discriminator Response 
DC Ou~put = 0 V :zso. os..:z. KHz 250 KHz + 200 Hz 
+1 v 249. crqL KHz 
+2 v 249. CJL/t KHz 
+3 v 249. C/ct:J KHz 
+4 v 249. g8'"S' KHz 
+5 v 249. KHz 
Positive Peak 
'-19v 249. ~5'e KHz 
-1 v 250. L!~ KHz 
-2 v. 250. /7~ KHz 
-3 v 250. ;;<I;L KHz 
-4 v 250. ::23~ KHz 









4.7 See Discriminator Data Plot. 
4.8 MOnitor Outputs (Percent of 
Signal Output) 
-400 pin A5 
-500 pin A4 
-500 pin A5 
4.9 Gain Reduction 
Fast AGC = -1.0 V 
-2.0 v 
. -3.0 v 
-4.0 v 
4.10 See AGC data plot. 
4.11 Local Oscillator 
. Frequency 
Level 
Page 2 of 6 
TEST DATA 
SERIAL NO. -"""'C~O_! __ 
SERIAL NO. _.-CJ~O:;,_("-----
RESULTS LIMITS 
250. ;2~6 KHz 
/ I "? Z Check 15% Nominal 
0t?, b Z, Check 10% Nominal 
IJicautiA- L- Check 100% Nominal 







· 12 Vpp Nominal 
Tested by _ __._..;;;...,___ _____ ..;;,___ _ _ 
Signature 







No Data Required 
Spurious Responses 
Overall Gain 
Page 3 of 6 
TEST DATA 
SERIAL NO. __ o_o_l __ 
SERIAL NO. __ f)_o_l __ 
RESULT LIMITS 
/ Check 
77.~ dB 7o-76 dB 
Tested by-~""'--"-'"-"-----'-------
Signature 
Date ---..L,/l-=~_,.:.-Jt.....::&~h~7...s.:h;;.. .. ----------
' I 




SERIAL NO. QD I 
SERIAL NO. 00/ 
+8- - .._I --;, --~--









j '~,. : 
·-·-~· 
+2 _:__ i " ----- - __ ___.... __ ...__! ----~ -------~: 
I ~ ! I i 
! I .. '~. -~----+---~---· 1-----t---i ---+---t 
1 ; i~, I 
-2 
---; ___;.,-~-- ; 11·----~.- -'[ -
: l --:- ----r.; '·"· .. , 
------------ - . .. - . . ' ........ r l • , 

















---------..-- _____ _.._ __ +---+---t----t 















4~7 Discriminator Response 
Tested by -·-Signature 





SERIAL NO. ___ O_o_f;__..._ 
SERIAL NO. _.._D.._O_f __ 
o --=-----~----]------··r· · ··----i·---:-r·--- ·- ·r---r 
' -~ i ' f ! i 
I i ·-·· £ -----·-· ; .•• .,.- .. ____ ...... • - - "'T 
' I 
I I ·~ , I 
! I I ' \ I 
i l \ \ ; j 
~ -20 ~-·-·----··t-·-··4. 1 -----~- ··-·· -----···-;···-----; 
:> I l l l ' i 
t-f ! I 1 1 l 
' I ' I :l~ l 1: ; i-j_________ _ ____ __J ___________ J.. ____ . - --- -·-- _ .. _____ : 
~ I I I i 
! I I I \'.. : ! I l I ~ 





0 -2 -4 -6 
FAST AGC (VOLTS) 
TEST RESULT 
MAXIMUM DEVIATION 
FROM REFERENCE CURVE 
4·.10 FAST AGC (),I v 
Page 5 of 6 









4.15 Bandpass Response, 
Fast AGC = -3V 
Bandpass Upper 3 dB Frequency 
Bandpass Lower 3 dB Frequency 
Bandpass Bandwidth 
· (£UP - fLO) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
~ (fUP) (fLO) 
1 
SERIAL NO. C;0 I 
SERIAL NO. 00( 
RESm:.T 
rJ~O, 2.7 f" KHz 
21/9. 3~t/ KHz 
'/5'1 Hz 
..2S'O, o~ I KHz 
Tested by------------
Signature 
Page 1 of 4 
TEST DATA 
MODULE Al742-600 SERIAL NO. _;O~Q:::;;........;./ __ 
A1742-700 SERIAL NO. _()=---:=O::__c../ __ 
TEST RESULT LIMITS 







6.2 Si~a1 Output Level 
6.3 Bandpass Marker 2 
6.4 Bandpass Marker 1 
6.5 Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
.(Marker 2 - ¥..a.rker 1) 
6.6· Bandpass Center Frequency 
~(Marker 2){Marker 1) 1 
6.7 Dip at Center of Response 
Curve 
















5 7;2... KHz 
0 dB -------









90-110 ; Ohms 




2 dB Max 
lX A7 Output 
.7X A7 Output 
Tested by -------------
Signature 
Date ___ /_1J.J-(_..,....,-bt....-:...i'...::.b:;__ ____ _ 
I I 
., .. ~., 
Page 2 of 4 j 




6.10 Overall Gain 
6.11 Gain Reduction 




6.12 AGC Symmetry 
SERIAL NO. _.;;:;;Q~O_...._/ __ 
SERIAL NO. _ ..... t)~Q'---"/.____ 
RESULT 
I!J. S dB 
3,7dB 


















SERIAL NO. 00 f 
SERIAL NO. QO I 







FROM REFERENCE CURVE 
6.13 SLOW AGC 
-1 -2 -3 -4 











6.14 Bandpass Response 
Slow AGC = -3V 
Bandpass Marker 2 
Bandpass Marker 1 
Al742-700 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - Marker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
~(Marker 2)(Marker 1) 1 
SERIAL NO. {)0/ _ __..;;.. ___ _ 
SERIAL NO. _ __..-;..0-=0;.__/ _ 
RESULT 
/().,).5~ MHz 
q (tff ~fiiz 
501f KHz 
CJ. 9'1 MHz 
Tested by ________ ........__ ______ _ 
Signature 
Date __ _;,___/._t/~0-~;.,_,--'-/;...:..:?;...:.:.."b_ ... -----
• I 
... .,: 
. . : ': -. 
:.::"; 
' 




'1 .. 1 Local Oscillator Frequency 
1.2 Local Oscillator Level Set 
.. to 5 Vpp 
i.3 .Signal Output·Level 
1.4 Bandpass Marker 2. Frequency 
. 1.5 : Bandpass Marker· -1 Frequency 
1.6 ·-Bandpass 3-dB Bandwidth 
_._ : ; (Marker 2 ..:: Marker 1) 
1. 7 ·.·. ~ndpass Center Frequency 
... 
.. ·~(Ma..~r 2)(Markar 1>'- fLO· 
1.8 Clutter AGC Syr:::r::et:I:y 
1.9 · Slow AGC Symmetry 
- 1.10 :f-'l'.onitor Output: (Percent of 
'• 
_ · · .. Signal Qu tput) 
l..ll · Spurious Responses· 
1.12 Overall Gain (Slew AGC = 0) 
(Clutter ACC = 0) 
. 1.13 •. No~ch Upper 3 dB Frequency 
1.14 NotCh LoYer 3 ~ F~equency 
1.15 'No tcl:t 3 dB Bandwidth 
(f - f ) · .. Hi Lor-
1~16 Notch Center Frequency 
. ~- (flU_) ( fLa-) I -: fLO . 
1.17 Notch Depth 
1.18 .AGC Test Frequency 
· _ (f signal - fLO) . 
TEST DATA 
sERIAL No. Oo 2-
'; 
RESULT 
5? :;>_00 MHz 
~ Check 
~ Check. 
10., 0 7 ··2.1 11Hz 
g .Or 4-l..\ MHz . 




2:(. 3 ~Check 
,/ Check 
4-P: s- dB 




8.2 + 0;.05 MHz. 
Nomina] 
, 




1.81-1.82. MB:: .. 
4.5 - 6.5 XH:t. 
i. 8 HHz ·+ laO HZ 
" ....... 





. .. ~·~"' ~... . 
.. : .... 
Page 2 of 4 
TEST DATA 
MODULE Al742-100 SERIAL NO. ()c) 2-
TEST 
1.19 Gain Reduction (Slow AGC = OV) 
Clutter AGC ... = -1.0 V 
-2.0 v 
. -3.0 v,, 
·· . 1 .. io· ·Gain Reduction 
(Clutter AGC = OV). 
Slow AGC = -1.0· V 
= -2.0 v 








-:-- ·S9 dB 
-7 dB 
I -.5:'2- dB 
.. i :~ ~- ; ,. .... 










~ ~· . 
TEST DATA 
Module Al742-100 Serial No_ Y)l') L_. 
0 
........ -10 . &::1 
"'t1 ......., 
z 
H -20 < 
C··· 
t::l 




~ -40 . ;-::. t H l 
~ f 
> -50-!---H 










:. : t 
·~ SLO"W'f 
\----~---· -----J 
\\ ! __ ·* 
\ i 
\ 
-3 -4 -5 
Page 3 .of 4 
•• 'l,·,. 
AGC (VOLTS) · .• 
TEST RESULT 
MAXIMm:f DEVIATION 
FROM REFERENCE CURVE 
1. 2:1 CLU .~.fER. AGC 
1.22 SLOW AGC 
o.~ v 
o . .s- v· 
-: ... · .. -. 
TEST DATA 
HODULE Al742-100 SERIAL NO. 0 () 2-
TES1' 
1.23 Bandpass Response 
Clutter AGC = -3V 
Slow AGC = ~JV 
Local Oscillator· Frequency 
·Bandpass 11arker 2 
Bandpass Marker 1. 
Bandpass 3 dB Band-'..rl.dth. 
(Marker 2 - ~Arker l) 
Ba.ndp ass Center EreqUS!nc.y· 
I . 
~(Marker 2) (Mark.ar 1) - fLO . 
RESULT 
-~l':l...oo MHz 
1 CJ. o.:.::.-:;1 MHZ 
1\91~ mlz . 
~0 KHz 
I I ~J<{ 1-.lliz 
... -. 
Tested by 
.. _ .. ~· 
(! Signatur~ .. · 
Page. 4 of 4 
. ·.··..:.·:, 




1-toDuLE Al7 42-200 SERIAL NO. 
TEST 




-;A2~ND .: ·: . 
'~ ... ·.'/~·~:Gm)-::_-~ 
.-·3-GND 
· 2 .. 2:: ·. SigaaJ.. Output-Level 
, .... : ,. : --,------ -:-~----·- ------::-' 
-~;~2:3~~---~Band.pass Marker 2 
.. 
. ··.:: ·.-.. 2.4_ ·Bandpass Marker l 
-~- ;·_(~-~:.,_:_; .;-,;;~~;.' ... '.-,' _·, ;: ,: . _· 
'·c: .. :·:.~2.s·.:·Bandpass .3 dB Band:'J.idth 
· · · · · . _ _.:~ · {Marker 2 ...:. .Ma.rkar l) 
." .... : ... 
. !'"' ~~ • 
·. 
RESULT 
9~0 Ohms __ __:_ ___ _ 
~"--!_o..;;;;.~--ohms 
-~9:._'_.:.;;::,;_- _ ohm.S 





:: 2.6·· .. _ .. B.a.ndpass .. Center FrequencY . . 
. : · : :; ~'tGhrker 2)(Marbr 1)_L" ~ --. < : .. "/. S:tf:~ · 
-:r: ~ !- : .. -· .·.-·.:: ~ ·;: ~-
. __ :• 
.... · .... 
·i .. 
··.:..• 
2.7.·_::nip. at: Center of Response·-··._· 
-;, i· · .. ~: ~-. Curve·. · _, . _ .. 
. 2.8 Monitor Output (Percent of -
· Signal Outpu.t) 
;r~t~~--: --- -2.9 Spurious- Resp~es 
~.;:;._:;. ~ ~ .:· ·. ~· 
~:-:\ \~ 2.10 
=···· ... _. ... 
_(·.::_: ~-
•.: ·~ .. 





~.:~ ' . 
• ... #. 
· ...... 
:._ 
' '- . 
. ·, .:: ·. 2 dR ~~s?:·.~,:;~ , , ~/ 
. _:_~-;-~~~ /~>:.-~~=·~~~.:~~:·: : 
·/ Check- ·:: ioo~fna~ 
--------. . . .. -. • -· . -- --:----1 .. 
-... / , ':·<~:;!F 
------~vr ____ ·-~eck 






' •. :: .. 
: ... , . .. . 
' It :-:· . -~·· 
; . · 
~ .· ' :... 
-·' i ; :__.:" .. . 
.. . ~- . . 
t . 




2.11 Bandpass Response~ Gain Pot 
. set for Max Gain 
Bandpass Marker 2 
Bandpass Harker 1 · 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
__ . (Marker 2 - Marker 1) 
. ,-, .. Bandpass_ Center Frequency 
: -.>?. \J (1-'.arker 2) (Marker 1) 1 : . 
2.12·' Bandpass_ Response_, Gain Pot 
_. set for 20 dB. b~lcr-o111· Nominal 
Gain 
Bandpass ¥~rker 2 
Bandpass Marker 1 
.. · Bandpass- 3 dB ::San.d-..rldth · 
· (~..arker 2 - !-'.arker . 1) , 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
· ·. -~(Marker 2) (Mark~r 1)1 _ 
or' -· • 
SERIAL NO. 00 2-
RESULT 
/0.2oo8MHz 
9. !£t?z_ MHz ' 
7/tf:,_: KHz 
/tJ, /y9 MHz 
9# 5't/'J MHz 
&V9 KElz 





.. ~- ~- -
. · ; . · 
.. 
·-. 
; . - ' 
. . ·• 'l:.: . 
. - . 
~ ... -.. ... : - . 
. . . . 
. . -:. · · . . 
.. - ... ~- -
. . : . ~ .. 
.. _._ ... . 
. . ... . - . 
- . ~-. 
.-. 




.. ..'_ ~ - . 
.-. 
. ..... . 
-... ·-.· .- · 
. . ;. ...... .. 
Date ~t /lb ~< • 
----------~r-~.~~.~-----------------
.. . . . 
-, 
.. ~ .. ... . - ... --:- - - .. - ., ..- .... _ -
'. 




3.1 Local Oscillator Frequency 
3.2 Local Oscillator Level 
3.3 Signal Output Level 
3.4 Frequency Marker 2 
3. 5 Frequency Marker 1 
3.6 . Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
· (Marker 2 - Marker 1) 
3. 7 . Bandpass Center Frequency· 
I 
(Marker 1) - f · 
.. _ . _ LO 
3.8 Dip at Center of Response 
Curve 
SERIAL NO. 0 0 2-
RESULT LIHITS 
;, 1_ lffiz 1 .. so + o·.or MHz 
IV PJA s Check 2 .. 8 Vpp Nominal 
v Check 1 Vpp Max 
/LJ~ 3~7 MHz 
9. -~ . --~ MHz .. 
. · 
'(:,fa 2 KHz 560-680 KHz . 
... 
~ .... 
8', 2 i .. !1Hz. 8.1-8. 3 ME: . 
D.lo 7 dB 2 dB Max 
3.9 ¥~nitor Output (Percent 
of Output Signal) -/;o-'Po Check 
·. 
10% Nomjnal 
3.10 Spurious Responses 
3.11 Overall Gain 





3tf dB 38-42 dB 
. tt:{L Vpp -
t/ {, 0 mVpp 
Tested by---~~---------­
Signa-ture 
Date . ~P//Iht.·· :· 
-----------,T--7,--~-----------
• 
..... ' .. ~ 
\. 
l 
...... -.-. .......... ...-.~ .. 
TEST DATA 
MODULES Al742-400 SERIAL NO.. 002--
Al742-500 SERLl\L NO. 002-
TEST · RESULT LllliTS 
4.1 Output Signal Level \/ Check __ ....._ _ _ 
4~2 Bandpass Upper j dB Frequency d,s-o, ~~6 ·rqiz 
· 4. 3 · ~and pass Lower 3 dB Frequency ~ Y.. '1. 7 9 3 KHz 
'·· 
4.4 Bandpass Bandwid~ . 
..... ·. (f - f ) 
··.: . · ".. . Up LO 
* * • j ·.* • • -
, 4~ 5. · Bandpass Center Frequency 
·. ·. :·:\1 (firp) {fLO) I 
·4.6_ :'niscriTrtiriator Response 
DC Ou~put = 0 V 
. 
+l v 
. +2 v 









__ 4"-l_3 __ Hz 




KHz ---"......._ __ _ 
KHz 
_;...,..._. ___ _ 
KHz _........._ __ _ 





8 V Nominal 
rms . 
400-500 Hz 
250 KHz + 200 Hz 






4.7 See Discriminator Data Plot • 
. ' ·. 
4.8 Monitor Outputs (Percent. of 
Sign.a.l_ Output) 
·. 
.~ · .· .. ~· · . -400 pin AS. -· · .-
.. . :· .. -500 pin._ A4 
-500 pin A5 
. '• ~ 9. . Gain R-odu.c t:i.ott 
Fast AGC = -~.0 V 
-2.0 v 
-3.0 v 
--4.0 v . 
4.10 See. AGC data. pl.at:. ·· 
4.ll .Local Oscill~tor 
.. Fre~ 
Level 





250. "2.. "2., L_ KHz 
-~ { o % / Check:. 
·· lc) { 0 /~eck · 
1 oo '7o 4eck 
- 1 ~ dB _._....;,_..,_~-----
·- L{-.lf ·· dB 
I 
i. SSO MHz 
t/ ·check 
LTI1ITS 
~. -. .-:.. ~.. . 
. -~· ·. ' : ~ }"' . _ .. _ :". . .. 
15% NoDdnal. . 
. : ~- .. ; . · _.-_ .. 
. . . -- ~-:- . ~ · .... :-
100% Noadna1 . _.-
·-· . ,.,_ . 
-~- · ,.... ---~ . . 
: . _4 _ _ .... -
.. -~ ...... . : . 
.. ·- ·· . .... · : 
. ~--· .··. ·:. -




.· __ .. -
":: . . -.· .. - . . 
.• :· . 0-
- . · ... -._ ,. ·. 
.· . . 
. - --:- .·: 
1.5-1 .. 6 MH: . · ··~-
.. . . -. 





4.12 No Data Required 
4.13 Spurious Responses 
4.14 OVerall Gain· 
TEST DAT..t\ 
SERIAL NO. . Go ;:1_ 
SERIAL NO. 00 2-
RESULT LIMITS 
Check -------
IL\ d:B __ ._..;_ __ _ 70-76 dB 
. . ~ . ·. ~ . . . 
- ' 
. · ::. ,. ·. 
0 0 ]I. ,:·:: __ ?~... ' M ' 
. · . 
. t .. _·· 
Tested by 
/ j · Signature- . "" ~ 
Date l~g ~ 76 • 
~(/_~ . . . . '_ . .----.. -... -
. . :. -
. . . ~- • ·=~ ... 
.. ::.r. 
. ··.: ·· -_.-··· ....:.: .. · .. 
. . ;._ :.~ ... . . · .. . ·- -. ·' ·~_ -~-;: - ~ .":. 
. : . . .. . ~ . 
. --~-~F- · __ :. 
- - -. , . ; 
:.. .. 
" c • ,· ) ; : 




SERIAL NO. ()OZ.. 
SERIAL NO. 002 
Page 4- of 6 
+a ......;__!. ~~L:---+-t __ · ·~-~ ----\---+~ 
I 
l -. l 
+6 4---~-- --~---+----~----r---~-----r--~ 
I ·-·l 
I · I t 
.o ~--+----!1---+~--- _---_ -4--- · ,-t----~--+-·-··- ---- ----1 
-- -- -:~-
-2 ~'~--~----4-----~---+--~··_-. ·~- ~---- ~~---;--~~ 
t I -~ -'"" 
I I "' -·:.--4~---~i· ---+--~----~--+---;----r~~-~- :-~--
1 f - -~ - -~ 
-1 ! '\. . . 
-8 ~~--~~--+-~~'----~--+---4---~~-~~--







- 0 f +100 0 
- -~ ·d _. •.i _ '-•.:: :-_;4·. 7 -. Discriminator Response 
.. ~ .. -
r • ~· ~ : ~ • 
Tested by 
Signature 
f +200 · o 
. . ~- -
- t • ;--_...--}' - -
. ·- - .. _ ... 
~... . ';.~~ . 
























SERIAL NO. 0 0 .2.._ 







.. t ! . \ i 
\ ! 
\ 






0 -2 -4 
MAXIMLiM DEVIATION 
FROM REFERENCE CURVE 
4.10 FAST AGC 





Page 5 of 6 
.... · . 
. ,· 
...... _ 
_ ,.. .·' -. 
':· . . 
... ~:-- · -~· ... 
·-
. '.., -. 
-. 
. · ... . : · . .... ·· : .· 
. ·· .. .. .. .. 
I 
: .. .. · ·:-:: 
. . .. 
.. ~- . . --....... .;.. · : 
- . 
-.._<.::- . 
DAtt (J~;UKX;d-~ •. 7 G 
-~{!..,__ _ ___...,;;-· --, ~ .. -_  .. _-. 
-- ..... ·. · .... .. .. . . 
. ~ · .. 
.... _; :..::.~ : -
·".:"' • ' 
-._ ··._..;~;' ·_ 
• 4 : 
. . 
. ·-4' ... .. 
:r 






4.15 Bandpass Response~ 
·Fast AGC = -3V 
Al742-500 
~ .- Bandpass Upper 3 dB Frequency 
Bandpass Lower 3 dB · Frequency 
Bandpass Bandtrl..d.t.h 
" (fup- ~0) 




2.S"o. :J..G>J KHz · 
oo~ 
002_ 
- ~ .· -
. I • ' • .,;. ~ • • 
-.. . . -~ .. ~' . .. _;_-: ~ : . 
--. ~ ~ -.. -
. ,·_ .-: :· " 
.· -... . 
·. ~ - ... 
. "'- :_;· -;:· •. ~ .. . · . 
.... · .. 
::il.gnature . . 
- -.-. __ ... · ..... 
: .. - .=~--. :.:. ... 
-. ": ~ ~ .. ~ .. -: ... ::. . . 
, _... .. 
..... 
.. '- .. 
·. 
' .. 








~ ~ .... ~ . .. 
MODULE Al7l?2-600 SERIAL NO. ()02-. 
Al7.42-700 SERIAL NO .. 00.2-
TEST 
.. 
6"~1··· DC Resistance· (-6b0 Nodule) 
Pins ·AI-2 
·' . . ~ ~ :. . : .... : .·· ; ~ .:-.:. ~ 
6.4) Bandpa.s$. Marx-.er 1 
6.5 
.. ~.-
· .. ~ . ,• 
Bandpass· 3 ·dB Bao:d...,.idili . _.· 
, (Marker-~"-~ ·}+a'l""~r 1) 
•' .. · 
1 
(Ma~ker · 2) (Maz'k.er · 1) · ·! __ 
6.;. 7 ·Dip at Center of R.aspons.a 
Cu..\.'"e 





6 .. 9 Spurious Responses 
-60.0 
.. ': •... · .... /_-700 
...... 
-;' 
, ' ~' ; .... 
RESULT 
:_-.. 
-.... ·.: .. ~· :~-~=-~ ;· 
9 .. 85 -10...15 .. Maz: 
... ~-
>: -~.!::::~~;~~:~5;: _;::· ·_._ 
___ o,;;_. _ dB 2 dB ~~~~:· 
·:? ·-~h~c~~~~ii~No!!~?·:;:J.·· 
.. ~:_ : ~--... ~~- ~-~ ~ .. ~-~~:}:~~~:-=-·.. . 
~. -~ ·. 







. ~-...... - .. 
~..:. __ .,.-... 
-l 
TEST DATA 
. -HODULES Al742-600 
Al742-700 
TEST 
6.10 Overall Gain/ 
6.11 Gain Reduction 
Slow AGC = -1.0 V 





SERIAL NO. 0 0 2-
RESULT 
//,0 dB 
_;'f, S dB 
-1 ;2. c.;- dB 






· . _ ,_-- / 
:- --::.:-: ~'t .• ---·· 
... 
~- ··.:-' 
~ . .- ........ 
- ..... · .;_.,._ 
.. 
- . . - ... 
. .. - . __ ... 
OF"'"''·"" ....... , 
·::~~~ :--~~:·~ _:. . ~-
~-~-. - . - ·-: -
I 
Tested by_ 
_ . Signature - ~ .. - · 
... ·-:_ -:· .. ·: 
------~-~~~~~-! ·-
~ - . ·." . •.. . 
. .. 
. -
·- ... _ 
· .. __ 
.. . . . ... · 









. -- i -------~· ·· . - - ·- · - ·- . 
SERIAL NO. (}0 L__ 
( . <" 
SERIAL NO. () u L 
I • 
~ -- I ·· --·- ---- -. -·-·- ···-- .... - -· 













0 -1 -3 
SLOW AGC (VOLTS) 
TEST 
MAXIHUM DEVL!\.TION 
FROM REFERL'iCE CURVE 











6.14 Bandpass Response 
Slow AGC = -3V 
Bandpass Marker 2 
Bandpass Marker 1 
Al742-700 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - Marker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 










. ~ ·.: .. 
·.:-:-.· . .. 
.. Page 1 o.f 1 
. TEST DATA 
•· .. ' 
MODULE Al742-800 SERIAL NO. a (2 2 
SERIAL NO. _ _..].::-.· __ VCXp 
TEST RESULT 
8.1 Output Voltage and Frequency 1 Vrms Nominal (1.8 MHz@ OV 











8.2 ·Output Waveform 
. . ~ .. -
. . 
· +40 KHz @ ~lOV 
-40: KHz @ +lOV.. . 
Nominal). 
· Output.. Vol.taga (V) · Frequency (M!b:) · 
(), ]}$.·. ·. 
· ·f2, ·flo 
.... _0!) ~A/ . ·· !;!!A? .· 7l5"7J;,.;_::,_:·:: .~ -.. .. -~ . 
. . · . . . :·.:y)\::· . ·~. .-
.... . .. ~ 
-. 
Tested by ----:-:-----r--::--.--- -
SignatUre·· :: . · _ / .t..:-:-.-
Date 6 .:_ 2 ()' :.._ '/&. c ·:. 
------~=L~_-r,-----------
- - .. -
. . - .·.- ...... •.. ... .. 
. ·- .· 
.... ~. ... . -
TEST DATA 
SYSTEH TESTS 
Al742 SERIAL NO. 80;;2 
A. Background Noise: 
(With AGCs grounded, measured at -SOO Pin A5) 
B. Overall Signal Characteristics and Background Noise 
(SOn Gen) Clutter AGC 
Gain Suppression 
Background Noise 
(Measured at -SOO Pin AS) 
Input Level vs. Output at Monitor Ports 
lnpu t Signal = - Lj {., dBm @ -600 Pin A1 & A2 
Monitor Ports Output @ -600 A5 
-700 A5 
Input Level = -6{~ dBm 'I 
-100 AS 




1../CJ V P-P 
-/, 1S Volts 
;20 dB 
~>£ V P-P 
-__PJ!!f_v P-P 
6J •.. s: v P-P 
0-::2... V P-P 
(), tj V P-P 
~/) V P-P 
L/tJ V P-P 
<::r- / t) 8./ :DPti_ 
/t ...; I . . I -·-. - ." . ...___ --
8 r"' 3!- 7b 
NUDUL>: Al7!t2-100 
TEST 
1.1 Local Osc.lllator Frequency 
1.2 Local Oscillator Level Set 
to 5 Vpp 
1.3 Signal Output Level 
1.4 Bandpass Harker 2 Frequency 
1.5 Bandpass Harker 1 Frequency 
1.6 Bandpass 3 dB B2ndwidth 
(Harker 2 - Ha:-ker 1) 
1.7 Bandpass Center Frequency 
(Harker 2) (Harker 1) - fLO 
1.8 Clutter AGC SysTI!etry 
1. 9 Slo~v AGC Symmetry 
1.10 }funitor Output (Percent of 
Signal Output) 
1.11 Spurious Responses 
1.12 Overall Gain (Slow AGC 
(Clutter AGC = 0) 
0) 
1.13 Notch Upper 3 dB Frequency 
1.14 Notch Lower 3 dB Frequency 
1.15 Notch 3 dB Bandwidth 
( f - f ) Hi Lo~., 
1.16 Notch Center Frequency 
~ (fHi) (fLowl - fLO 
1.17 Notch Depth 
1.18 ACC Test Frequency 






~ 960. ~lliz 
/07 KHz 
!/ Check _ _:_ 
V · Check 
g', <? % Check. 
/ Check 
__......Q~7_,___dB 
/_[].._ 002 83~!Hz 
f:_99 7 CD ~·lliz 
5, ~3 KHz 
/ eco NHz 
/ C.o dB 
/. g,_s ~-1Hz 
LI~1ITS 
8. 2 + 0. 05 ~[-lz 
N'Jminal 
1 Vpp ~fax 
1.81-1.82 HHz 
10% nominal 
· s4...:ss dB 
4.5 - 6.5 KHz 
1. 8 tnlz + 100 Hz 
40 dB min 
Tested by __ .;.::: ... ..:.:._.:._._,_ __ . -~ ----· 
S i~~n:-tr.uce 
Date ______ . __ __ % / _2_£:_}12_ ______ _: 




1·.19 Gain Reduction (Slow AGC OV) 
Clutter AGC = -1.0 V 
-2.0 v 
-3.0 v 
1.20 Gain Reductio~ 
(Clutter AGC = OV) 
Slow AGC = -1.0 V 
= -2 .. 0 v 




....: J{p dB 
- b7 dB 
-'f, 8 dB 
---~~ dB 
~_l_dB 
Tested by J)?N 
Signature 






. -·- ·-·· ·-------------4 
~ 
~ -50- ·• --···-·---! \ -\_.·-------! 
~ . ~-\ 
~ -60 ~- ---- ;· --~LrTE~\- . 
~---~----i,ji-----_ -:--. 1:,-' __ ._____........~ 
'I' EST 
1--lluCINUN DEVIATION 
FRO.H REFERENCE CURVE 
1.21 CLUTTER AGC 
1. 22 SLO~.f AGC 




Page J of !:,. 
SIGNATURE·. 
DATE g.~ 3o -7b 
Page '• of 4 
NODULE Al7lt2...-100 SERIAL ~~0. C02 .1//cJ)!/-t(.!-) 
TEST RESULT 
1.23 Bandpass Response 
Clutter AGC = -3V 
Slotv AGC -3V 
Local Oscillator Frequency 8.2 HHz 
Bandpass ~~rker 2 LO.o7o MHz 
Bandpass :t-Iark2r 1 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandtvidth 
(Harker 2 - Harker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
~ (Harker 2) e·farker 1) - fLO 

















2.2 Signal ~utput Leval 
2.3 Bandpass }hrker 2 
2.4 Bandpass }~rker l 
2.5 Bandpass 3 dB Bandtvridth 
(!-farker 2 - }farker 1) 
2.6 Bandpass Center Frequency 
(Harker 2) C~larker 1) 
2.7 Dip at Center of Response 
Curve 
2.8 Monitor Output (Perce _ of 
Signal Output) 
· 2.9 Spurious Responses 
2.10 Overall Gain 
Pag2 1 of '> 
SE?..IAL XO. 
RESULT LI~UTS 
zs- Oh:ns 5-15 Ohms 
;ZJ5' Ohms 100-120 Ohms 
9:;- Ohms 5-15 Ohms 
/tJs- Ohms 100-120 Ohms 
t?s Ohms 90-110 Ohms 
c;; Ohms 90-110 Ohms 
~ Chack 1 Vpp Hax 
IV. :2-57 H}Iz 
f', ;;-· tf~ NHz 
71:<. KHz 595-735 KHz 
9~9 !'-IHz 9.7- 10 .. 0 NHz 
~/,;z dB 2 dB Nax 









}~ODt_iLE .:\l. 7 42-200 
TEST 
2.11 Bandpass Respons2, Gain Pot 
set for }fux Gain 
Bandpass Harker 2 
Bandpass Narker 1 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Harker 2 - :Harker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
\J (Narker 2) (::-12-r~er 1) 1 
2.12 Bandpass Response, Gain Pot 
set for 20 d3 belo-.:.; Nominai 
Gain 
Bandpass Yarker 2 
Bandpass }hrker 1 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(;:{arker 2 - Harker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
~(Harker 2) (Harker 1). 
xo. 
IU::SUI.T 





q, s-c;? }ffiz , 
0Lf1 KHz 
9. 91 ';:J HHz 
Page 2 of 2 
oo2 
Tested by D? rJ 
----~~----------------------Signature 
Date <'is ... 3 1- 7.~ -----------------------------------
!-~ODULE Al7 1~2-300 
TEST 
3.1 Local Oscillator Frequency 
3.2 Local Oscillator Level 
3 .. 3 S~gnal Output Level 
3.4 Frequency }~rker 2 
3.5 Frequency 'Harker 1 
3.6 Bandpass 3 dB Ba~dwidth 
(Harker 2 - }fa::-k~r 1) 
3.7. Bandpass Center Frequency 
Page 1 of 1 
TES·.i· ].\.T.\ 
RESill .. T LINITS 
/ 'g ~1Hz --..!..--------
lv l(A!S_check 
t/' Check 
/0. 3tfo ~rnz 
9t 7 tf/ }1Hz 
599KHz 
1.80 + 0.01 HHz 
2. 8 Vpp Xomlnal 
1 Vpp Hax 
560-680 KHz 
~ (Harker 2) 
1 8r c2 L/ NHz (Marker 1) - f 8 .. 1-8.3 HHz 
3.8 Dip at Center of Response 
Curve 
3.9 Monitor Output (Percent 
of Output_Signal) 
3.10 Spurious Responses 
3.11 Overall Gain 




tJ,h dB 2 dB 1-fax 
;o% Check 10% Nominal 
v--......- Check 
t/7 ·dB 38-42 dB 
z Vpp 
. · /tJtJ mVpp 
Tested by _ 
Signature 
Date ~..,31-- 7f, --- --------
TEST 
lr .1 Output Signal Level 
4.2 Bandpass Upper 3 dB 
4.3 Bandpass Lower 3 dB 
4.4 Bandpass Bandwidth 
(fUp - fLO) 
St:?~::\L ~.;o. 00:2 /'/""DtC '.·~II /.,- J;,../ t . :__, 
r\1742-500 SE:ZL\L XO. __ QJ2?-__ _ /I 
RESULT LIHITS 
8 V Nominal 
ms 
Frequency ~50.. ;lt/7 ful.J.Z 
Frequency .2//? . ifi::Z KHz 
L/!S Hz 400-500 Hz 
4.5 Bandpass Center Frequency 
~ (fUp)(f~ 250 KHz + 200 Hz 
4.6 Discriminator Response 
DC Output = 0 v :;2~GJ. {J2 g' KHz 250 Kllz + 200 Hz 
+1 v 249. 99t? KHz 
+2 v 249. 9£~2 KHz 
+3 v 249. CJ/3 KHz 
+4 v 249 .. gtp 7 KHz 
+5 v 249. fl;;2 7 KHz 
Positive Peak 
SJ_ v 249. g;_~ KHz 
f!. 
-1 v 250 .. oh.s KHz 
-2 v 250. ozz KHz 
-3·V 250. 1'13 KHz 
-4 v 250. J7t/ KHz 









4.7 See Discriminator Data Plot. 
4.8 Nonitor Outputs (Percent 
Signal Output) 
-400 pin A5 
-500 pin A4 
-500 pin AS 
4.9 Gain Reduction. 




4.10 See AGC data plot. 




Page 2 of 6 
SE~~L\L ~0. __ ??_o ,;z __ /· . ·o , .c, .r u 
SER.IAL NO. 00;2.- ', 
RESULTS LINITS 
250. ~~ 3 KHz 
~ /0% Check. 15% Nominal 
/ () %____ Check 10% Nominal 







MHz _____ __;; 1.5-1.6 MHz 
t/: · Check '12 Vpp Nominal 





4.12 No Data Required 
4.13 Spurious Responses 







Tested by ----=--})'"""'--f:>_N--=--· _ -----
Signature 
. ' 








~- ..... L ·-r-· 
_.,..,." __ ! ·----+---.....; 





















































SERIAL ~~0. CC ;?.._ ..::....._.. __ 
.. . 
.w:~-~-------..L..--~ 0 






Page 5 of () 
,_; 
, t 
FAST AGC (VOLTS) 
TEST 
MAXIMUH DEVIATION 
FROM REFERENCE CURVE 
4.10 FAST AGC 
RESULT 
--~-v 




4.15 Bandpass Response, 
Fast AGC = -3V 
Al742-500 
Bandpass Upper 3 dB Frequency 
Bandpass Lo\.;er 3 dB Frequency 
Bandpass Bandwidth 
(fUP - fLO) 




;2t;O, ')-t/~ KHz 
:;:;...Ljt:}, 8t5' / KHz 




Tested by pptt/ 
--~---------------------. Signature 
Date ------------------------------
NODULE .:\17~2-600 S~~:KI.:\L t\0. 002 
.t\1742-700 SE"lL\L NO. __ Q/22. __ 
TEST 







6 .. 2 Signal Output Level 
6.3 Bandpass Marker 2 
6.4 Bandpass Marker 1 
6. 5 Bandpass 3 dB Bandw·idth 
(!-farker 2 - 'Harker 1) 
6.6 Bandpass Center Frequency 
~ (:Harker 2) (Harker 1) l 
6.7 Dip at Center of Response 
Curve 









/(} tJ Oh~.1s 





~(), ;2 S _HHz 












1 Vpp Nax 
485-585 KHz 
9.85-10.15 HHz 
2 dB Max 
lX A7 Output 
!f5J_.X'-'--__ Check· · 7X A7 Output 
~ Check ------
~ Check ------
Tested by _ 
Slznature 
Date --- 8'""3D -7b --------=-------· 
Pa;;;~e 2 of 4 
TEST D.\ T~\. 
NODULES Al71t2-600 SERIAL ~0. Oo2 
Al742-700 SERIAL ~0. :z 
TEST RESULT LI:liTS 
6.10 Overall Gain 7.S dB 8=12 d~; 
f.c,-10 0 
6.11 .Gain· Reduction 
Slo\v AGC = -1.0 V. -3.9 dB 
-2.0 v - ;;. (p dB 
-3.0 v - ;;;, 7. 2._ dB 
-3.5 v -ss-. r dB 
6.12 AGC Symrne.try y Check 
.. 
Tested by __:j)__P_W_-_______ _ 
Signature 
Dette ~-3o-7(~ -----------------------
TES 1' D~\TA 
NODULES .:'\17 1+2-600 
Al7 !+2-700 
7JOJ SERiAL NO. u .-<...-
SERIAL ~0. oD;l.. 
ol 
-10 -r------~----
~ i i 
'"0 -20 i T .. r-
~ ~30 -r-· ---t~·-· . ! --·---·-r-----· --·--·-·-·--
i 
~ I . : E-1 . :s -40 I .......:....._ --i -----: -----,.-~· ___ ___!___ _ 
ga ·,~ ! ; . I 
, 1 r 
-so -------- L-------~----------~ ---------L-~- --- .L _________ : ___ ---
1 i I I l 
0 
TEST 
MAXIHUM DEVIATI O~T 
FROH REFERENCE CURVE 
. 6.13 SLO~i AGC 
-1 -2 









TESTED BY .:I:ii!._:...._tJ.:.._.__... _____ __ 
SIGNATURE 





6.14 Bandpass Response 
Slotv AGC = -3V 
Bandpass ~furker 2 
Bandpass r.Ia.rker 1 
A1742-700 
SERL\L :;o. DC 2-
SERIAL NO. C)O;;L 
RESULT 
HHz 
9. 7 (o }lliz 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandr.vidth 
(Narker 2 - :Harker 1) 
_!/_J_o .KHz 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
\j (Narker. 2) (Harker 1) 1 
1, CjC) MHz 
. Tested by ~p,.!{ 
--~~~~------------------Signa.ture 
Da.te ~" 30- 7 b 
Pag(~ 1 of 1 
Tt:SI Dt\T_\. 
NODULE Al742-800 SERIAL ~0. {)0 -;:2... 
vcxo 00 :2. SERIAL KO. _.:;;... ____ _ 
TEST RESULT 
8.1 Output Voltage and Frequency 1 Vrms ~oiTiinal (1.8 HHz @ ov 
+40 KHz @ -lOV 
-40 K..ltz @ +lOV 
Nominal) 
Tuning Voltage .(V) Output Voltage (V) Frequency (NHz) 
-10 tJ. 8_ g /, 8't/~~ 
-8 ()C: I 10 ;, 8 _:; t.) 
-6 /J ·cj' I ,,. . I;: ·j, . ~,---·0 
-4 tJ. t7 ') , I e-- /, ~//7 
-2 !) . ~~ ~ I~ Zu? 
0 /'; (-; t!" ~~ ,.., " I "/,. )!/) () 
+2 091? ;. 791 
+4 {J, 9 !/ 1, 7t2 
+6 !J.1~./ /( -, _,t/ //I 
+8 0 1 "') 
' - ;. 7!-.s 
+10 o. (;·~8 /, 7 Sf, 
.V ~· 8 .. 2 Output Waveform Check 
ovfrJ tv.,q5 CN VJ.)Kl/1.)6 7&515 
Tested b: 
Signature 
Date 6 - ">~ _,-
--------------------------~---
A , 17 + 2. A-c. 4!',,:74 ., t. e rierr rfe ;e;V" ,....._ 
f!f~··J'-· ~ .. T Se¥ II.S ( ~ o.J,·-r.-eJ) 




1.1 Local Oscillator Frequency 
1.2 Local Oscillator Level Set 
. to 5 Vpp 
1.3 Signal Output Level 
1.4 Bandpass Marker 2 Frequency 
1.5 Bandpass Marker 1 Frequency 
1.6 Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(~Iarker 2 - :Harker 1) 
1.7 Bandpass Center Frequency 
~(~farker 2) (Harker 1)\- fLO 
1.8 Clutter AGC Synmetry 
1.9 Slow AGC Symmetry 
1.10 Monitor Output (Percent of 
Signal Output) 
1.11 Spurious Responses 
1.12. Overall Gain (Slow AGC = 0) 
(Clutter AGC = 0) 
1.13 Notch Upper 3 dB Frequency 
1.14 Notch Lower 3 dB Frequency 
1.15 Notch 3 dB Bandwidth 
( f - f ) Hi L0\·1 
1.16 Notch Center Frequency 
~ (fHi) (fLo) - fLO 
1.17 Notch Depth 
1.18 AGC Test Frequency 
{f signal - fLO) 
TEST DATA 
RESULT 
~. ;2tJO }!Hz 
V Check ---'----
v"" Check 
--/-0-, o-b- 7 A'./·~ 
l 0 :f2E-HHz () 
7 r¢W~ . Jl<)~ 
o/:'i/(9 HH~ 
~/ Check 
V Check _ _..:;.. __ _ 
/Lf20_2,25~·fHz 
9 9970/MHz 
-~ 71/· KHz 
__L_ll?_Q_}fH z 
2 /::t !!___dB 
LIHITS 
8.2 + 0.05 1-lliz 
Nominal 
1 Vpp Hax 
110-130 K.l1z 
1.81-1 .. 82 NHz 
10% nominal 
54-58 idB 
4. 5 - 6. 5.- KHz 
1.8 MHz + 100 Hz 
40 dB min 
'• 
' 




1.19 Gain Reduction (Slow AGC = OV) 
Clutter AGC = -1.0 V 
-2.0 v 
-3.0 v 
1.20 Gain Reduction 
(Clutter AGC = OV) 
Slow AGC = -1.0 V 
a:: -2.0 v 
a:: -3.0 v. 
SERIAL NO. 0 0 ~ ------
RESULT • 
~6· dB 
·- ;;:( 0 dB 
. '-\ ~ dB 
-L .. 5 dB 
-4 .. 7 dB 
- 1..._3 dB 
Tested by. /}'. 
t/ Signature 
( 
Date ~~.d.~ 7£ 
t/ . 
. ' i 
.. 
.' 
Page 3 of 4 
TEST DATA . 





FROM REFERENCE CURVE 
1.21 CLUTTER AGC 
1.22 SLOW AGC 








DATE c:2 ~- 4~~Il- 7 h ·. ?7 
TEST DATA 
MODULE A1742-100 SERIAL NO. 0 () .3 
TEST 
1.23 Bandpass Response 
·clutter AGC = -3V 
Slow AGC = -JV 
Local Oscillator Frequency 
Bandpass Marker 2 
. Bandpass Marker 1 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - ~!arker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
~(Marker 2) (Marker 1)1- fLO 
'E·' 
RESULT 




/, ~0~ MHz 
Signature 




Page 1 of 2 
TEST DATA 
MODULE Al742-200 SERIAL NO. 003 
TEST RESULT LIMITS 
2.1 DC Resistance 
Pins A1-2 
a..,.,. 
/ .. .":'> Ohms 5-15JOhms 
Al-GND /C~ Ohms 100-120 Ohms 
A2-3 9,~ Ohms __ 5-15 f Ohms 
A2-GND L_t) C' Ohms 100-120 Ohms 
2-GND 95 Ohms ---------~0-11q Ohms 
3-GND 9.;:- Ohms -90-:-1101 . Ohms 
2.2 Signal Output Level . -..... : J v Check 1 _ypp- ~-- -.=:.~~...~ ..... -
'2.3 Bandpass Marker 2 L.0~211 MHz 
2.4 Bandpass Marker 1 C} - ... .., l~" S....r- '- MHz 
2.5 Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - Marker 1) fo97 
.. 
?95--7 35_ \ Kllz KHz 
2.6 Bandpass Center Frequency 
·~(Marker 1 2 ff? 9.-T- . . ~ " . .. • : 1,· _, 2)(Harker 1) MHz 10-.0 MHz 
2.7 Dip at Center of Response 
.C), tf Curve dB 2 dB Max 
2.8 Monitor Output {Percent of v Signal Output) Check iob% nomlna\1 
2.9 Spurious Responses ~ Check 
2.10 Overall Gain 3D~~ dB 28-32 dB 








2.11 Bandpass Response, Gain Pot 
set for Max Gain 
Bandpass Marker 2 
Bandpass Marker 1 
Bandpass 3 dB rcandwidth 
(Marker 2 - Marker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
\J (Marker 2) (Marker 1)1 
2.12 Bandpass Response, Gain Pot 
set for 20 dB below Nominal 
Gain 
Bandpass Marker 2 
Bandpass Marker l 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
· (Marker 2 - Marker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
~(Marker 2) (Marker 1)
1 





9 ~" MHz 
1/).LI tf MHz 










3.1 Local Oscillator Freq~ency 
3.2 Local Oscillator Level 
3.3· Signal Output Level 
3.4 Frequency Marker 2 
3.5 Frequency Marker 1 
3.6 Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(~hrker 2 - Marker 1) 
3.7 Bandpass Center Frequency 
~ (Harker 
i 
2) (Marker 1) -
3.8 Dip at Center of Response 
Curve 
3.9 Monitor Output (Percent 
of Output Signal) 
3 .. 10 Spurious Responses 
3.11 Overall Gain 




Page 1 of 1 
TEST DATA 
LO 
SERIAL NO. QO 3 
RESULT LINITS 
/. (;' }lliz 1.80 + 0.01 HHz 
/ Check 2.8 Vpp Nominal 
/ Check 1 Vpp Nax 
;o. 311 NHz 
tf, 7 :2-'l ~1Hz 
~90 KHz 560-680 KHz 
<?. :21 2' 1-filz 8.1-8.3 MHz 
CJ, 2- dB 2 dB Max 
10% Nominal . 
V Check 
L/C. !;,- f{r:/) ,-_:;:: 




Page 1 of 6 
TEST DAT.:\ 
HODULES A1742-400 SERIAL NO. 
Al742-SOO SERIAL NO. __ t/~t? __ )~>---
TiST RESULT LIHITS 
4.1 Output Signal Level 
4.2 Bandpass Upper 3 dB Frequency 
4.3 Bandpass Lower 3 JB Frequency 
4.4 Bandpass Bandwidth 
(fUp - fLO) 
4.5 Bandpass Center Frequency 
~ (fU~) (fLO) I 
4.6 Discriminator Response 
DC Output = 0 V 
+1 v 249. 
+2 v 249. 
+3 v 249. 
+4 .v 249. 
+5 v 249. 
Positive Peak 
S:IJ v 249. 
-1 v 250. 
-2 v 250. 
-3 v 250. 
-4 v 250. 
-5 v 250. 
~ Check 
;:2~~. ~t;~ /,. ... ) .. 
~.0, :2 7 {X"-~irnz 
,2 ¥&7, FY'? )·' .L-
r:?t/() •. t?f?;;;~--·~. KHz 
4/t,/</' f'' c'· 
~7C» - v'Hz 
.:2s0~ o~DKHz 













8 V Nominal 
rms 
400-500 Hz 
250 KHz + 200 Hz 
250 KHz + 200 Hz 
----Signature 










See Discriminator Data Plot. 
Monitor Outputs (Percent of 
Signal Output) 
-400 p:ln A5 . 
-500 pin A4 
-500 pin A5 
Gain Reduction 




4.10 See AGC data plot. 
4.11 Local Oscillator 
Frequency 
Lev·e1 
Page 2 of 6 
TEST DATA 
SERIAL NO. __ o_· _.:. __ ~-~_\_ 
...-, 
SERIAL NO. .) ,_:) --~) _ __..... ___ _ 
RESULTS LIMITS 
250. 253 KHz 
7 /~ / Check 15% Nominal 
/0 v Check 10% Nominal 
l!Y::J /~ ./ Check 100% Nominal 
.- /,..:::<... dB 
- Lf, 7 dB 
-13,.5- aB 
-38 dB 
I , !; "-')7J - MHz 1.5-1.6 MHz 
I~ v: . .J v'fheck 12 Vpp Nominal 
/ 












4.12 No Data Required 
4.13 Spurious Responses 
4.1'• Overall Gain 
Page. ·3 of 6 
TEST DATA 









































SERIAL NO. 00 3 










































· • _; •, :.· •• l 1: · t; : ·: ·4· .. 7 . Discriminator Response · -' J 











SERIAL NO. () 0 









I ....... - ... __ ,. - -- ~ -
i 
I jl J. 
-40 i -T~----~----~----~--~,----_.----~ 
0 -2 -4 
TEST 
MAXIMUM DEVIATION 
FROM. REFERfu~CE CURVE 
4.10 FAST AGC 




Page 5 of 6 
.· -. 
TEST DATA 
MODULES Al742-400 SERIAL NO. Q03 
TEST 
4.15 Bandpass Response, 
Fast AGC = -3V 
A1742-500 
RESULT 
~dpass Upper 3 dB Frequency ;;<SO, ~KHz 
Bandpass Lower 3 dB Frequency -2 'f <7. 7Cf I KHz 
-~ .·· ' Bandpass Bandwidth L1 '1 Z., Hz 
.. (fUP.- fLO) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
~ Cfw> (fLO) I 
..::z S"D II D 37KHz 
Signature 
Page 6 of 6 
.. 
• 
Page 1 of 4 
TEST DATA 
MODULE A1742-600 SERIAL NO. 00s 
Al742-700 SERIAL NO. (}() 3 
TEST RESULT LIMITS 
6.1 DC Resistance (-600 Module) 






_ 6.2 Signal 9utput L_eve1 
6. 3 Bandpass }farker 2 
.6.4 Bandpass Marker 1 
6.5 Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
. (Marker 2 - Marker 1) 
6.6 Bandpass Center Frequency 
. · -~ (Marker 2) (Marker 1)' 
6.7 Dip at Center of Response 
Curve 







. ' -700 
-I 
tf,&-/ Ohms _5-1~ I ohms 
/Ot> Ohrus 100-120 Ohms 
q,3 Ohms _______ 5~ i~]Ohms 
/00 Ohms 100-120 Ohms 
9!L Ohms -- ---: 9o=110~L:ohms ~-------__..------- - ~ . . 
9s Ohms .. -~~~_9.0:_ 1fQj :Ohms 
v 1 Vpp -- -~ ----~-- ~~-~ ~·· ~ ·l·Check N:ax 
- ---
LC'I J-1.? MHz 
t;,7gl t-niz 
'5'~2 KHz ·:·-_-4-85_-?~5] KHz 
9.85-10.15 MHz 
() ,./ dB __ --..~ __ 2 dB Max 
.. --- .... ' -- ·-·-- -·--- '1 
_ lX _ Nom.ina1 _ 














6.10 Overall Gain 
6.11 Gain Reduction 
Slow AGC • -1.0 V 
.· 
6.12 AGC Symmetry 
·. 
. . -2.0 v 
-3.0 v 
-3.5 v 
SERIAL NO. tJO 3 ------




-!I . dB 
--;;_o dB 















SERIAL NO. nO< 
SERIAL NO. COS 
Page 3 of 4 
· · ·~r ..... __ 1 . ·····-·- --r--:------ 1 
; . - i f 
' . . . ! i - ' 
_.;..10 -+---~-~~-----~~~--_...! ____ ~ -·· ~---~---· -t 
. """"' f . . • 
r:Q i t ~ I . ""' ... zo ·-i-----1-----·-·--r---·t-··---·- .... ·----~-·-t "" . i . i . J 
I . t ! J 
~ -30 -t---+---- + -. f )_ -~ 
~. •J. . . ' . t' . 
g -40 -+---+----~-·-··--,- -- ·_..!--
=·..:so ...__:_-: .-+-. --~--~--'· -1---- ~----·i· -·-···. 
I 
0 . -1 -2 -3 -4 




FROM REFERENCE CURVE 
.. 6.13 SLOW AGC 
TESTED BY 
~---------------SIGNATURE 
DATE ___ (o-+-/_1_( -~-~..;_7..;;...b_· ---
• 
. , 





6.14 Bandpass Response 
Slow AGC =- -3V 
. Bandpass Harker 2 
Bandpass l~rker 1 
Al742-700 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - Marker 1) 
·.. Bandpass Center Frequency 
· • , \)(Marker 2)(Marker 1) 
1 
SERIAL NO. 0 0 ':3 ------
SERIAL NO. t/03 
RESULT 
I tJ, :2(;;, 7 MHz 
9; g2:2-- MHz. 
'i 1/ ;;-· KHz 
.. 
. .. 
t _ .. ' 
Tested by ----::-:----------
Signature 
Date · &-:/, /zb 
-------~~~~~-------------
. ~ .. 
........ -... 





SERIAL NO. _ ___,.....] __ 
SERIAL NO. 
TEST RESULT 
8.1 Output Voltage and Frequency 1 Vrms Nominal (1.8 MHz @ OV 
+40 KHz @ -lOV 
-40 KHz @ +10V 
Nominal) 












8 .. ~ -_~utput WaV'eform t/' Check 




Date {; -2/1- ?C 
• 




· 1.1 Local Oscillator Frequency 
1.2 Local Oscillator Level Set 
t:o 5 Vpp 
1.3 Si~ Output Level 
SERIAL NO. 0 0 3 
RESULT LIMITS 
.. 
8.2 + 0.05 MHz 
-. 
Check Nominal ----
t// Check. 1 Vpp Max 
- 1.4 ·. Bandpas~ Markar _2 Frequency lO,ol32 MHz 
~. '~ ' . 
.. 1.5 . Bandpass. Marke-r 1 ~requancy .: q., 9 4 o;·~. MHr 
1. 6 · Baudpasa.~ 3. dB Bandwidth 
·. (Marker 2 .:: :Marker 1) 
1.7 _· Bandpass Center Frequency 
~(Mal:ker 2)(Marker 1) 1 - fLO 
1.8 .. Clutter AGC Sym=etry 
1.9 Slow AGC Symmetry 
--1.10 Monitor Output (Percent of ·, 
. Si~ Qutput) 
1.11 Spurious Responsas 
1.12 Overall Gain. (Slow AGC = 0) 
(Clutter AGC = 0) 
- 1.13 Notch Upper 3 dB Frequency 
1.14 NotCh Lower 3 ~ Frequency 
1.15 Notch 3 dB Band:rldth 
(fBi - fLow) 
1.16 Notch Center Frequency 
~ (fBi) (f~ - fLO 
1.17 Notch Depth 
1.18 AGC Test Frequency 
(f si~ - fLO) 
. tt.' 






&3 ~ ~Check iO% ncmdnal . 
~Cbeck 
Lf~ dB 
. /0. 00 2. "1 s- MHz 
q, '1-.:fl o I MHz 
s: 7'-{ KHz 
J, ffo o MHz 




.. _: ...... : 
. ;. -
';-.:_.:.: ... _ 
-
Tes.ted by 
Date ... ~--:-r-. 0?-r-_-. . -.s--.. -S-~-gna-.-t.-u-ra-.:-.7-~=~-.-.. ~---.---... · .. 
... l:. 
. . .. : ~ 




1.19 Gain Reduction (Slow AGC = OV) 
Clutter AGC = -1.0 V 
-2.0 v 
-3.0 v 
1.20 ,·Gain Reclueticm 
(Clutter AGC = OV) . -.. 
Slow·AGC = -1.0 v 
== -2.0V 






..:.:.- b . dB 
--~6- dB 
.. 




: -. ·~ 
.. 
Page 2 of 4 
I 
-I 




Module Al742-100 Serial N~- () 0 3 
0 
.......... -10 ~ 
"tl ......., 
:z 
H -20 < 
0 I . 
~ ; 
~ i 
. , -....... t:l -30 e-. 








t:::l t :> -so H 
I j e ' -60 i 
TEST 
M.UIMUM DE:VIAXION 
FROM REFERENCE CURVE 
1. 21 CLUI!Ei't A.GC 




~ • .. 
.. 













-1 -2 -3 -4 -5.-
AGC (VOLTS) 
RESULT· 
o. t:.J. v 





..,· . ~ . ,.. 
-· .... 
..: ~·- . 
··-: 
TEST DATA 
MODULE Al742-100 SERL<\L NO. 
1.23 Bandpass Response 
Clutter AGC = -3V 
Slow AGC = -3V 
RESULT 
. ' 
Local. Oscillator Frequexu:y· · · . q--" ..:<.on~.·: MHz · ·· 
: . 
. ~ 3 dB Bandwi.dth 
· (Mark.ar 2 ...:.. Marker 1) 
. ~pass Center Frequency 





















>'2 .. 3 .. Batldpass Marker 2 
2 .. 4 ·.Bandpass Marker ::!. 
I; 
.. , : '2.5·-. Bandp.as~ 3 dB Ba±tdwidth 
· ·. (1-'...arker 2 - Marker 1) 
2. 6 .' Bandpass _Center Frequency 
. . . ·,:-~(Marker 2) (Maiker 1) 1 : '" ' · 
2. 7 ·: Dip at Center of Response 
Curve 
·. 2. 8 Monitor Output (Percent of 
Signal Output) 
. .. . ;; 
2.9 · Spurious Responses 
2.10 Ove-rall Gain .. : .. .. • ... :: 
SERIAL NO. 003 
RESULT Ll.L'ITTS . 
__ 9_,_~ _ ohms ----~=-~~-Jo~ 
-./OD Ohms 100-120 Ohms 
---...~---
~,!j Ohm5 __ ..;;;...;... __ _ 
9. 5.'2- 2.. MHz 
b97 




.tJ, lf dB 
V Check· ------v Check ------
. ' ...... 
3D .. S dB -......-::-------
Tested by_ 
,~-595:.?~~]~·~·: 
2 dB Max :. .\. 




28_:32 dB .. :· 
. Signature: · 
'. 
-
. ~. . : ~ 






·.· .. : .. 
: . 
I_ 




2.11 Bandpass Response, Gain Pot 
set for Max Gain 
Bandpass Marker 2 
. Bandpass Marker 1 
·· Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
· (Marker 2 - Marker 1) ·. 
. . 
··BandpasS: Center Fre~ 
\J<Ma~r 2l(Marker·l)1. 
2.12 Bandpass. Response, ·Gain Pot 
set for 20 dB below Nominal 
Gain .. 
Bandpass Marker 2 .. 
Bandpass Marker 1 
.·Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
· (Marker 2 - }f..arker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
. ~(Marker 2) (1:-f..a.rkar 1~1 
·. ' ~ . 
. .. 
. ::.- ~. 
- ; ·' 




·_ 7vf KHz 
( 




__ I P_._L_I {"'--MHz 
_q.._._5'V...._2__.z.mz 
· hbfo KHz 
--~---
. . ~ . 
. Tested by_ 
.· -. 
- . ··~ ; 
, .. 
-· ....... 




3.1 Local Oscillator Frequency 
3.2 Local Oscillator Level 
3.3 Signal Output Level 
3.4 ~requency Marker 2 
.. • 
. 3.5 . Frequency Marker 1 
.. . 
3. 6 .Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
c. ~rker 2 - Marker 1) . 
: Bandpass Center Frequency 
SERIAL NO. () 0 3 
·RESULT LIMITS 
I,~ MHz" 1.so ± o·.o1 MHz. 
-~ Check 2.8 Vpp Nominal 
v··. check. ~ ~ .... 1 Vpp Ma% ·--· 
/0, ?>l ~ M!b: . 
. ·. c,~ :7i? MH% -~··: .. 
.... . 
. .. • ~"'f· ~ .. 
S9o KHz .. , ------
. -• · ·.· ~ (~kar "2} (Marker 1)1 :-fLO g, ;ZJ~ Maz. . 
.. 
8.1-8.3 HHt 
" .. , ..... - - -3.8 D:i.p at Center of Response 
·~. Curve · 0, :2... dB 
.- < ~-
2 dB MaX.·: ... ~. 
3.9 MOnitor Output (Percent 
of Output Sigo.al.) 
3.10 Spurious Responses 
3.11 · Overall Gain 
3.12 ·Limit Threshold 
. : ~ . Output Voltage 
Input. Voltage 
. . ·"' 
.. · .. 
... 
V ~ ~-Ch~ck · · 10% Ncmdnal 
V Check 
L//, ~dB 38-42 dB - ·: ~ 
. 6.··~ Vpp _ 
__ ?-_/_O.__;mVpp 
Tested by __ _ 
Si.gnatm;e , .. 
: 
• ~ • #' • ~ • 
~-,. ~ : ;:~ - ·: .. -.. 
· .... -... ~:· ... : .. ~ .... 
••• !' ~.. • ... :. 





Date bhl-77k'- ·, 
-------------,~--~~~-----------•. :, 
- ~ ~ :. ~ ... -
.. 
·~ :-~ ~;. * __ .. -.. • -- ~ 
: 
-... .: 
.. .- .... -:. 
. ~ ,.. . .. 
. -~ ~ 
··: 
. '~ ·. 
Page 1. of 6 · . 
TEST DATA 
HODULES Al742-400 SERL.\L NO. Oo? 
Al742-500 SERL4.L NO.. o03 
TEST RESULT Ll}ITTS 
4.1 Output Signal Level ~ Check _.._.::;.__ __ _ 8 V Nominal 
rms 
. 4.2 Bandpass Upper 3 dB .Frequency-2 s-o ... ;<:78'-KHz· 
4.3· -Bandpass ~ower>3 -~_-Frequency....24~, ~0...2. KHz 
. -~ ..... 
- ~ .. '. . .. : .. :_· : i . ' : ; .• 
· ·4.4 Ba:ndpa.ss Bandwidth. 
... _',;_;~;;,:.Ufup - fLo> .· • .. · 
· ·4.5 -~;B~ndpass Center Frequen~y 
. . . ·.~-':M <fup> (fLJ 
•t~~~~:j:_ 
· 4. 6:: ·:~Discriminator Response-
, . 
... •,' 














4-7G Hz __ :...__..;...... _ __.; - .... -. . ·4oo..:.soo Ht:~':._.: ,-
KHz 
.· ... : ... . 
. '";': ::.~ 
.. ·: .. ·~-~·:~-=:- ~:.;:_·. ~' 
, .. ,. . · 250 KHz- ·--~-~ ~6~~---Hz-
.. -.· ........ _·-':.: . :2-i!o.ol/o KHz 
-· 
249. 9CJ3 KHz· 
249. 9¥7 KHz·_ 
249. 'lll KHz 
'. 249. gJz KHz 
249. 'g3o KHz 
249. f{Jo .KHz 
250. o8t:; KHz 
250 .. 135 KHz 
250. 17s- Ki!Z. 
250. ;2ot/ KHz' .. ·.· 
: . ~- : ~· 






Signat~:>, '.,.· ' 
Date ~-A~ 716 
5~:/: .• ~·:· ·.- , 
f7 ..... 
,., 
• I _, ., 
. ~-







SERIAL NO.. L..J -..:.:> ------
SERIAL NO. __ o...__o_3 __ 
RESULTS LIMITS 
,. ~ ~ . .. . 
250. 253 
4.7 See Discriminator Data Plot. 
4-.8 Moxdtor Outputs (P~r~ent. ~£ · · 
- . : Signal. .Output) · · 
~- .. ;~·~ --400. pin AS.· · ·· .· . 
. -500 pin A4-
-.500 pin As 
· 4 .. 9 · Gain. Reduction 
Fast A.GC == -1 .. 0 V 
·-z.o v 
-3..0 v 
-4 .. 0 v 
4.10 See AGC data plot:. 
4.1L· LocaL Osc4llator 
Fre.quancy 
Level 
~ ... • • ~, :. t ~-.. ~ .. : .,. " • "' • • • • • 
/~::/:-~j 7l; ·/ Check c 15% ~nal : . .. 
. -~ j';J ·% V check . 
. I i>:.O /.1 r./ Check 
. ~ I ,..::J.... dB 
-,3,.s- em 
-...38 dR 
I, 5.57J J MHz · · 
I eZ ~a /check. 
1.5-1.6 MH% .:·. 
12 Vpp. Nom:i.naJ.. 
. _...... ·~ . 
.-/ . ... 
.• 
.. · 















SERIAL NO. oo~ 
RESULT LntiTS 
------~--____ Check 
13 dB 70-76 dB 
------------------
- . 
.. ~ ~ . . -. -
... ~ . 
c· · l' • ~~ _ -.: : · : "! 











-"" .. \ "' +Z 
Ul .... a 
•. ---~ 
.. 
. > : • 








SERIAL NO. 00 3 





































· · £ = ;2o/'o; ol/0 KHz 
0 
. ··: :.· - i ·: : 1: · J; -!~ ~ : _-4-.7 ·.Discriminator Response 

















........ .. . . 






SERIAL NO. () 0 





























·-40 -r-,i --"-----tJ--:..._...___-;1--.J.---1. j i 
0 -2 -4 
TEST 
1-!A.X.IHDM. DEVIATION 
FROM. REJ:~CE CUB.VE 
4.10 FAST AGC 
FAST AGC (VOLTS) 
RESULT 




J:l:l-ge 5 of 6 
~GNATURE : -~- · · 
DATE • {/ ci?i::_ ~·7~ 
.() 





4.15 Bandpass Response, 
Fast AGC ::::a -3V 
Al742-500 
. · · .-,. Ba:p,dpa.sa Upper 3 dB Frequency 
SERIAL NO. Q03 
SERIAL NO. Oo :?::, 
RESULT 
Bandpass Lwer 3 dB Frequency -2 4 <t, 7Cf I KHz· 
. . Bandpass. Bandwidth. 
.. :J- (f - f._ ) 
· ·· .: U? LO 
Bandpass- Center Frequency 
. \] <fup><;_o>' . 
~· ....... .· .. 
' . 
...:2s-D, 037 KHz·· 
Tested by 
{/. Signature _ ~. 
Date c:Zl?' -~~ 7 6~~ ··:.~ 
~ -.. 
... 
~ . .; :· ~ ::. . . . . :. ..... _ -~(J.~~ .. ~.. ~~-~':-
.. 
". -·- ..!. •• 
·: __ _.:~.'. :··::. -
·Page 1 of 4 
TEST DATA 
NODULE Al742-600 SERIAL NO. 
Al7 42-700 SERIAL NO. ___.;0~0:..._"".::::::3:;...__.....;, 
TEST RESULT LII-ITTS 
·. 6~1- ·nc Resistance· (·.:.600 ~Iodule) 
.. ; .. 
. " .. 
. ,. 
. ·. Pins Al-:'2 
.. 
' .. ;. 
: _: . ~Al-GNri 
. : . ~ 
. .._ .·;_, _A2-3 
.: .. -
. ~_A2-GND . . . ~ . : : -· ~ 
. · ..... . · 2-G~ND . . ... . 
. ~. :·l.. .-: ~ ~. r-
-_-3-GND 
- 6.3- Bandpass Marker 2 
·- "_! -- ...... ::·_ , .. 
. 6.4 ·Bandpass· ~rk~r 1. -· · 
.. 
6.5 Bandpass· 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 ~ Marker 1) 
. .. 
6.6 _Bandpass-Center Frequency 
-~(Marker·-~) (Marker ·1) 1 _· 
. ' 
'. 
6. 7 · Dip at Center of Response 
Curve 










.. . . " ~.:. _; -. 
•. :· ! 
. ~ . ~ ... 
. . ' 
. .. ~. -... -
/ 0/1) Ohms 100-120 Ohuts .. : -. _ __..:;... ___ _ 
__ Cl_,__;;;3 __ ohms ~-;~'- - -:-~!DO~ > ~, -
- ~ .:. . ·, -: ~ ~ : .... ~.... . 
.-, ·loo-i2o·~::/~-~-
r " ' ' ' • .:.:."': ·~ < : 
/0 0 Ohms _ ___:;.. _____ _ 
!~ :: ~- ::~- :~~~E_2·'· -
-::.----~--- .. ------.-_ :v~;~·\::·:.:;, _ .. _ ... 
V' +Che-ck ·---·-:._.1_ Vpp Max · • : J 
.· ' . _.,.._. ---~-.... -- - ,_ ..-- ~-=-::---~·-- ' ' .. 
!CJ~ J-tf.? Mflz . .-· 
'".:..- .· :.: . 
· 9 .. 85-lO.is .MHZ _· . 
:. ,. ... :< 
~- ~ . - ~ 




_Page 2 of 4 · 
TEST_ DATA 
MODULES Al742-600 SERIAL NO. ()() 3 -----------------
Al742-700 SERIAL· NO. tio=> 
TEST· ·RESULT LIMITS 
·' 
6.10 ·Overall Gaia ---::../...;;;.0_·_· _dB 8-12dB 
6.u· Gain Reduction ":" , 
f-•• :· ... J : ·' 
Slav AGe ~ -1.0 V - 3 dB 
. . -
-2.0- v .. ~ll 
... 
dB :. -~_;- / .--· 
I • • 
- :. 




-3.5.V .,.,..- ;;..tf dB ._ 






~ ... """ . 





. ~ . . ... ~ .. · 
I 
Tested by ____ ~~~--~~~----------
... 
Date 
•• > .. ;;,. 





6.14 ·Bandpass _Response 
Slow AGC =- -3V 
··, 
•I 
:.: __:t< Bandpass Marke7~ --~ 
.. : •" .~:: ~ 
. _< ~\: Bandpass Marker l 
~:};5f:l;i~' . -. :- .. : . . . . ·. ' 
·. ··:~~:~!.,Bandpass. 3 dB Bandw:ldth 
,·_>-/-:/:-: (Marker .2. - Marker 1) 
,··<. =:~~ .. ~· ... :.·:;~- . . 
./'::?f~· Bandp~ Cente~ Freq~cy 
:'{\J (Marker 2) (Marl= l.) 1 
·. 
. . ·:·· 
...... · ..• 
SERIAL NO .. 
SERIAL NO. 
RESULT 







. . ... -... · 
-. ... .. 
~ ·:~~~ .. ~:-:·· ::· :~_ ~' : ~ .. ~,. ... ~ 











8.1 Output Voltage and Frequency 
.·! . 
. 'I oo) 
SERI.AL NO,;,; 3 
SERIAL NO. 
_ __.,.-.. __ 
RESULT · 
1 Vrms Nondnal (1.8 MHz @ OV 
+40 KHz @ -lOV · 
-40 KHz @ +lOV 
Nominal) . ·, 
. · : Tdng Voltage (V) 
.... - ... 
-10 - .. 












·~-'' . B.~ . Output Waveform 
. .. ~ .... .- .... 
· .. ·-. · , _ Output Voltage (V) 
. (J~ ·--15 . --
0, t6 
{), 47 . ·-
0, {F, ..... : 
o.<£9,· 
0.1q a, -~q 
. o.,a5? 
*H-. 





. ··.·· ; 
·- 6Vf:;fJ. "WA5 . OA/. pq/1./;t)G. T£515, .. 
...... :, 
. .. ~ .. 
Tested by 
. · Signature :. __ -. 
nate · 6 -2/l- 2C 
-- ... ·""·"~. -
. ~ .,.:,.. . . 
• t ...... 
' ,. . ..........,.... 









Local Oscillator Frequency 
Local Oscillator Level Set 
~o 5 Vpp 
Signal Output Level 
1.4 Bandpass Marker 2 Frequency 
1.5 Bandpass ~hrker 1 Frequency 
1.6 Bandpass. 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - Marke~ 1) 
1.7 Bandpass Center Frequency 
.~(Marker 2)(Marker 1)1 - fLO 
1.8 Clutter AGC Symmetry 
1.9 Slow AGC Symmetry 
1.10 Monitor Output (Percent of 
Signal Output) 
1.11 Spurious Responses 
1.12 Overall Gain (Slow AGC = 0} 
(Clutter AC~ = 0) 
1.13 Notch Upper 3 dB Frequency 
1.-14 Notch Lower 3 dB Frequency 
1.15 Notch 3 dB Bandwidth 
(fHi - fLof..:) 
1.16 Notch Center Frequency 
1.18 AGC Test F'requency 
(f signal - fl.O). 
Page. 1 of 4 · 
S~RIAL NO. () Q <f 
. _RESULT LINITS 
8_, ;{ () () HHz 
V Check ----
/ Check -----
/0.0 7 7 HHz 
9. 9'/- '7 MHz 
Je:2 8' KHz 






/CJ, C>Oc:2. I 7 !-'1Hz 
CJ. 9 '1 7 2MHz 
4. c; 7 KHz 
i, 8'00 MHz 
> b 0 dB 
/, 8 IS'* ~ffiz 
8.2 + 0.05 ~mz 
Nominal 





4.5 - 6.5 IGiz 
1.8 MHz + 100 Hz 
40 dB min 




1 .. 19 Gain Reduction (Slow AGC = OV) 
Clut·ter AGC = -1.0 V 
-2.0 v 
-3.0 v 
1 .. 20 Gain Reduction 
(Clutter AGC = OV) 
Slow AGC = -1.0 V 
a -2.0 V 
- -3.0 v 
SERIAL NO. _0_0_'-t __ _ 
RESULT · 
- I 0 dB 
- J6,.$"dB 
-61 dB ------
- i.J-.8 dB 
-JJ,5dB 
-31. 2? dB 
Tested by 
--~-7+~--~S-i-gn~a-t~u-r_e __________ _ 
Date 5(' ~.c.f!_-:::{ 7 (., 
0 • 
Page 3 of 4 
TEST DATA 










-60 ~-+-;-----;--.··_·--·_: ____. 
TEST 
MAXIMUH DEVIATION 
FROM REFERENCE CURVE 
1.21 CLUTTER AGC 
1.22 SLOW AGC 





D. G v 
TESTED BY " _ 
f}-GNATURE 
DATE ff ~ ]G 
I 
TEST DATA 
MODULE Al742-100 SERIAL NO. 0 0 ± 
TEST 
1.23 Bandpass Response 
Clutter AGC = -3V (- .2. S'V) 
Slow AGC = -3V (- 2., ~1 
Local Oscillator Frequency 
RESULT 
~ • ..2..0 d MHz 
Bandpass Marker 2 /Q.IO.S- MHz 
Bandpass Marker 1 q, c, .5" MHz 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth ~~-s KHz 
(Marker 2 - }furker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency I I g;;L l MHz 















2.2 Signal Output Level 
2.3 Bandpass Marker 2 
2.4. Bandpas~ Harker 1 
2.5 .. Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marke.r 2 - ~...ark.e.c 1) 
·· · ·2.6 Bandpass Center Frequency 
~(Marker 2) (}'.arker 1) 1 
2.7 ·Dip at Center of Response 
Curve 
2.8 Monitor Out.put (Percent of 
Signal Output) 
2.9 Spurious Responses 











· LCJ. :<..! s-' MHz 
91 lf& 2 !-1Hz 
73 3 KHz 
dB ------














1 _Vpp Max. 
595-735 KHz 
9.7- 10.0 MHz 








2.11 .Bandpass Response 9 Gain Pot 
set for ~~x Gain 
I 
Bandpass Marker 2 
Bandpa~s :Marker 1 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - Marker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
\j<Harker 2)(Marker 1) 
2.12 Bandpass Response, Gain Pot 




/0 • I fi 7 MHz 
'1. '1b8 MHz 
7 I 9 KHz 
Cf • 2'o2_ I MHz 
Bandpass Marker 2 I 0 • .l. 3 G MHz 
Bandpass ~~rker 1 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(~arker 2 - Marker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 




Page 2 of 2 
oo:± 





.. Page 1 of 6 
TEST DATA 
MODULES Al742-400 SERIAL NO. 0 0 lf -----
Al742-500 SERIAL NO. __ Qc;;.....;:r;;Q___..<f_ 
TEST RESULT LIMITS 
4.1 Output Signal Level -----~--____ Check 8 V Nominal rm.s 
4. 2 Bandpass Upper 3 dB Frequency .::ZS D • ..2 V /KHz 
4.3 Bandpass Lower 3 dB Frequency ..24 '1 • 7'1;(KHz 
\' 
4.4 Bandpass Bandwidth 
'-109 (fUp - fLO) Hz 400-500 Hz 
4.5 Bandpass C4:nter Frequency 
~ (fUp) (fLO) ~-S-o. o.;l~KHz 250 KHz + 200 Hz 
4.6 Discriminator Response +: 
DC, Output = 0 V :2.5"0. 0;2. g KHz ··¢KHz± 20Hz 
+1 v 249. :tcr o KHz 
+2 v 249. o;_s-eo KHz 
+3 v 249. 9~7 KHz 
+4 v 249. qo:J KHz 
+5 v 249. 87s- KHz 
Positive Peak 
-r~v 249. 832: KHz 
-1 v 250. OC?7 KHz 
-2 v 250. I 0;2._ KHz 
-3 v 250. 132 KHz 
-4 v . 250. LSg KHz 












·- (o,Lt v 
See Discr~ninator Data Plot. 
MOnitor Outputs (Percent of 
Signal Output) 
-400 pin A5 
-500 pin A4 
-500 pin A5 
Gain Reduction 




4.10 See AGC data plot. 
4.11 Local Oscillator 
Frequency 
Level 
Page 2 of fl 
TEST DATA 
SERIAL NO. 0 0 'f -------
SERIAL NO. 0 0 'j 
RESULTS LIMITS 
I 
250. ---<.3 0 KHz 
•. 
13 /o Check 15% Nominal 
/O?o Check 10% Nominal 
/00/6 Check 100% Nominal 
- J. ~ dB 
-....._c:_ 0 dB 
- I S • ...:Z dB 
-~34-. 0 dB 
/. s ?o MHz 1.5-1.6 MHz 












No Data Required 
Spurious Responses 
Overall· Gain 
Page 3 of h 
TEST DATA 
SERIAL NO. 00 c...f 





/7.S'dB 7G-76 dB 
Tested by 
iJ Signature 














Page 4 o~ 6 
TEST DATA 
MODULES Al742-400 
A1742-500 ...---,----· .- ., 
I 
+8- ·---~ 





+2 ---- . ··- -----
SERIAL NO.. 0° t 
SERL\L NO. OO.f 
r -·-·-- --~~-------1-- ----1 
L . .l ·--- --- _.,; 





~ __ J__ - ··-----·-----
! I 
'1 
-~-=r -- -~r=-~=------: 
; I I -~±~ =-~--=.-------. · ___ j 
. . ! 
. - I -----~-- f 0~--------·--~----~ 
l f 





f . i 
I t·~--- I -t l ! 
-8 --~ ----- I 
I I ~-- ! I ~ 
f -200 f -100 f f +100 f +200 
0 0 0 0 0 
f =;2'5'0.C;2~z 
0 
4· .. 7 Discriminator Response 
Tested by 
S~nature 












FROM REFERENCE CURVE 
4.10 FAST AGC 
-2 -4 -6 
FAST AGC (VOLTS) 
RESULT 
o. ;;L v 
TESTED BY 





MODULES Al742-400 SERIAL NO. 
A1742-500 SERIAL NO. 
TEST RESULT 
, 
4.15 Bandpass Response, 
Fast. AGC = -3V 
Bandpass Upper 3 dB Frequency ~So,...;::.S~K.Hz 
Bandpass Lower 3 dB Frequency ,.2 4-0, • 7'11 KHz 
Bandpass :Bandwidth 
(fUP - fLO) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 











Page 1 of 4 
TEST DATA 
MODULE Al742-600 SERIAL NO. 00 4 
Al742-700 SERLA.L NO. QQ 'f= 
TEST RESULT LIMITS 







6.2 Signal Output Level 
6.3 Bandpass P~rker 2 
6. 4 Bandpass Z.farke.r 1 
6.5 Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - Harker 1) 
6.6 Bandpass Center Frequency 
~.(Marker 2) (Marker 1) 1 
6.7 Dip at Center of Respons~ 
Curve 










/_() 2 Ohms 
/Oo Ohms 
/() 0 Ohms· 
,/ Check 
/0 . .;_c;~~ !-!Hz 
9, 7.2 (:, MHz 
Sr.3CJ KHz 
CJ, '19 MHz 
__ --:~0-=::..-__ dB 
















2 dB Max 
.. --- .. 1 
lX A7 Output 1 
7X A7 Output 
Signature 


















SERIAL NO. 00'-f 
SERIAL NO. 00 '/: 
RESULT 
&'. s- dB 
-J.o dB ., 
-9. I dB 
- ;2. /, q dB 




Tested by -.;--r---..;;_ ______ _ 
~ Si~nature 
Date __ <=;_~--tJi::...._Y[;_,_7...:::::::b::__ _ 
... 



















FROM REFERENCE CURVE 
6.13 SLOW AGC 
-1 
SERIAL NO. 0() c..{-
SERIAL NO. 0 04 
-2 -3 








DATE q Jy:t 7 G 
~\ . 
Page 4 of 4 
TEST DATA 
MODULES Al742-600 SERIAL NO. 0 0 L{-
/ 
Al742-700 SERIAL NO. f) Q <.f= 
TEST 
6.14 Bandpass Response 
' Slow.AGC = -3V 
Bandpass Marker 2 
Bandpass Marker 1 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 -· Marker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
\j<Marker 2)(Marker 1) 
RESULT 
_j_ 0. :2..~(; MHz 
9. 7 <f I MH.z 
-.50.5- KHz 
CJ. 9 '1 MHz 
"· 
Tested by --r--r------------u Signature 
Date CJ. ¥· 7 G 
Page 1 of 1 
... 
TEST DATA 
MODULE A1742-800 SERIAL NO • 
. 
VCXO SERIAL NO. 
------,~o--
TEST RESULT 
8.1 Output Voltage and Frequency 1 Vrms Nominal (1.8 MHz @ OV 
+40 KHz @ -lOV 
, -40 KHz @ +lOV 
Nominal) 
Tuning Voltage (V) Output Voltage (V) Frequency (MHz) 
-10 0. 8 !:>- /. 7S b 
-8 o.~g f, ;c.s-
-6 o.9o /, 7/3 
-4 o,9o 1.1?2. 
-2 0,<]1 /, 79 I 
0 0, 9 ( /,~oo 
+2 o,9Q I I ~09 
+4 o.89 /,'617 
+6 0.55~ I J 8,.2 G 
+8 o, <t"l . /, <[$ 3 </-
+10 O.<g-G /, %'13 
8.2 Output Waveform v Check 
Tested ~y 
Signature 




A1742 SERIAL NO. 0 0 ~ 
A. Background Noise: 
(With AGCs grounded, measured at -500 Pin AS) 
B. Overall Signal Characteristics and Background Noise 
,. (500 Genl Clutter AGC 
(.Measured at -500 Pin AS) 
Gain Suppression 
Background Noise 
Input Level vs. Output at Monitor Ports 
Input Signal = - t..{ 5 dBm @ -600 Pin Al & A2 
MOnitor Ports Output @ -600 A5 
-700 f\5 
Input Level = - G ~3 dBm 
-100 AS 





' s..i 0 V P-P 
I. b, Volts 
,.2 0 dB 
r;:::.., 'f V P-P 
· 0. Lf'+v P-P 
tJ- s;- V P-P 
0 ... .::2... V P-P 
0.~ V P-P 
Lf.. 0 V P-P 
"-/- D V P-P 
Page 1 of 1 
TEST DATA 
MODULE Al742-300 SERIAL NO. oos-
·TEST RESULT LIMITS 
3.1 Local Oscillator Frequency t.J?ao MHz 1.80 + 0.01 MHz 
3.2 Local Oscillator Level /' Check 2. 8 Vpp Nominal 
3.3 Signal Output Level v Check 1 Vpp Max 
I 
3.4 Frequency Marker 2 Jo,3ol !mz 
9.71<6 
'f', 
3.5 Frequency Marker 1 MHZ 
3.6 Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
o-gCJ (Marker 2 - Marker 1) KHz 560-680 KHz 
3.7 Bandpass Center Frequency 
i <? • .2o8 MHz 8.1-8.3 MHz f ~ (Marker 2) (Marker 1) -
LO 
3.8 Dip at Center of Response 
Curve 
3.9 Monitor Output (Percent 
of Output Signal) 
3.10 Spurious Responses 
3.11 Overall Gain 
3.12 Limit Threshold 
Output Voltage 
Input Vc,ltage 
0. b dB 
8:, 8"' 'hcheck 
~ Check 
LfO dB 








Date /0 4-j~ 197(.. 
• 
,4 _.,.7 f--2-
14--c-~ / t~ « "' ce 
r::_1 v'("" e..,t 
I . 




Al742 SERIAL NO. 0 0 c; 
A. Background Noise: 
(With AGCs grounded, measured at -500 Pin AS) 
B. Overall Signal Characteristics and Background Noise 
-:2 . I~ Volts (50n Gen) Clutter AGC 
Gain Suppression 
Background Noise 
(1-Ieasured at -500 Pin AS) 
Input Level vs. Output at Monitor Ports 
Input Signal = - L! 9 dBm @ -600 Pin Al & A2 
MOnitor Ports Output @ -600 A5 
-700 A5 
· · Input Level = - (-: 7 .. 5dBm 
Input Level = 
-100 A5 







~ c;J V _P-P 
Signature 
0. 3d._v P-P 
0 .. :;- V P-P 
0 . . ::L_ V P-P 
0. ·4 '7 V P-P 
4. 0 V P-P 
L/-D V P-P 
I - / . 




1.1 Local Oscillator Frequency 
1.2 Local Oscillator Level Set 
to 5 Vpp 
1.3 Signal Output Level 
1.4 Bandpass Marker 2 Frequency 
1.5 Bandpass Marker 1 Frequency 
1.6 Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
{Marker 2 - Marker 1) 
1.7 Bandpass Center Frequency 
~(Marker 2)(Marker 1)1 - fLO 
1.8 Clutter AGC Symmetry 
1.9 Slow AGC Symmetry 
1.10 MOnitor Output (Percent of 
Signal Output) 
1.11 Spurious Responses 
1.12 Overall Gain (Slow AGC = 0) 
(Clutter AGC = 0) 
1.13 Notch Upper 3 dB Frequency 
1.14 Notch Lower 3 dB Frequency 
1.15 Notch 3 dB Bandwidth 
(fHi - fLow) 
1.16 Notch Ce.nter Frequency 
~ (fHi) (fLow)l - fLO 
1.17 Notch Depth 
1.18 AGC Test Frequency 
(f signal - fLO) 
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TEST DATA 




q, '1S7 MHz 
I I~ KHz -----




/ Check _ __...:;; __ _ 
--.::,j"~(""'5 ___ dB 
1 .. go MHz 
'/C: 0 dB 
/, $?'I _l) MHz 
8.2 + 0.05 MHz 
Nominal 





4.5 - 6.5 KHz 
1.8 MHz + 100 Hz 






./! ... h~t:···~-----.f.__,_ ., I<;~ lt~ 





1.19 Gain Reduction (Slow AGC = OV) 




1.20 Gain Reduction 
{Clutter AGC = OV) 
Slow AGC = -1.0 V 
= -2.0 v 
= -3.0 v 
SERIAL NO. _.::..;;Q;....;Q:.:.-..(o.,;;::__ _ 
RESULT 
-7~2 dB 
- [q·. S' dB 
-9-/. 5"" dB 
-+.5' dB 
-I .::Z dB 
-~?() dB 
Tested by-___,-:'-...__......._ ______ _ 
tJ Signature 
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TEST DATA 
Module Al742-100 Serial No. Q () (":) 









~ -40 .-..------+----+---+-~-....;--------i 












FROM REFERENCE CURVE 
1.21 CLUTTER AGC 
1.22 SLOW AGC 




0. L/ v 
TESTED BY -------------------SlGNATURE 
(I 
D"'TE ') ,., ./ ;.--/- 7 (~ n. _ KtL ... , , 
I 
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TEST DATA 
MODULE Al742-100 SERIAL NO. 00 G 
TEST 
1.23 Bandpass Response 
Clutter AGC = -3V 
Slow AGC = -JV 
Local Oscillator Frequency 
Bandpass Marker 2 
Bandpass 11arker 1 
Bandpass :3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - :Harker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
~(~rker 2)(Marker 1)- fLO 
RESULT 
'(: -, • ,......._CO MHz 
/0.0 9 ~ MHz 
'J.cts-s- MHz 
/3? KHz 
_· ..t.../....:.,_R_"""_1 _4_' _MHz 
Tested by ----~~~----------------­tl Signature. 











2.2 Signal Output Level 
2.3 Bandpass Marker 2 
2.4 Bandpass Marker 1 
2.5 Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - }~rker 1) 
2.6 Bandpass Center Frequency 
~(Marker 2) (}farker 1) 
2.7 Dip at Center of Response 
Curve 
2.8 Monitor Output (Percent of 
Signal Output) 
2.9 Spurious Responses 
2.10 Overall Gain 
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1 () .. ::2. 0 0 MHz 















1 Vpp Max 
595-735 KHz 
9.7- 10.0 MHz 






Date rJ r-? _4: .. / t~~ ~.{~~-·? / 1 7?: 
TEST DATA 
MODULE Al742-200 SERIAL NO. ----.l0~0::;;_,_,;b:::oc;__ 
TEST 
2.11 Bandpass Response, Gain Pot 
set for Max Gain 
Bandpass :Marker 2 
Bandpass ~~rker 1 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - Marker 1) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
\j(Marker 2)(Marker 1) 
2.12 Bandpass Response, Gain Pot 
set for 20 dB below Nominal 
Gain 
RESULT 
LO, !30 MHz 
q,~o7 MHz 
.(? 73 KHz 
~- g '-f rolz 
Bandpass Narker 2 /0 • ..2 .2.3 MHz 
Bandpass 'Marker l 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - !'..arker l) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
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TEST DATA 
MODULE Al742-300 SERIAL NO. 006 
TEST RESULT LIMITS 
3.1 Local Osc.illa tor Frequency I, :X 0 MHz 1 .. 80 + 0. 01 }filz 
3.2 Local Oscillator Level ~ Check 2.8 Vpp Nominal 
3.3 Signal Output Level v Check 1 Vpp Hax 
3.4 Frequency Marker 2 /0 . .._';j t G MHz 
3.5 Frequency Marker 1 t 6: )() ~ 7. MHz 
3.6 Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - Marker 1) (,l<h KHz 560-680 KHz 
3.7 Bandpass Center Frequency 
f 7. /9 MHz 8.1-8.3 MHz ~- {Ma~ker 2) (Marker 1) -
LO 
3.8 Dip·at Center of Response 
Curve 
3.9 Monitor Output (Percent 
of Output Signal) 
3.10 Spurious Responses 
3.11 Overall Gain 
3.12 Limit Threshold 
Output Voltage 
Input .Voltage 
D .. G dB 2 dB Max 
I D ~)~ Check 10% Nominal 
t/ Check 
3'] dB 38-42 dB 
__ 7..;...._,;;,._~..;;;.___., _ Vpp 
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TEST DATA 
MODULES Al742-400 SERIAL NO. ()Q b 
A1742-500 SERIAL NO. ~0-.......;)Q ........... CO~-
TES'I' RESULT 
4.1 Output Signal Level ----~~-----Check 
4.2 Bandpass Upper 3 dB Frequency ,2~-0 . ..:Z..30KHz 
4.3 Bandpass !,ower 3 dB Frequency ;( 4 9, 15""'1 KHz 
4.4 Bandpass Bandwidth 
(fUp - fLO) 
4.5 Bandpass Genter Frequency 
~ (fUp) (fLO)' 
4.6 Discriminator Response 
DC Output = 0 V 
+1 v 
4/cl Hz 
~ 4CJ, 990KHz 
249. 58 ;:L Klh .. 
+2 V 249. q .~5'" KHz 
+3 V 249. CJ _?;, 0 KHz 
+4 V 249. R9 2' KHz 
+5 V 249. 5? (..., 2-- KHz 
Positive Peak 























250 KHz + 200 Hz 





Nega ti.ve Peak 
4.7 See Discriminator Data Plot. 
4.8 Monitor Outputs (Percent of 
Signal Output) 
-400 pin A5 
-500 pin A4 
-500 pin AS 
4.9 Gain Reduction 




4.10 See AGC data plot. 
4.11 Local Oscillator 
Frequency 
L·evel 
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TEST DATA 
SERIAL NO. oOG -----
()'-
SERIAL NO. -......:0~_:;;:0:.....-_ 
RESULTS LIMITS 
250. d..!;?.... KHz 
I 3 ~ Check 15% Nominal 
II~ Check 10% Nominal' 
100 /~ Check 100% Nominal 
_.:.....::;...;;;.._..4,..;;_,_ 
- -..:2 .~ dB 
- S?.,. .:Z dB 
- 3o .. 5" dB 
~ .f"-.3 I ..2 dB 
-...t../....:...~ ..... c,.;;../-_..:_? _ _.:MHZ . 1. 5-1. 6 MHz 











4.12 No Data Required 
4.13 Spurious Responses 
4.14 Overall Gain 
TEST DATA 
SERIAL NO. __....0_0_,_~_':"1_ 
·"""~ F 
SERIAL NO. _ ...... r"_IJ_(..._J '·-----
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RESULT LIMITS 
----~-------Check 






SERIAL NO. OOG 
SERIAL NO. 0 0 G 
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+6 ! --·--- ------4--__ ,__ _ __; 
! 









i -4 _____ .._ __ 
-6 -------,--
I. 




f -200 .o f -100 0 f 0 f +100 0 f +200 0 
4·. 7 Discriminato~ Response 
Tested by ------------
c~gnature 
Dated ~ 0 ~ _ / -f- 7 C 
----~~--~~~~~-----------





SERIAL NO. f)~ G 
SERIAL NO. 00<2 
-4 -6 
FAST AGC (VOLTS) 
TEST 
MAXIMUM DEVIATION 
FROM REFERENCE CURVE 





DATE s~~URE A (, t 
I 






SERIAL NO. O() (;; 
SERIAL NO. 00 G 
.TEST 
4.15 Bandpass Response; 
Fast AGC: = -3V 
RESULT 
Bandpass Upper 3 dB Fr~quency ;J 5:"'0 .. .-2:-Z g KHz 
Bandpass Lower 3 dB Frequency ,;:!..4 C,. 7 ?. ~KHz 
Bandpass Bandwidth 
(£UP - fLO) 
Bandpass Center Frequency 
~ (fffi,) (fL0)-1 
Tested by 
tJ Signature 
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TEST DATA 
MODULE A1742-600 SERIAL NO. Q 0 <; . 
Al742-700 SERIAL NO. ()Q b 
TEST RESULT LIMITS 







6.2 Signal Output Level 
6. 3 Bandpass Mat~ker 2 
6.4 Bandpass Marker 1 
6. 5 Band.pass 3 d.B Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - ¥~rker 1) 
6.6 Bandpass Center Frequency 
~(Marker 2)(Marker l)t 
6.7 Dip at Center of Response 
Curve 








/_{) 9' Ohms 
9 Ohms 
D In / Ohms 
I C) 0 Ohms 
I 0 CJ Ohms 
v Check 
/0 .. ~2 J.lliz 
2. 7-2. s- MI-l? 
6-"-1 ,'1 KHz 
0 dB ------
/ X Check 







90-110 i Ohms 
90-110 [ Ohms 
1 Vpp Max 
485-585;KHz 
9.85-10.15 MHz 
2 dB Max 
lX A7 Output 
7X A7 Output 
- t 





6.10 Overall Gain 
6.11 Gain Reduction 




6.12 AGC Symmetry 
SERIAL NO. _.-..;;.0_0=---Ct--.o __ 
SERIAL NO. _...;::.:0.._0....;........:.0..___ 
RESULT LIMITS 
_j::;....:;l.. __ dB 6-10 dB 
-3. I dB 
- ~ .. 0 dB 
- ..., :.<._ ,......,._ dB 
- 35" dB 
v Check 
._/ 





SERIAL NO.. () Q {p 
SERIAL NO. .n () cQ 
~ I 
; -20 I ---i-j ---+-
~ -30 -t----,~----,--_--,-~-
H 1 1 f 
f-4 I l ! 
j -40 i : ! 
. ga !· 
-.'50 -""1---------i, 
~ 
0 -1 -2· -3 -4 
SLOW AGC (VOLTS) 
TEST 
MAXI.Mllli DEVIATION 
FROM REFERENCE CURVE 
6.13 SLOW AGC 
RESULT 
TESTED BY ----------------SIGNATURE 
. f/ I f· DATE ,--..c_'/ t:j )/ '· I) 
I 
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TEST DATA 
MODULES Al742-600 
6.14 Bandpass Response 
Slow AGC = -3V 
Al742-700 
SERIAL NO. 0 Q b ---=-__,;;;--
SERIAL NO. 0 0 (;:, --------
RESULT 
Bandpass Marker 2 10~.;!S6 MHz 
Bandpass }~rker 1 
Bandpass 3 dB Bandwidth 
(Marker 2 - Marker 1) 
Bandpass Genter Frequency 















Output Voltage and Frequency 













SERIAL NO • _0.....;_0_~ ....;G;;:;...___ 
SERIAL NO. ---G~--
RESULT 
1 Vrms Nominal (1.8 MHz @ OV 
+40 KHz @ -lOV 
-40 KHz @ +lOV 
Nominal) 
Output Voltage (V) Frequency (MHz) 
0.5.2_ {, ??41 
o.f?5 [,8'-~2. 
0!$?7 I I '75 :2.4 
a~x~ I I '61-S 
o. Cfo f, ~07 
0,90 I, I 9 8 
~[90 I, 7 '7 o 
011 () {, 7 ?-· I 
o, )?x I I 1!2_ 
Q,R'f }, 7C:,3 
D. C. G l \ 7 c:;-4-
/ Check 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The purpose of this program was to elucidate and evaluate for the 
Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) the potential role of synergistic 
co-siting (i.e., mutually beneficial location and coupling of the input 
and output streams) of industrial plants, and other related activities, 
in the forming of po 1 i ci es and options for energy conservation, improve-
ment of the E~nvironment, effective land use, and economic development of 
appropriate r-egions of the State of Georgia (primary emphasis) and the 
Appalachian Region. The specific objectives of the program were: 
(1) the identification and classification of technical factors 
that have the greatest influence on the selection of co-siting 
groupings; 
(2) the screening and selection of co-siting grouping possibilities 
that offer significant promise for providing important resource-
utilization benefits (in Georgia•s Appalachian areas specifi-
cally, as well as in the Appalachian Region generally); 
(3) the economic evaluation of the selected co-siting grouping 
examples to establish cost-benefit comparisons between conven-
tional and co-siting methods of industrial operations; 
( 4) the, formulation, documentation and communication of recommenda-
tions and guidelines for --
•specific co-siting groupings, for selected regions of 
application, to demonstrate the benefits of synergistic 
co-siting methodology; 
•use of the methodology developed on this program as an im-
portant new tool for industrial development activities in 
other locations of the Appalachian Region, etc.; 
•further technology developments, policy analysis, etc., 
that will be required to broaden the potential scope of 
application of synergistic co-siting and provide the neces-
sary incentives and stimulation for implementational initia-
tives by prospective users. 
The program was conducted for the ARC by a multidisciplinary project 
team from the Engineering Experiment Station (EES) of the Georgia Institute 
i 
of Technology. Throughout the program, interaction increased between the 
EES project staff, ARC and appropriate State of Georgia staff members, and 
potential industrial and government users. This interaction was important 
in guiding the alignment and orientation of the investigative effort and 
particularly useful in the selection of specific co-siting applications. 












Preliminary Search for Co-siting Candidates; 
Preliminary Chemical Engineering (Feasibility) 
Analysis for Candidates; 
Development of Economic Model and Scaling 
Relationships; 
Selection of Technically Feasible Co-siting 
Groupings; 
Economic Evaluation of Technically Feasible Groupings; 
Regiona1 Application Analysis; 
Formulation of Recommendations and Conclusions; 
Initiation of Utilization Plan; 
Preparation and Distribution of Final Report. 
Task I. Data-base Development 
A broad spectrum of pertinent data was collected and compiled, includ-
ing primary and secondary literature items on industrial plant siting tech-
nology; recent marketing and economic data and indicators for important 
industrial products; flowsheets, material and energy balances, and produc-
tion technology for important industrial chemical processes, etc. This 
information was screened and developed into a reference bibliography for 
the project. This data-base serverl as the information foundation for the 
entire project. 
i i 
Task II. Preliminary Search for Co-siting Candidates 
A large number and variety of industrial processes and activities 
were screened, based upon the data provided by Task I. Screening criteria 
were developed and used to evaluate the technical- and economic-viability 
potential for these processes in a co-siting mode of operation. The 
criteria were based principally on the relative potential benefit that 
each process could provide or receive in a co-siting grouping, its econ-
omic growth potential over a reasonable and predictable period of time, and 
its potentia 1 versa ti 1 i ty of app 1 i cation in a number of different co-siting 
grouping options. 
Task III. P1r-eliminary Chemical Engineer·ing (Feasibility) Analysis for 
Candidates 
This task effort was strongly coupled to the efforts on Tasks I and 
II. The candidate individual processes selected on Task II for further eval-
uation were assessed for co-siting grouping roles. Initially, sets of paired 
processes and/or activities were studied for feasibility and potential 
synergism. Subsequently, groupings consisting of larger numbers of component 
processes/activities were identified and evaluated. The analysis consisted 
principally of developing input/output (raw materials and products, energy 
requirements and excesses, and by-products and wastes) matrices for several 
of the candidate processes and activities selected on Task II, using flow-
sheets, material balance and energy balance information obtained on Task I. 
From this matrix display of process input and output data, processes were 
identified which have a significant degree of matching potential among their 
input and output streams, and fundamental technical compatibility that would 
facilitate the possible coupling of some of these streams. A computer tech-
nique was dev~~ 1 oped for pro vi ding the connection orders between the various 
p 1 ants. 
iii 
Task IV. Development of Economic Model and Scaling Relationships 
Results of Task IV provided a basis for determining the effects of 
plant size and capacity of the economic characteristics of selected candi-
date groupings. These results supported the economic evaluation effort on 
Task VI. Several sources of information relating to scaling criteria and 
techniques obtained on Task I were examined for validity, consistency and 
agreement. A large number of important processes of interest on this pro-
gram were covered by the information compiled. 
Task V. Selection of Technically Feasible Co-siting Groupings. 
Inputs to this effort included the results derived from Tasks I, II, 
and III, described above. In particular, process-grouping candidates iden-
tified on Task III as having especially strong potential for matching of 
their input and/or output streams (to provide some important synergistic 
benefits), as well as apparent technical compatibility, were studied in 
detail regarding several key factors. These factors included: (1) capacity 
compatibility (i.e., the raw-material or energy requirements of one process, 
in the capacity range necessary to justify its operations, could be met by 
the by-product or waste outputs of another process operating in its optimum 
range of capacity); (2) technological developments or design changes required 
to achieve effective and efficient coupling; and (3) other operational inter-
facing requirements and potential problems of coupling. Once these factors 
were studied, those candidate groupings which still offered significant pro-
mise were characterized in a co-siting configuration by detailed flowsheets, 
material balances and energy balances to the extent that reliable data were 
available from Task I. These configurations were carefully analyzed again 
for design and operational feasibility and the auspicious ones were then 
ready for in-depth economic-viability analysis on Task VI. 
iv 
Task VI. Economic Evaluation of Technically Feasible Groupings 
This task included study of plant size and capacity interactions involv-
ing raw material and energy requirements, and the handling of effluents and 
wastes. Data from Task V were combined with cost-forecasting models to com-
pute dollar-·cost estimates of capital-investment requirements for given in-
dustrial operations. These analyses permitted the comparison of such require-
ments for isolated plants versus plants in various stages of complexing. 
Task VII. Regional Application Analysis 
This task principally involved the utilization of feedback for the de-
velopment of guidelines for regional-industrial-development planning require-
rnents which could be satisfied by this study. The procedure included: 
(1) meetings with representatives of the North Georgia APDC 
(2) meetings with appropriate officials of the Georgia Office of 
Planning and Budget and State Energy Office 
(3) a 'Workshop held at Georgia Tech in January, 1976, and attended 
by potential state, federal and industrial users and planners 
The results of this interaction served to guide the alignment and orien-
tation of the investigative effort, particularly in the selection of 
regionally-relevant co-siting groupings for evaluation. 
The remaining three tasks (VIII, IX and X) served to summarize, document 
and communicate the essential findings and methodology of this study. 
The major results of this study include: 
1. Demonstration of wide range of benefits of synergistic co-
siting of carefully selected industrial activities. 
2. Development of methodology for obtaining and analyzing co-siting 
group·ings for almost 100 commodities. 
3. Examples of use of the methodology for several of the following 
co-·siting modes: 
a. matching of existing plants 
b. matching of existing or proposed plants with new plants 
c. development of entirely new complexes 
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4. Development of guidelines, recommendations and a user-
interactive computer program for potential users and 
planners. 
5. Preparation and publication of a user manual entitled 
''Guidelines for Synergistic Co-siting" as a basis for 
the effective utilization of the methodology developed 
on this project. 
6. Characterization of mineral resources in the Appalachian 
Region of Georgia as a basis for co-siting applications. 




1.1 Purpose, Objectives and Scope of the Investigation 
The purpose of this program was to elucidate and evaluate for the 
Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) the potential role of synergistic 
co-siting (i.e., mutually beneficial location and coupling of the input 
and output streams) of industrial plants, and other related activities, 
in the forming of policies and options for energy conservation, improve-
ment of the environment, effective land use, and economic development of 
appropriate regions of the State of Georgia (primary emphasis) and the 
Appalachian Region. The specific objectives of the program were: 
(1) the identification and classification of technical factors 
that have the greatest influence on the selection of co-siting 
groupings; 
(2) the screening and selection of co-siting grouping possibilities 
that offer significant promise for providing important resource-
utilization benefits (in Georgia•s Appalachian areas specifically, 
as well as in the Appalachian Region generally); 
(3) the economic evaluation of the selected co-siting grouping examples 
to establish cost-benefit comparisons between conventional and 
co-siting methods of industrial operations; 
(4) the formulation, documentation and communication of recommenda-
tions and guidelines for --
•specific co-siting groupings, for selected regions of applica-
tion, to demonstrate the benefits of synergistic co-siting 
methodology; 
lluse of the methodology developed on this program as an import-
ant new tool for industrial development activities in other 
locations of the Appalachian Region, etc.; 
•further technology developments, policy analysis, etc., that 
will be required to broaden the potential scope of application 
of synergistic co-siting and provide the necessary incentives 
and stimulation for implementation initiatives by prospective 
users. 
The program was conducted for the ARC by a multidisciplinary project 
team from the Engineering Experiment Station (EES) of the Georgia Institute 
of Technolog~r. Throughout the program, interaction increased between the 
EES project staff, ARC and appropriate State of Georgia staff members, and 
potential industrial and government users. This interaction was important 
in guiding the alignment and orientation of the investigative effort and 
particularly useful in the selection of specific co-siting applications. 
1.2 Background 
This report describes a program of interdisciplinary study on the con-
cept of J.Jyne.JtgLotic. c.o-~Lting ofi {.ndlL6t!vial ac.liv-Ltiv.:, as an important and 
promising appl~oach for the solution of major national problems. Synergistic 
co-siting involves the carefully planned grouping of industrial and/or agri-
cultural activities in complexes that provide mutually beneficial uti"liza-
tion of energy', raw materials, co-products, land, plant wastes, and trans-
portation facilities, as well as promote greater economical attractiveness of 
pollution-control measures, resource recovery, etc. Practically achievable 
synergistic co-siting approaches to industrial-site planning, and to plant 
and process design, offer the promise of some very effective and exciting 
possibilities for the simultaneous achievement of certain critical national 
goals such as resources (including energy) conservation, new energy sources, 
effective land use, improved food supply, improved environmental quality, and 
beneficial industrial development. 
A firm basis for co-siting has been established by a number of investi-
gators. (l- 28 )*. Isard and co-workers(l-?) pioneered the method of industrial 
complex analysis beginning with a design in the nineteen fifties of a petro-
chemical complex for Puerto Rico(l). Recently, Isard extended his methodology 
*Superscript numbers identify literature citations in the List of References, 
Appendix A. 
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to include environmental management activities, with specific reference to a 
proposed coal power-plant complex in New York State( 7). The U.S. Atomic 
E . . ( 8-12) ( ) nergy Comm1ss1on now ERDA and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and 
Texas A & M University(l 3,14) have published a number of reports and papers 
concerning investigations of industrial and agro-industrial complexes cen-
tered around nuclear reactors. These complexes are typically designated as 
11 nuplexes, 11 an acronym derived from nuclear complexes. Czamanski(lS,l 6 ) and 
others(l?,lB) have focused attention on clustering of industrial activities 
and developing identification and analysis methods based on the use of input/ 
output tables. Conway(l 9- 21 ) has studied the grouping of related activities 
around waste-treatment plants and has designated such groupings as 11 decoplexes, 11 
which he derived from development/ecology/complexes. The Federal Energy 
Administration( 22 ) has investigated the grouping of related industries in 
Industrial Pa)~ks, and Beller, et ~1.,( 23 ) have proposed thermonuclear reactor 
parks. Concur·rently with our study, the concept has been receiving increased 
attention. A recent National Science Foundation (NSF) study( 24 ) evaluated 
the economic, engineering, legal, and environmental possibility of large (four 
to six square miles) artificial industrial-port islands located off the U. S. 
Atlantic and Gulf Coasts. A current NSF study( 2S) is investigating the poten-
tial of coal-based fuel and energy complexes for the Appalachian Region. 
Another current study ( 26 ) is being conducted for the ARC on a co a 1-gas i fi cation 
facility and potential gas-using industries for a specific Kentucky location. 
Co-product strategy( 2?) and integrated "coldplexes .. (2B)have been discussed in 
the recent literature, and DuPont has moved toward backward integration (see 
F i g u re 1 - l ) . 
In fact, at the present time, there are many economically sound and well-
integrated industrial complexes in operation in this country and abroad. Yet, 
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INDUSTRIES BUSINESS WEEK DECEMBER 1, 1975 
The key in chemicals is the product mix 
.. Then>'.~ a ~~i mple tn'o-lmrd ro1swer f,, 
why f'hemical company earnings rary 
all orer the lot," says DuPont etmwmisf 
Charles H Reeder. "T!u· zcords are 
'prod 11 tf m i:r. ' " 
At E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 
the first half was sheer ngvny. But im-
proving third-quarter earninqs of $86 
million prompted Du Pont Chairmcw 
Ir·ving S. Shapiro to say: "[got my first 
good night's ~;;leep all year." 
DUPONT: 
A drive to assure supplies 
Better control. But the shock of the first 
half's steep slide has prompted Shapiro 
and his executive committee to hustle 
the company down a new path-moving 
toward backward integration, which 
will give it firmer control over its raw 
materials. Its first big move in this di-
rection was announced last month: Du 
Pont and National Distillers & Chem-
ical Corp. will jointly build a plant to 
produce synthesis gas and carbon mon-
oxide, both essential ingredients in 
making methanol and acetic acid, 
which are in turn used in plastics and 
fibers. 
The joint deal, says Shapiro, "was 
made in heaven." Both companies, he 
points out, ''need the same starting 
materials, and one plant is more eco-
nomic than two." 
Where to spend. DuPont made a second 
such protective move late last month 
when it agreed on a 50-50 venture with 
Atlantic Richfield Co. to dl•sign a 
100,000-hhl.-per-day oil refinery that 
will supply raw materials for petro-
chemicals. Before the energy crisis Du 
Pont had considered and then canceled 
a similar project. But now Shapiro 
says: "Two facts are clear. \V e need a 
secure source of supply, and our sup-
pliers were earning more on the feed-
stocks they sold us than we were get-
ting from th.e products we made with 
them." 
Figure 1-1. Excerpt from Recent Pertinent Article in Literature. 
while the existence of these operating complexes and the results of current 
and previous studies provide credibility and needed background of co-siting 
concepts, co-siting methodology is still in a state of development. Exist-
ing techniques of analysis may be likened to the elements of a complex itself 
-- each forming a part of an contributing to the whole, but none alone pro-
viding the whole methodology. 
Like a complex when properly and basically designed, offering advantages 
over its component parts, this study was designed to combine what had gone 
before with new methodology to enhance the progress of this developing field 
of synergistic co-siting. 
The modes which provided the basis for the overall approach of our study 
for the design of cost-effective, synergistically-coupled industrial com-
plexes included: 
(1) methods of matching existing plants within a limited 
geographical area. 
(2) methods of matching existing or presently proposed plants 
with new plants. 
(3) development of entirely new complexes. 
Examples of the national benefits anticipated from the application of syner-
gistic co-siting include: 
• ENERGY CONSERVATION 
• DEVELOPMENT OF NEW SOURCES OF FEEDSTOCKS 
.ECONOMICAL RESOURCE AND WASTE RECOVERY 
.IMPROVED METHODS OF (AND INCENTIVE FOR) POLLUTION CONTROL 
.IMPROVED LAND USE 
.OPTIMIZATION OF TRANSPORTATION USE 
.ELECTRICAL-POWER COST ADVANTAGES 
• If'IPROVED STABILITY OF LABOR POOLS AND JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
.INCREASED INCENTIVE FOR CAR-POOLING 
·I~IPROVED BASIS FOR USE OF HIGH-TEMPERATURE GAS-COOLED NUCLEAR 
POWER REACTORS 
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ttiMPROVED BASIS FOR COMMUNITY PLANNING 
4tREDUCTION IN SITE-APPROVAL TIME FOR NEW PLANTS 
4tiMPR.OVED BASIS FOR ATTRACTING NEW INDUSTRY AND INCREASED 
PLANT-SITINGS 
4t MORE ECONOMICAL BASIS FOR PLANT SERVICES 
4t AGRICULTURAL BENEFITS 
4t IMPROVED PRODUCT MIX 
4tLOWER UNIT PRODUCT COST 
-REDUCTION OF OFF-SITE FACILITIES COST 
A hypothetical example of synergistic co-siting is shown in Figure 1-2. 
Appropriate regions of the State of Georgia and the Appalachian Region 
were specified for applicational analysis in this study. The Appalachian 
RegioR is the thirteen-state area that is encompassed by the Appalachian 
Regionar Dev~lopment Act (of 1965) and, hence, the Appalachian Regional 
Commission (se'e Figure 1-3). The Appalachian Regional Commission is respons-
ible for developing and implementing comprehensive plans for the development 
of Appalachia and its people. Its objectives include the improvement, on a 
continuing basis, of opportunities for employment, the average income level, 
and the standard of living for the Region through economic and social devel-
opment prograrrs that will (1) provide facilities that are needed for growth; 
(2) develop hu:man resources and regional productivity; (3) develop physical 
and transportation resources; and (4) provide for a stable industrial system 
in the Region. The Commission is actively engaged in accomplishing these 
objectives and is particularly involved in developing information that will 
provide an effective basis for policy planning and the assignment of invest-
ment prioritiE~s for the implementation of its programs. Energy management, 
environmental improvement and effective land use, which were emphasized goals 
of our study, are all important goals of the Appalachian Regional Commission 
as well. The Jtailon.a.le, then. 6oft th.AA -OtLLdfj involved a .oy.otemcttic. .oea.Jteh noJt 
in.dUJ.>t:JU.ai c.ombin.ailon.-6 whic.h o66eJted ptLomi-Oe 6oJt gJtoupin.g .oyneJtgi-Otic.al.ly in 
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Effluents from 
all Plants in 
the Complex 
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Figure 1-3. 
Boundaries of the Appalachian Region. 
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-6ome noJUn ofi c.o--6-W.n.g to p!Lov.[de . .bnpo!L.tan;t eneJtgy-c.oV/heJtva.tion, en.vbton.mentaf, 
.land Me, and '~c.onomic.-developmen.t bene6.Lt6 for the region described above. 
The methodology, results and essential conclusions and recommendations 
of this study are discussed in the remaining sections of this report. 
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2.0 DESCRIPTIONS OF PROJECT TASKS AND RESULTS 
To meet the overall objectives, a systematic research plan consisting 
of ten tasks was followed. These tasks and their purposes were: 






Purpose: To collect and compile technical and economic 
data on important industrial commodities 
Preliminary Search for Co-siting Candidates 
Purpose: To scan the input-output relationships of 
activities in the data base and identify those 
with co-siting potential 
Preliminary Chemical Engineering (Feasibility) Analysis 
for Candidates 
Purpose: To evaluate the technical and economic feasibility 
of the co-siting candidate sets identified in 
Task III and to further combine and analyze the 
1 arger groupings 
Development of Economic Model and Scaling Relationships 
Purpose: To develop expressions quantitatively relating 
industrial economics to plant size and production 
scale for commodities in the data base 
Selection of Technically Feasible Co-siting Groupings 
Purpose: To methodically compare groupings of industries 
which, on a technical basis, could benefit from 
co-siting 
Economic Evaluation of Technically Feasible Groupings 
Purpose: To determine cost comparisons between isolated 
plants versus plants in various stages of co-siting 
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Task VII Regional Application Analysis 
Purpose: To select and evaluate regionally-relevant co-
siting groupings 
Task VIII -- Formulation of Recommendations and Conclusions 
Task I X 
Task X 
Purpose: To develop and organize a set of useful guide-
lines for the application of the results and 
methodology developed on this study 
Initiation of Utilization Plan 
Purpose: To communicate, by way of a briefing, the results 
of this study to a sampling of interested users 
and to integrate their response into the align-
ment and orientation of the program 
Preparation and Distribution of Final Report 
Purpose: To document procedure, results, conclusions and 
recommendations of this study in an effective 
manner 
The efforts on Tasks I through VI resulted in the development of a meth-
odology for the identification of potential co-siting candidates and analytical 
methods for investigation of technical and economic benefits resulting from 
various co-siting groupings. 
The tasks, the methodology development and examples of its use are des-
cribed in the following sections. 
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2.1 Task I -- Data-Base Development 
Commodities of the chemical and petrochemical industries, with emphasis 
on regional raw materials and products, were chosen as the elements of the 
data base. Process flowsheet and economic data on almost 100 industrial chem-
ical commodities were compiled in an organized, computerized manner. A list 
of the chemical commodities included in this data base is presented in Table 2-I. 
These various data were obtained from a thorough search of standard reference 
materials( 29- 36 ), as well as our extensive library files for issues of Chemical 
Engineering, Chemical Week, Chemical and Engineering News, Chemical Engineering 
Progress and !tfdrocarbon Processing (technical periodicals). 
A listing of the data base entries for each commodity is presented in 
Table 2-II; the actual data stored for one such commodity (ethylene oxide) are 
also shown in this table. Thus, the capital cost for a baseline plant producing 
100,000 tons per year of ethylene oxide is 30 million dollars. This particular 
cost figure is for the year 1970, for which the Marshall-Stevens process indus-
try index is 303.3. The current selling price of ethylene oxide is 26 cents/lb. 
The exponent in the power-law relationship between plant capital cost and capa-
city is equal to 0.78, and the production of one ton of ethylene oxide requires 
an electrical energy consumption of 1700 kwh. Finally, the production of one 
lb. of ethylene oxide (via the direct oxidation of ethylene with oxygen) 
requires 0.955 lb. of ethylene and 2.543 lbs. of oxygen; there is also 0.999 
lb. of by-product carbon dioxide made per lb. of ethylene oxide produced. 
In general, baseline plant sizes of 5-10% of current United States pro-
duction were chosen for each commodity. The currently most popular processing 
scheme was chosen for each commodity. For some commodities not all of the 
requisite data were readily available. In these cases, reasonable default 
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TABLE 2-I 













Acryl oni tr•i 1 e 
Ace toni tri ·1 e 
Hydrogen cyanide 











































































Data-Base Entries for Each Commodity and 
Example Printout for a Specific Commodity 
A. DATA BASE ENTRIES FOR EACH COMMODITY 
Capacity of baseline production facility, tons/yr 
Capital cost of baseline production facility, MM$ 
Marshall-Stevens index for the capital cost 
Exponent in the power-law relationship between 
production plant capital cost and capacity 
Selling price of the commodity, ¢/lb 
Unit energy requirements for production of the 
commodity, kwh/ton 
Raw materials requirements, lb/lb 
By-product production, lb/lb 
B. EXAMPLE PRINTOUT FOR A SPECIFIC COMMODITY 
ETHYLENE OXIDE 
BASELINE PLANT CAPACITY 
BASELINE PLANT COST 
= 100000 TONS/YEAR 
= 30.00 MILLION DOLLARS 
CAPACITY/COST EXPONENT = .78 
MARSHALL-STEVENS INDEX = 303.3 
SELLING PRICE = 26.00 CENTS/LB 
ENERGY REQUIREMENT = 1700 KWH/TON 
RAW MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS (LB/LB) -
ETHYLENE 
OXYGEN 






values were assigned to some of the items listed in Table 2-II. The default 
value for the exponent in the power-law relationship between plant capital 
cost and capacity is 0.7. Similarly, the default value for baseline plant cost 
was computed from a value of $200 per annual ton of capacity, while a value 
of 200 kwh/ton was selected for the electrical energy requirement in the 
absence of such information. In some cases, plant capital costs and electrical 
energy requirements were estimated from the corresponding values for similar 
processing schemes. 
For commodities which are by-products from the manufacture of primary 
products, the baseline plant cost and electrical energy requirement were set 
equal to zero. An example of such a by-product is carbon dioxide in Table 
2-II. Similarly, the baseline plant cost and electrical energy requirement 
for all primary raw materials (coal, limestone, salt, etc.) were assigned 
values of zero (but not the selling prices thereof). 
The process flowsheet information for each commodity (raw material require-
ments and by-pl"Oduct production) is used to construct a sparse, square rna teri a 1-
balance matrix; only the non-zero entries of this matrix are supplied. Given 
required merchant production rates for any number of the corrmodities (right-
hand-side vector), the resulting material-balance equations can be readily 
solved to yield the production rates of all intermediate commodities and total 
raw material requirements (activities of each of the commodities). 
In this square material-balance matrix, all diagonal elements are equal 
to unity in that each represents the number of units of a given commodity 
associated with the production of itself. A negative entry at some location 
a. . ( i :f j) in the matrix represents the amount of commodity i which must be 
lJ 
consumed to produce a unit amount of commodity j. This ratio is obtained from 
actual industrial experience or can be computed from the relevant stoichiometric 
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coefficients, molecular weights and molar yield in the relevant chemical reac-
tion. A positive entry at location aij (i 1: j) denotes the amount of commodity 
i produced as a by-product in the manufacture of a unit amount of commodity j. 
The square material-balance matrix which results is very similar to the 
input-output tables of classical economic theory. Specifically, the same 
assumptions regarding the matrix or table entries are invoked, namely, homogen-
eity, proportionality and additivity( 37 ). With the activities of the matrix 
equation represented by individual commodities, however, these assumptions are 
much more likely to be adhered to in this case. Similarly, there is no need 
in this analysis to perform the traditional classification and aggregation into 
industrial sectors as practiced in input-output methods. Finally, because of 
the sparse nature of the material-balance matrix, rapid solution methods for 
sparse matrices, as described later on, can be substituted for the cumbersome 
and CPU-intens·ive matrix inversion methods generally associated with input-
output tables. 
2.2 Task II -- Preliminary Search for Co-Siting Candidates 
The need was recognized early in this work for a rapid and efficient 
method for the identification of potential co-siting candidates. Following 
the development of the data base described earlier, which delineates the 
input-output r·elationships between the various chemical commodities, such a 
procedure was devised. This procedure uses part of the data base information 
listed earlier, and is based upon principles of graph theory and its primary 
mathematical tool -- Boolean algebra. The application of Boolean algebra to 
the decomposition of large-scale chemical systems has been described by 
Himmelblau(JS), and the utilization of graph theory methods to identify recycle 
loops in chemical systems has been presented by Crowe, et al. (2g) 
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In this procedure, a first Boolean matrix is constructed from the rela-
tionships between inputs and outputs for the chemical commodities (e.g., raw 
rna teri a 1 s, intermediate products, fi na 1 products and by- products). A "true•' 
value for a .. denotes that commodity i is directly consumed in the produc-
lJ 
tion of commodity j, or that commodity i is formed as a by-product in the 
production of commodity j. Fo 11 owing the s ugges ti on of Roepke, et a l . ( 17 ) , 
whereby the total interchange between industries (chemical commodities in 
the present case) in an aggregated transactions matrix is shown regardless 
of their input or output roles. a first adjacency matrix (A1) is then formed 
as the sum of the first Boolean matrix and its transpose. Higher-order adjac-
ency matrices are then constructed as successive powers of the first adjacency 
matrix; that is, An= A". In these Boolean matrix multiplications, the algo-
rithm suggested by Lowe( 40) to reduce CPU time is employed. 
Successive reachability matrices are also computed as sums of all previous 
adjacency matr·ices. The n-th reachability matrix is thus given as 
n 
R = ~ A .. New true entries in a reachability matrix of a given order (n), 
n . 1 1 1= 
and which were not present in the reachability matrix of one less order, are 
then extracted and examined. These new entries represent n-th order connec-
tions between the chemical commodities and suggest various possible coupling 
arrangements in a co-sited comolex. 
As a rather simple example of this procedure- consider the following 






?> NH 2c2H40H (MEA) 
--->~ CH3CHO (AA) 
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Let these chemical compounds be numbered in the following fashion: 
NH3 - 4 
MEA - 5 
AA - 6 


































where a true value of 1 for a .. denotes a first-order connection between 
1J 
chemical materials i and j {e.g., a true value for a13 means that ethylene 
oxide (EO) is made directly from ethylene (C2H4)}. Note that no distinction 
is made as to whether (1) a given component reacts directly to form another 
component, or (2) a given component is directly formed from another component. 
This Boolean matrix is thus symmetric (a .. =a .. ), and hence all succeeding 
J 1 1 J 
adjacency and reachability matrices for this system will also be symmetric. 
The first rectchability matrix (R1) is, of course, identical to the first adja-
cency matrix .. 
The second adjacency matrix is formed as the Boolean product of the first 





























The second reachability matrix is given as merely R = A1 + A2, and is of the 2 
following form:: 
0 1 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 
R2 = 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 0 0 
Comparing R2 with R1 ( = A
1), we note the following new second-order con-
nections betwe~en the components of this system: ethylene and oxygen, ethylene 
and MEA, oxygE~n and MEA, EO and NH 3, and EO and AA. The second-order connec-
tion between ethylene and oxygen, for example, is either through ethylene 
oxide {EO) or acetaldehyde (AA). Note that we ignore the trivial second-
order connections between a compound and itself {corresponding to rii = 1). 






























Forming the third reachability matrix as R3 = A
3 
+ R2, we find that all of 
the entries of R3, except for r46 and r64 , are true. Comparing this result 
with R2, we observe the following new connections corresponding to third-
order connections between these chemical compounds: ethylene and NH3, oxygen 
and NH 3, and MEA and AA. The latter third-order connection is through EO, 
then through either c2H4 or oxygen, and then to acetaldehyde. If one were to 
form A4 and then R4 = R3 + A
4, the entries of this fourth-order reachability 
matrix would all be true, disclosing a fourth-order connection between NH3 and 
AA. For this reaction system, this latter connection would be the last and 
highest-order new connection. 
2.3 Task III -- Preliminary Chemical Engineering (Feasibility) Analysis for 
Candidates 
Having identified potential co-siting candidates according to the pro-
cedure described above, it remains to determine the technical configuration 
of and economic benefits resulting from co-siting of the indicated activities. 
At this point, information stored in the computerized data base is again em-
ployed. Havin9 decided on merchant production rates for the various desired 
products, the total production rates (activities) for all of the associated 
chemical commodities must be determined. This is essentially a material-
balance problem, employing the coefficients establishing the input-output 
relationships between the various chemical commodities. As mentioned earlier, 
the resulting coefficient matrix is sparse (population density generally less 
than 10%), and advantage may be taken of recently developed procedures for the 
reduction of sparse matrices. 
The spars1e matrix reduction method employed in this work is based upon 
the algorithm proposed by Bending and Hutchison( 4l). In essence, the steps 
required for triangularization of the sparse matrix are delineated and memor-
ized in an operator string of integers corresponding to element numbers. The 
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complete matrix is never core-resident; rather, the matrix is represented by 
three vectors corresponding to row locations, column locations and coefficient 
values for only the non-zero entries. After triangularization, a second oper-
ator string is constructed and memorized for the back-substitution steps to 
develop the solution vector. This method is extremely efficient in the analy-
sis of parametric cases corresponding to various coupling-matching tests, 
wherein the matrix structure remains fixed, but the matrix coefficients are 
free to vary from case to case. The two operator strings need to be constructed 
2flll for the fir·st case. These strings are then used to drive the solution pro-
cess in this and all succeeding cases. Actual inversion of the matrix is never 
necessary, an~ the solution procedure for all parametric cases is rigorously 
defined and straightforward. 
As an example of this sparse matrix reduction procedure, consider the 
solution of a Sj'Stem of four simultaneous equations, the coefficient matrix for 
which is tridiagonal: 
ag x, as 
a2 alO x2 a6 
• = 
al3 a3 all x3 a7 
a14 a4 x4 as 
and where the subscripts of the coefficients pertain to their location in a 
vector of such elements, and not to their location in the coefficient matrix. 
The above matrix is admittedly not sparse; it serves well, however, as an eas-
ily visualized example of this procedure. 
This coefficient matrix is triangularized by eliminating all of the 
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elements in the upper-right-half triangle (a9, a10 , a11 ). It has been assumed 
here that this matrix is non-singular and that all of the entries of the main 
~iagonal are non-zero. The elements in the upper-right-half trianqle are elim-
inated by proceeding row-by-row from bottom to top, and from right to left in 
a given row. Thus, a
11 




times the fourth 
row to the third row. In so doing, in this case, new values of a3 and a7 are 
created; it is also conceivable in the general case that a new element is 
created where none previously existed. In any event, elements a10 and a9 are 
next eliminated in that order. The steps associated with triangularization of 
this matrix are summarized in Table 2-III. 
Table 2-III 
Steps Associ a ted with Triangularization of Example Matrix 
Column element Column element 
Element Diagonal New resulting in New resulting in 
eliminated element element 1 new element 1 element 2 new element 2 
11 4 3 14 7 8 
10 3 2 13 6 7 
9 2 1 12 5 6 
The three elimination steps outlined in the above table can be character-




















wherein a zero designates the end of the string, and a negative sign prefixing 
an integer denotes a new element to be eliminated. The entry following a nega-
tive entry col~responds to the diagonal element used in the elimination procedure, 
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and a variable number of pairs of entries following the diagonal element and 
preceding the next negative entry represent changes to old entries or brand 
new entries. In any event, if the structure of the original matrix remains 
unchanged, the integer string listed above represents the triangularization 
steps for this matrix, irrespective of any numerical changes in the coeffi-
cients of the matrix or the right-hand-side vector. 
The triangularized matrix equation appears as follows: 
bl xl bs 
bl2 b2 x2 b6 
= • 
bl3 b3 x3 b7 
bl4 b4 x4 bg 
It is convenient to introduce a new variable xN+l , where N is the number of 
rows in the original matrix, and to set xN+l = -1. In this particular case, 
x5 = -1. The back-substitution steps for solution of the triangularized matrix 





These back-substitution steps are summarized in Table 2-IV. 
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TABLE 2-IV 
Back-substitution Steps in Solution of the Triangularized Matrix Equation 
Coefficient/ Number of Denominator 
previous variable variable coefficient 
combinations solved for number 
(5 5) 1 
(6 5) ( 12 1 ) 2 2 
(7 5) (13 2) 3 3 
(8 5) ( 14 3) 4 4 
These back-substitution steps can also be represented by an integer string or 
operator list of element numbers as follows: 
5 5 -1 1 6 5 12 1 -2 2 7 5 
13 2 -3 3 8 5 14 3 -4 4 0 
Again, a zero des ·i gna tes the end of the string, and a negative sign prefixing an 
integer is used to indicate the final calculations for that variable. As with 
the operator list for triangularization, this latter integer string remains valid 
irrespective of any numerical changes in the coefficients of the augmented matrix. 
In an analysis of a given co-sited complex then, the activities (total prod-
uction rates or raw material requirements) of all required chemical commodities 
are determined by solution of the associated sparse matrix equation. These acti-
vities, along with information from the stored data base, are used to develop 
various technical and economic results. 
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2.4. Task IV -- Development of Economic Model and Scaling Relationships 
The total capital investment required for a given co-sited complex 
(inside battery limits. no off-site facilities) is determined as the sum of 
the individual ~investments reouired for each individual producing plant. An 
individual plant investment (I 2) is computed as: 
where 1
1 
is the capital investment required to build a plant with a capacity 
of x1 tons/year (baseline plant capacity) in a year in which the Marshall-




is the required plant capacity; n is the 
exponent in thE~ power-law relationship between plant capital cost and capa-
city; MS 2 is a current or projected Marshall-Stevens index. 
The final calculations in the analysis of a given co-sited complex con-
sist in determination of raw material costs, product values, by-product cred-
its and power requirements. The first three of these are formed as the pro-
duct of the commodity's total consumption or production rate (activity) times 
its current se~ll i ng price. The tota 1 e 1 ectri c power requirement for the co-
sited complex is computed (in megawatts) as the sum of the individual power 
requirements for each individual producing plant. The power requirement for 
an individual plant is determined as: 
P (in M\v) = 
where x2 has the same significance as above; E is the unit energy consumption 
required to produce the given commodity, kwh/ton. The constant in the denom-
inator is the! product of two conversion factors: 1) 1000 kw/Mw and 2) an 
assumed value of 8400 operating hours per year (350 days) for each plant. All 
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of the computer programs developed in this work to implement the above cal-
culations have been written in accordance with conventions (42 ) designed to 
improve their readability and to contain their own documentation. 
2.5 Task V -- Selection of Technically Feasible Co-Siting Groupings 
Ethylene has long been heralded as the backbone of the petrochemical 
industry. In any survey of the largest-volume synthetic chemicals in the 
world, it is invariably ranked as the number one organic product( 27 ). It 
is technically reasonable, therefore, to select ethylene as the core compon-
ent of a co-sited complex. 
Ethylene is made by the cracking of ethane or ethane/propane mixtures, 
various naphtha fractions, as well as from various gas oils. Plant sizes are 
usually quite large, of the order of a billion pounds per year. Depending 
upon the feedstock to the plant, various by-products are also produced, inclu-
ding propylene, butadiene, pyrolysis gasoline, fuel oil and a benzene-toluene-
xylene (BTX) fraction. The feedstock selected in this work was a 30/70 
(weight basis) mixture of ethane/propane. The various industrial chemical 
derivatives of ethylene include ethylene oxide, acetaldehyde, ethanol, poly-
ethylene and vinyl chloride, among others. 
Thus, a search was performed for chemical commodities, the production of 
which in co-sited complexes with an ethylene plant might have synergistic bene-
fits. The mechanics of this search procedure, employing adjacency and reacha-
bility matrices, were described in the preceding sections. With almost 100 
chemical commodities currently in the data base, there obviously exist large 
numbers of connections of various orders between the different commodities. 
The computer program to implement this search procedure was written so that 
these various connections can be screened, and only connections involving user-
supplied commodities of interest are reported. This search procedure, while 
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very general in nature, can thus be tailored to very specific needs of an 
individual user and only results of interest to that user are reported. Thus, 
in this particular search, only connections (first-order, second-order, third-
order, etc.) involving ethylene were determined. The results of this search 
for ethylene co--siting candidates are presented below. 
First-ordet connections between ethylene and the other chemical commodi-
ties in the data base are summarized in Table 2-V. First-order connections 
generally fa 11 ·j nto three categories. The first of these pertains to the raw 
materials or feedstock used in the manufacture of a given commodity. Thus, 
there are first-order connections exhibited between ethylene and ethane and 
between ethyl~ne and propane (when an ethane/propane mixture is used as feed-
stock). The second category is represented by products which are directly man-
ufactured from a qiven commodity. Thus, we find that ethylene exhibits a first-
order connection with its various direct derivatives -- ethylene oxide, acetal-
dehyde, ethanol, polyethylene, ethylene dichloride, etc. Finally, a third cat-
egorv of first-order connections is given by the by-products or co-products (if 
any) associated with the manufacture of a given commodity. Again, for ethylene, 
examples of this type of first-order connection include propylene and the BTX 
fraction .. 
TABLE 2-V 

















In Table 2:-VI are presented the second-order connections found between 
ethylene and thE! chemical commodities in the data base. In the analysis of 
higher-order connections and, specifically, how they originate, it becomes 
imperative to have a knowledge of the lower-order connections. Thus, for ex-
ample, the second-order connections ethylene exhibits with polypropylene and 
propylene oxide are obviously through propylene. Similarly, the second-order 
connections with ethylene glycol and monoethanolamine are through ethylene 
oxide. It should also be apparent that higher-order connections between various 
corrmodities are~ not necessarily unique. That is, there may be several routes 
through which higher-order connections may be established. 
TABLE 2-VI 




















This presentation of the search procedure for ethylene concludes with 
a summary of third-order connections as shown in Table 2-VII. Some of these 
results are not quite so obvious and, hence, a bit more useful. For example, 
the third-order connection between ethylene and ammonia can be established 
through ethylene oxide and monoethanolamine. Similarly, the third-order con-
nection between ethylene and urea is through ethylene oxide and carbon dioxide 
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(the latter is a by-product of ethylene oxide production and a raw material 
in the manufacture of urea). Some examples of fourth-order connections with 
ethylene include ammonium nitrate, sulfur, benzoic acid, aniline, hydrazine 
and calcium carbonate; fifth-order connections (highest observed) are found 
with formal dehyd1e, ammonium sulfate and sodi urn sulfate. 
TABLE 2-VII 






























As indicated above, propylene is generally one of the primary by-products 
from an ethylene plant. Propylene, in its own riqht4 is also a verv important 
industrial petrochemical and the precursor of manv organic chemical commodities. 
Simi 1 arly .. amrnoni a 4 norma 11 v synthesized from hvdrogen and nitrogen in a cata-
lYtic reactor~ is one of the more basic chemicals of the inorganic chemical 
industry. Hence_ an analysis was made of complexes producing chemical commod-
ities derived from propylene and ammonia. 
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As with the ethylene complexes investigated earlier, a search was first 
performed to identify potential co-siting candidates of propylene and ammonia. 
This search was performed in identical fashion to that for ethylene, save for 
propylene and ammonia serving here as the user-supplied commodities of inter-
est. All first-order, second-order and third-order connections found between 
propylene and ammonia and the other commodities in the data base are shown in 
Tables 2-VIII, 2-IX and 2-X, respectively. 
It can be seen from Table 2-VIII that both propylene and ammonia exhibit 
a first-order connection with acrylonitrile. Hence, acrylonitrile, in the 
manufacture of ·which ace toni tri 1 e and hydrogen cyanide are made as by-products, 
was selected as a co-siting candidate. Other materials selected were three 
ammonia derivatives -- nitric acid, ammonium nitrate and urea. 
TABLE 2-VIII 
Chemica 1 Commodities with ~Jhi ch Propylene 
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2.6 Task VI -- Economic Evaluation of Technically Feasible Groupings 
Proceeding from the results obtained from Task V, a number of co-sited 
complexes were analyzed based on a) ethylene, b) propylene and ammonia, and 
c) ethylene, propylene and ammonia. These analyses involved utilization of 
the sparse matrix reduction procedure and economic calculations described 
earlier. 
2.6.1 Ethylene-Based Complexes 
Six derivatives of ethylene were selected-- acetaldehyde, ethanol, 
polyethylene, ethylene oxide, ethylene glycol and monoethanolamine. Mer-
chant production fiqures for each of these products were first established. 
Typical values here amounted to 5-10% of current United States production. 
Individual or isolated plants were first analyzed, and the capital costs 
for the plants of the given capacities were determined. These values, along 
with the other economic results, are summarized in Table 2-XI. It should be 
appreciated hE~re that the capital costs, power requirements, etc., assoc-
iated with each of the six production facilities listed in this table include 
all of the supporting plants as well (e.g., ethylene plant, oxygen plant, 
ammonia plant, as needed). 
The first levels of co-siting (c1 and c2) are indicated in Figures 2-1 
and 2-2. In complex c1, acetaldehyde, ethanol and polyethylene are produced; 
ethylene oxide, monoethanolamine and ethylene glycol are produced in complex 
c2. The results of analysis of these two complexes are presented in Table 
2-XII. There is a reduction in total capital investment from 308.2 to 255.7 
million dollars resulting from this first co-siting arrangement (most of 
this reduction results from the usage of larger ethylene plants in these two 
complexes). There is, as yet, no synergistic usage of by-products or co-
products in these complexes and, hence, the totals of the by-product credits 
33 
TABLE 2-XI 
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Figure 2-2. First Level of Co-Siting of Plants Producing Ethylene Derivatives, Complex c2. 
TABLE 2-XII 
Results of Analysis of First Level of Co-siting of Plants Producing Ethylene Derivatives 
PRODUCTION CAPITAL PRODUCT BY-PRODUCT RAW MATERIAL POWER 
ni\TC" 
1"\f'\ I 1- ' COST*, VALUE, CREDIT, COST, REQ., 
PRODUCT tons/yr MM$ MM$/yr r·1M$/yr MM$/vr megawatts 
Acetaldehyde 75,000 
Ethanol 100,000 -- cl -~ 130.6 120.0 16.3 23.2 22.3 
Polyethylene 100 ,oo~__.~ 
Ethylene oxide 100,000 
w Monoethanolamine 20,000 c . > 125.1 119.4 76.0 18.7 65.9 -......! 2 
Ethylene glycol 100,000 
TOTALS 255.7 239.4 92.3 41.9 88.2 
*Capital cost only. Not included are offsite facilities, land costs, and utilities. 
and raw material costs remain unchanged. Similarly, since the relationship 
between production rate and energy consumption is a linear one, there is no 
change in the tota 1 power requirements. 
A more realistic arrangement is given in the second level of co-siting 
complex c12 in Figure 2-3. This complex produces all of the ethylene-based 
chemicals shown in Tables 2-XI and 2-XII. The results of analysis of this 
single complex are presented in Table 2-XIII. The total capital investment 
required for this complex reduces to 237.6 million dollars. Again, there is 
no change in tine tota 1 s of the by-products and raw materia 1 costs. The syner-
gistic usage of by-products as raw materials will be illustrated in a later 
example. 
TABLE 2-XIII 
Results of Analysis of Second Level of Co-siting 
of Plants Producing Ethylene Derivatives (Complex c12) 
Total capital cost*, MM$ 237.6 
Total value of products, MM$/yr 239.4 
Total by-product credits, MM$/yr 92.3 
Total raw material costs, MM$/yr 42.0 
Total power requirements, Mw 88.2 
* Capital cost only. Not included are offsite facilities, land 
costs, and utilities. 
2.6.2 Complexes Based on Propylene and Ammonia 
As with the ethylene derivatives, individual or isolated plants were 
first examined. The raw materials to these plants or complexes thereof con-
sisted of propylene, nitrogen and hydrogen; ammonia was manufactured in the 
amounts required. The results of this analysis of the individual producing 
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Figure 2-3. Second Level of Co-Siting of Plants Producing Ethylene Derivatives, Complex c12 . 
plants are su~narized in Table 2-XIV. 
The first level of co-siting of these propylene and ammonia derivatives 
consisted of one complex (C3) to manufacture acrylonitrile and urea and a 
second complex (C4) to manufacture a1nmonium nitrate and nitric acid (see 
Figures 2-4 and 2-5, respectively). The results of analysis of these two 
complexes are presented in Table 2-XV. A reduction in the total capital 
investment required from 73.8 to 69.8 million dollars is observed here; most 
of this reduction results from the usage of larger ammonia plants in these 
two complexes .. 
The next level of co-siting (c34 ) is indicated in the scheme of Figure 
2-6, in which all of the propylene and ammonia derivatives are produced at 
one site. Th~e results of analysis of this complex are summarized in Table 
2-XVI. There is a further reduction here in the total capital investment 
down to 67.0 million dollars. As with the complex producing all of the 
ethylene derivatives, there is no change in the totals of the by-product 
credits or the raw material costs indicating, as yet, no synergistic usage 
of by-products or co-products. 
2.6.3. Complexes Based on Ethylene, Propylene and Ammonia 
Si nee pr·opyl ene is a direct by-product of ethylene manufacture, it seems 
logical to integrate the production of ethylene derivatives with the manufac-
ture of the derivatives of propylene and ammonia. Such a fully inteqrated co-
sited complex, producing all ten (six ethylene derivatives, four derivatives 
of propylene and ammonia) of the chemicals (c1234), is shown in Figure 2-7; 
the results of analysis of this fully integrated complex are summarized in 
Table 2-XVII. Comparing the results of this table with the sums of results 
from Tables 2-XIII and 2-XVI (complexes c12 and c34 , respectively), one finds 
very little reduction in the total capital investment required-- 304.0 
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TABLE 2-XIV 
Results of Analysis of Individual Plants Producing Derivatives of Propylene and Ammonia 
PRODUCTION CAPITAL PRODUCT BY-PRODUCT RAW MATERIAL POWER 
RATE, rn<:::T* \JV...J I ' VALUE, CREDIT, COST~ REQ., 
PRODUCT tons/yr MM$ MM$/yr MM$/yr MM$/yr megawatts 
Acryl oni tri 1 e 50,000 34.7 24.0 4.6 9.9 1 . 5 
Urea 150,000 21.6 24.0 0.0 16.8 6.0 
Ammonium nitrate 100,000 8.9 9. 1 0.0 2.2 4.7 
Nitric acid 175.,000 8.6 36.8 0.0 2.4 7.9 
+:::. 
TOTALS 73.8 93.9 4.6 31. 3 20.1 
*Capital cost only. Not included are offsite facilities, land costs, and utilities. 
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Figure 2-4. First Level of Co-Siting of Plants Producing Derivatives of Propylene and Ammonia, Complex C~ . 
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Results of Analysis of First Level of Co-siting of Plants Producing 
Derivatives of Propylene and Ammonia 
PRODUCTION CAPITAL PRODUCT BY-PRODUCT RAW MATERIAL 
RATE, COST*, VALUE, CREDIT, COST, 
tons/yr MM$ MM$/yr MM$/yr MM$/yr 
SO,OOJ-
c 3 ~54.9 48.0 4.6 26.7 
150,000 
lOO,OOJ 
c 4 ~14.9 45.9 0.0 4.6 
175,000 
TOTALS 69.8 93.9 4.6 31.3 
* Capital cost only. Not included are offsite facilities, land costs, and utilities. 
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Figure 2-6. Second Level of Co-Siting of Plants Producing Derivatives of Propylene and Ammonia, Complex c34 . 
TABLE 2-XVI 
Results of Analysis of Second Level of Co-siting of 
Plants Producing Derivatives of Propylene and Ammonia (Complex c34 ) 
Total capital cost*, MM$ 67.0 
Total value of products, MM$/vr 93.9 
Total bv-oroduct credits, MM$/vr 4.6 
Total raw material costs, MM$/vr 31.3 
Total power requirements, Mw 20.1 
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Figure 2-7. Fully Integrated Co-Sited Complex for Producing Derivatives of Ethylene, Propylene and Ammonia, 
Complex c1234. 
TABLE 2-XVII 
Results of Analysis of a Fully Integrated Co-sited Complex of 
Plants Producing Derivatives of 
Ethylene, Propylene and Ammonia (Complex c1234 ) 
Total capital cost*, MM$ 304.0 
Total value of products, MM$/yr 333.3 
Total by-product credits, MM$/yr 69.1 
Total raw material costs, MM$/yr 45.5 
Total power requirements, Mw 108.3 
*Capital cost only. Not included are offsite facilities, land costs, 
and util~ities. 
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million dollars for the fully integrated complex versus 304.6 for the sum 
of the two sub-complexes. A summary of the capital investment costs assoc-
iated with the individual plants and various levels of co-siting of plants 
for producing the derivatives of ethylene, propylene and ammonia is given in 
Table 2-XVIII. 
There is, however, considerable synergistic usage of co-products and 
by-products in the fully integrated complex. Again comparing the results of 
Table 2-XVII with the sums of results from Tables 2-XIII and 2-XVI, the 
total by-product credits are seen to reduce from 96.9 to 69.1 million dollars 
per year in the case of the fully integrated co-sited complex. Similarly, 
the total raw material costs reduce from 73.3 to 45.5 million dollars per 
year. Specific examples of by-product and co-product usage here include the 
oxygen plant required for acetaldehyde and ethylene oxide production, and 
which also produces nitrogen which is used in the manufacture of ammonia. The 
ethylene plant, of course, also produces the propylene required for the manu-
facture of ac~ylonitrile. The ammonia plant which is the precursor of the 
ammonia derivatives also supplies the ammonia required in the manufacture of 
monoethanolamine. Finally, the by-product carbon dioxide made in the ethylene 
oxide plant is used as a feedstock to the urea plant. 
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TABLE 2-XVIII. Cost Comparisons Between Individual Plants and Various Co-siting Levels 
for Producing Derivatives of Ethylene, Propylene and Ammonia 
First Level of Second Level of Fully Integrated 
Plant Isolated OQerations Co-Sitin~ Co-Siting Co-Siting 
Capacity Cost* Cost* Cost* Cost* 




Ethanol (ETOH) 100,000 cl ----;;.. 130. 6 
(C2H50H) 
Polyethylene (PE) 100,000 
( ( C2H4) x ) 
cl2 > 237.6 
Ethylene oxide (EO) 100,000 
\JI 
(C2H40) 
0 Ethylene Glycol (EG) 100,000 c2----:::. 125. 1 (CH20HCH20H) 
Monoethanolamine (MEA) 20,000 c1234 --;::. 304. o (NH 2C2H40H) 
Urea (Urea) 150,000 2l.J-(CO(NH 2)2) c3~ 
Acrylonitrile (AN) 50,000 34.7 
67.qj (CH2CHCN) --c34 > 
Nitric acid (NA) 175,000 B.J-(HN03) c4~ 
Ammonium nitrate (AMN) 100,000 8.9 
(NH4No3) 
382.0 325.5 304.6 304.0 
*Capital cost only. Not included are offsite facilities, land costs and utilities. 
2.7 Task VII - Regional Application Analysis 
In Task VI, general applications of the methodology developed in this 
study were presented. These applications demonstrate the power and flexibil-
ity of the methodological tools in the identification and analysis of poten-
tial co-sited complexes (in this case, chemical in nature, but certainly not 
restricted thereto). Under this Task, analyses of co-sited complexes of 
chemical plants based upon raw materials abundant in the Appalachian Region 
were made. This abundancy evaluation was based upon a review of mineral 
resources in the Appalachian Region. In particular, the raw materials con-
sisted of coal, salt and limestone. As a basis for additional co-siting 
applications, a compilation of mineral resources in the Appalachian Region 
of Georgia is presented in Appendix B. 
2.7.1 Coal-Based Complexes 
Coal is certainly the most abundant raw material in the Appalachian 
Region. Originally the basis of the organic chemical industry and then sup-
planted by petroleum, it has, with the advent of the energy crisis and 
related problems, re-emerged as a leading candidate for the manufacture of 
synthetic fuels and organic raw materials( 43 ). Coke has always, of course, 
been an important derivative of coal. Renewed interest in coal gasification 
with steam may lead to large-scale manufacture of carbon monoxide and by-
product hydrogen via this route. Such a coal gasification scheme was incor-
porated into the data base and input-output matrix of this work. The required 
data for this purpose were obtained from a recent review of carbon monoxide 
production methods( 44). 
As for the ethylene-based complexes investigated earlier, a search was 
first perfor-med to identify potential co-siting candidates based upon coal. 
A summary of the first-order connections exhibited by coal with the other 
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chemical commodities in the data base is given in Table 2-XIX. The obvious 
first-order connections with coke and carbon monoxide are shown therein. All 
second-order connections with coal are presented in Table 2-XX. The second-
order connections exhibited with methanol and phosgene are obviously through 
carbon monoxide. Similarly, the second-order connection with calcium carbide 
is through cokE~. Third-order connections involving coal are summarized in 
Table 2-XXI. The third-order connection exhibited with formaldehyde is ob-
viously through carbon monoxide and then methanol. Similarly, the third-
order connection with acetylene is through coke and then calcium carbide. 
Proceeding from the results of this search, plants and complexes thereof 
producing coal derivatives were analyzed. The following seven products were 
selected: coke, methanol, formaldehyde, calcium carbide, phosgene, acetylene 
and isoprene. Merchant production figures for each of these products were 
first selected, and individual or isolated plants for manufacturing these pro-
ducts were then analyzed. The results of this economic analysis are presented 
in Table 2-XXII. The capital costs, raw material costs and power requirements 
shown for the manufacture of each of the products in this table also include 
those for all of the supporting plants as well (e.g., coal gasification plant, 
lime plant, chlorine plant, methanol plant for formaldehyde manufacture, etc.). 
The first levels of co-siting (c5 and c6) are indicated in Figures 2-8 and 
2.9. In comp'lex c5, coke, methanol and formaldehyde are produced; calcium 
carbide, phos~~ene, acetylene and isoprene are produced in complex c6. The 
results of an~alysis of these two complexes are shown in Table 2-XXIII. A 
significant reduction in the total capital investment from 402.9 to 351.9 mil-
lion dollars is observed here. This decrease results from several factors --
a larger co-sited coal gasification plant and also larger co-sited plants for 
the manufacture of materials which serve as both intermediate and final products, 
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TABLE 2-XIX 
Chemical Commodities with Which 
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Results of Analysis of Individual Plants Producing Coal Derivatives 
PRODUCTION CAPITAL PRODUCT BY-PRODUCT RAW MATERIAL POWER 
RATE, COST*, VALUE, CREDIT, COST, REQ., 
PRODUCT tons/yr MM$ MM$/yr MM$/yr MM$/yr megawatts 
Coke 1,000,000 102.8 40.0 0.7 29.4 1 . 3 
Methanol 300,000 56.4 36.4 0.0 4.9 20.0 
Forma 1 de hyde 150,000 80.1 36.5 0.0 3.1 16.1 
Calcium carbide 100,000 36.9 17.1 3.5 3.5 34.9 
Phosgene 50,000 27.9 25.0 15.8 3.1 14.6 
Acetylene 50,000 55.3 49.0 3.6 3.6 53.3 
Isoprene 40,000 43.5 56.0 1.3 14.1 21.8 
TOTALS 402.9 260.0 24.9 61.7 162.0 
* Capital cost only. Not included are offsite facilities, land costs, and utilities. 
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Figure 2-8. First Level of Co-siting of Plants Producing Coal Derivatives, Complex c5. 
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such as methanol, calcium carbide and acetylene. There are also small de-
creases in the by-product credits, raw materials costs and total power require-
ments resulting from the first co-siting arrangement. 
The second level of co-siting (c56) is shown in Figure 2-10; all seven 
of the coal derivatives are produced in this complex. The results of analysis 
of this complex are given in Table 2-XXIV. For this second level of co-siting 
there is a further reduction in the total capital investment from 351.9 to 
326.7 million dollars. Further small reductions in the by-product credits, 
raw material costs and total power requirements are also observed. The reas-
ons for these reductions are essentially the same as those for the similar 
decreases resulting from the first level of co-siting. Examples of syner-
gistic uses of by-products or co-products here include the usage of by-product 
carbon monoxide from the calcium carbide plant in the manufacture of methanol 
and the usage of co-product hydrogen from the chlorine plant (required for the 
production of phosgene) in the manufacture of methanol and isoprene. 
2.7.2 Complexes Based on Salt and Limestone 
Another raw material which is abundant in the Appalachian Region is 
salt (sodium chloride). Limestone (calcium carbonate) is a raw material which 
is abundant in many regions of the country. Hence, co-sited chemical complexes 
based upon sa:lt and limestone were also chosen for analysis in this work as 
examples of r·egional applications of this methodology. 
The results of the search for first-order connections between salt and 
limestone with the other chemical commodities in the data base are shown in 
Table 2-XXV. Chlorine is, of course, generally manufactured by electrolysis of 
aqueous solutions of salt (brine), while sodium metal is obtained by the elec-· 
trolysis of solid salt. There is only one first-order connection observed with 
limestone, namely calcium oxide (lime) which is produced by the direct 
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Figure 2-10. Second Level of Co-siting of Plants Producing Coal Derivatives. Complex c56 . 
TABLE 2-XXIV 
Results of Analysis of Second Level of Co-siting of 
Plants Producing Coal Derivatives (Complex c56 ) 
Total capital cost*, MM$ 326.7 
Total value of products, MM$/yr 260.0 
Total by-product credits, MM$/yr 19.0 
Total raw material costs, MM$/yr 60.8 
Total power requirements, Mw 156.8 
*Capital cost only. Not included are offsite facilities, land costs, 
and utili t·ies. 
TABLE 2-XXV 
Chemical Commodities with Which 
Salt and Limestone Exhibit First-Order Connections 
Salt Limestone 
Chlorine Calcium oxide 
Ammonium chloride 
Hydrazine 




calcination of "limestone. Vertical expansion of the data base to include 
additional chem·ical commodities or allied industries would lead to more first-
order connections involving limestone (e.g., cement). 
Second-order connections involving salt and limestone are surrmarized in 
Table 2-XXVI. The second-order connections of salt with ethylene dichloride 
and phosgene are obviously through chlorine. Similarly, the second-order 
connection of limestone and calcium carbide is through lime. The third-order 
connections exhibited by salt and limestone are given in Table 2-XXVII. Here, 
the third-order connections of salt with carbon monoxide would be through chlor-
ine and phosgene, while the one with methanol would be through chlorine and 
hydroqen (a co-·product in the electrolysis of brine to manufacture chlorine). 
The third-order connections of limestone with coke and acetylene are obviously 
throuqh 1 ime and calcium carbide. 
In the analysis of complexes based upon salt and limestone, the follow-
ing five derivatives of salt were chosen: chlorine, sodium hypochlorite, 
hydrazine, sodium chlorate and sodium. Similarly, three products derived from 
limestone were selected -- lime, urea and melamine. As before, merchant pro-
duction figures for each of these products were first decided upon, and indi-
vidual or isolated plants for manufacturing these products were then analyzed. 
The results of these analyses are presented in Table 2-XXVIII. Again, the cap-
ital costs, ra.w material costs and power requirements shown therein for each 
of the products also include those for all supporting plants (e.g., ammonia 
required in the production of hydrazine, urea and melamine). 
The first level of co-siting then consisted in manufacture of the five 
salt derivatives in one complex and of the three limestone derivatives in 
another complex (complexes c7 and c8 in Figures 2-11 and 2-12, respectively). 
The results of analysis of these two complexes are presented in Table 2-XXIX. 
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TABLE 2-XXVI 
Chemical Commodities with Which 
Salt and Limestone Exhibit Second-Order Connections 
Salt Limestone 
Ammonia Calcium carbide 











Chemical Commodities with Which 



































Results of Analysis of Individual Plants Producing 
Derivatives of Salt and Limestone 
PRODUCTION CAPITAL PRODUCT BY-PRODUCT RAW MATERIAL POWER 
RATE, COST*, VALUE, CREDIT, COST, REQ., 
PRODUCT tons/yr MM$ MM$/yr MM$/yr MM$/yr megawatts 
Chlorine 350,000 55.7 43.8 153.3 28.7 125.0 
Sodium 
hypochlorite 20,000 14.3 8.0 0.0 0.9 7.3 
Hydrazine 5,000 15.5 16.0 0.0 0.4 6.4 
Sodium 
ch 1 orate 20,000 7.6 5.6 0.0 0.6 12. 1 
m 
U'1 Sodium 20,000 11 . 8 9.0 3.8 2.8 3.6 
Lime 800,000 6.0 20.0 12.5 12.4 2.4 
Urea 150,000 21.6 24.0 0.0 16.8 6.0 
Melamine 20,000 19.8 13.6 0.0 7.4 3.1 
TOTALS 152.3 140.0 169.6 70.0 165.9 
*Capital cost only. Not included are offsite facilities, land costs, and utilities. 
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Figure 2-11. First Level of Co-siting of Plants Producing Salt Derivatives, Complex c7. 
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Figure 2-12. First Level of Co-siting of Plants Producing Limestone Derivatives, Complex c8. 
TABLE 2-XXIX 
Results of Analysis of First Level of Co-siting of 
Plants Producing Derivatives of Salt and Limestone 
PRODUCTION CAPITAL PRODUCT BY-PRODUCT RAW MATERIAL POWER 
RATE, COST*, VALUE, CREDIT, COST, REQ., 
1"\1"\1"\1'"\ti/"T 
j-~KUUUL.I tons/yr MM$ MM$/yr MM$/yr MM$/yr megawatts 
Chlorine 350,000 
Sodium 
hypoch 1 o ri te 20,000 
Hydrazi ne 5,000 c 7 ~79.9 82.4 140.2 30.9 143.7 
Sodium 
chlorate 20,000 
en Sodium 20,000 00 
Lime 800,000 
Urea 150,000 -C8~42.1 57.6 8.7 32.8 11 . 5 
Melamine 20,000 
TOTALS 122.0 140.0 148.9 63.7 155.2 
*Capital cost only. Not included are offsite facilities, land costs, and utilities. 
Here, the total capital investment reduces from 152.3 to 122.0 million dollars; 
the primary oriigins of this reduction are the larger chlorine plant in complex 
c7 to produce merchant chlorine and its derivatives and 1arger ammonia and urea 
plants in comp'1ex c8. By-product credits, raw material costs and total power 
requirements are also reduced by 5-10% in this first level of co-siting. These 
decreases are the result of usage of by-products and co-products in the two 
complexes, e.g., hydrogen from the chlorine plant to manufacture ammonia, 
caustic soda (NaOH) from the chlorine plant to produce sodium hypochlorite 
(NaOCl) and thence hydrazine (N2H4), recovery of by-product salt from the 
hydrazine plant and by-product chlorine from the sodium (Na) plant, and usage 
of co-product carbon dioxide (C02) from the lime plant in the manufacture of 
urea and melamine. 
All of these derivatives of salt and limestone are manufactured in a single 
complex at the second level of co-siting. The flowsheet for this complex (c78) 
is shown in Figure 2-13, and the results of analysis of this complex are given 
in Tab 1 e 2- XXX. Only s 1 i gh t reductions in the tota 1 capita 1 investment, by-
product credits, raw material costs and total power requirements are observed 
at this second level of co-siting. This is not too surprising a result from 
a cursory inspection of the flowsheet in Figure 2-13; the only intermediate pro-
duct common to both complexes c7 and c8 is ammonia, and the only opportunity 
for synergistic usage of a co-product here is the utilization of hydrogen from 
the chlorine plant in the larger ammonia plant. 
2.7.3 Complexes Based on Derivatives of Coal, Salt and Limestone 
A full)' integrated, co-sited complex producing all fifteen (seven coal 
derivatives, five salt derivatives and three limestone derivatives) chemical 
products was finally analyzed. The flowsheet for this complex (c5678) is given 
in Figure 2-14, and the results of analysis of this complex are presented in 
Table 2-XXXI. Comparing the entries of this table with the sums of the 
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Figure 2-13. Second Level of Co-siting of Plants Producing Derivatives of Salt and Limestone, Complex c78 . 
TABLE 2-XXX 
Results of Analysis of Second Level of Co-siting of Plants 
Producing Derivatives of Salt and Limestone (Complex c78 ) 
Total capital cost*, MM$ 121.4 
Total value of products, MM$/yr 140.0 
Total by-product credits, MM$/yr 148.5 
Total raw material costs, MM$/yr 63.3 
Total power requirements, Mw 155. 1 
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Figure 2-14. Fully Integrated Co-Sited Complex for Producing Derivatives of Coal, Salt and Limestone, 
Complex c5678 
TABLE 2-XXXI 
Results of Analysis of a Fully Integrated Co-sited Complex of 
Plants Producing Derivatives of Coal, Salt and Limestone (Complex c5678 ) 
Total capital cost*, MM$ 431.8 
Total value of products, MM$/yr 400.0 
Total by-products, MM$/yr 167.5 
Total raw material costs, MM$/yr 124. 1 
Total power requirements~ Mw 311.9 
* Capital cost only. Not included are offsite facilities, land costs, 
and uti 1 ~i ties. 
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appropriate results from Tables 2-XXIV and 2-XXX, one sees that there is no 
further synergistic usage of by-products and co-products in this fully integra-
ted complex; that is, there is no reduction in either the total by-product 
credits, raw material costs or total power requirements. There is, however, 
a further reduction in the total capital investment required from 448.1 to 
431.8 million dollars. This reduction is primarily the result of single lar-
ger plants producing lime and chlorine in this fully integrated complex. A 
summary of the capital investment costs associated with the individual plants 
and various levels of co-siting of plants for producing the derivatives of 
coal, salt and limestone is given in Table 2-XXXII. 
2.7.4 Regional Impact Factors 
In addition to the technical and economic factors which provided the basis 
for the examples described in Sections 2.7.1 through 2.7.3, some other very 
important factors combine to affect grouping and siting choices of industrial 
planners. These include geographical, policy and regulatory, social, legal, 
market and transportation constraints. Regional analysis studies, such as 
those by Isard and others(l ,3,S,lS and 16), relating to industrial complexing, 
have characterized many of these factors and genera 1 i zed their scope of i nfl u-
ence in siting decisions. Before complexing options, of the type described 
earlier in thiis section, can be finally selected for a region, regional-impact 
analyses will be necessary to provide adequate consideration of these factors, 
on a region-specific basis. This step will require extensive cooperative 
efforts with regional industrial planners. But such a step would be premature 
until serious in-depth applicational projects have been initiated for specific 
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-c56 ~ 326.7 
448.1 
*Capital cost only. Not included are offsite facilities, land costs, and utilities. 
Fully Integrated 
Co-siting 
c5678 ~ 431.8 
2.8 Task VIII ·-- Formulation of Conclusions and Recommendations 
This task consisted of reviewing the essential results of the previously 
discussed tasks, assessing the overall significance of the findings that 
derived from efforts on these tasks, and compiling these into a set of user-
oriented guidelines for the application of the results and methodology devel-
oped on this program. These guidelines were developed into (1) a user-
interactive computer program and (2) specific conclusions and recommendations. 
For more effective use of these results, the user-interactive computer pro-
gram, which facilitates the use of the methodology developed on this program, 
is presented separately in Section 3. Similarly, the conclusions and recom-
mendations are summarized in Section 4. 
2.9 Task IX -- Initiation of Utilization Plan 
Efforts on this task involved the communication of the concept of syner-
gistic co-siting and the methodology developed on this program to interested 
users. Communication was achieved by means of (1) a conference and workshop 
on synergistic co-siting, (2) a user-interactive computer program, and (3) an 
application guideline manual. 
A conference and workshop was held at Georgia Tech on January 22, 1976, 
for invited participants consisting of ARC and appropriate State of Georgia 
staff members, potential industrial and government users, and EES project 
staff members. The objectives of this meeting were twofold: (1) to intro-
duce the concept of synergistic co-siting to a broadly representative group 
of potential users of the results of this study in the interest of stimula-
ting the application and implementation of the results and (2) to obtain use-
ful and beneficial feedback for guiding the alignment and orientation of the 
investigative effort. Mr. Lewis L. Spruill, then the Director of the Georgia 
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State Energy Office, was the keynote speaker and a total of thirty persons 
were in attendance. The attendees and their affiliations are listed in 
Appendix C. 
A user-interactive computer program was prepared to facilitate the appli-
cation of the methodology developed on this program for the selection of co-
sited groupings that match the requirements of a community or region. This 
program, which is described in detail in Section 3.0 of this report, is in 
the user-conversational, interrogative mode and does not require the user to 
have detailed knowledge of the internal computational schemes described in 
Sections 2.1 through 2.6 of this report. Its main purpose is to permit indus-
trial planners to match the characteristics and needs of their areas with co-
siting possibilities that would be technically and economically feasible in 
meeting their requirements. 
To simplify the concept of synergistic co-siting and its application for 
various purposes of interest to potential users, an applications guidelines 
manual was prepared as a supplement to this final report. These guidelines 
include the specific steps involved in utilizinq the user-interactive computer 
proqram and specific examples. 
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3.0 USER-INTERACTIVE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
3.1 General Description 
This sect·ion summarizes the design and application of a user-interactive 
computer program that was developed on Task IX to facilitate and encourage 
the use of the methodology developed on this project for the screening, selec-
tion, and economic comparison of co-sited industrial groupings. Specifically, 
this computer program has been structured to assist industrial planners in 
matching the characteristics and needs of their areas with technically and 
economically feasible co-siting possibilities. The program involves an 
interrogative-conversational format and consists of the following list of 
questions and guideline statements: 
1. HAVE YOU USED THIS PROGRAM BEFORE? 
2. DO YOU WANT A DESCRIPTION OF THIS PROGRAM? 
3. DO YOU WANT A LIST OF THE 88 INDUSTRIES INCLUDED IN THE DATA 
BASE OF THIS PROGRAM? 
4. DO YOU WANT A LIST OF SOURCES OF DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION FOR 
INDUSTRIES IN THE DATA BASE? 
5. WOULD YOU LIKE TO PERFORM A SEARCH FOR CO-SITING CANDIDATES FOR 
A SPECIFIC CORE OF INDUSTRIES? 
6. HOW MANY INDUSTRIES CONSTITUTE THE CORE OF THE COMPLEX YOU ARE 
CONSIDERING? (THE CORE MAY CONSIST OF NEW INDUSTRIES ONLY, 
EXISTING INDUSTRIES ONLY, OR BOTH NEW AND EXISTING INDUSTRIES.) 
7. LIST THE CODES OF THE INDUSTRIES IN THE CORE. 
8. AT THIS POINT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SPECIFY ANOTHER CORE OF 
INDUSTRIES AND BEGIN ANOTHER SEARCH FOR CO-SITING CANDIDATES 
FOR THIS CORE? 
9. WOULD YOU LIKE TO PERFORM AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR A SPECIFIC 
COMPLEX? 
10. FOR HOW MANY INDUSTRIES IN THE COMPLEX WILL YOU SPECIFY MERCHANT 
CAPACITIES? 
11. LIST THE CODE NUMBERS OF THE INDUSTRIES IN THE COMPLEX AND THEIR 
MERCHANT CAPACITIES,~, INDUSTRY NUMBER, CAPACITY (TONS/YEAR). 
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12. SEVERAL OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE ANNUAL INCREASE IN THE 
COST OF CHEMICAL PLANTS. INCORPORATED IN THIS COMPUTER PROGRAM, 
AS OPTION (1), FOR THIS RATE OF INCREASE IS THE AVERAGE MARSHALL-
STEVENS INDEX FOR THE YEAR 1975, WITH AN ALLOWANCE FOR AN ANNUAL 
AVERAGE INCREASE OF 4.5 PERCENT FOR YEARS BEYOND 1975 IN WHICH A 
PLANT MIGHT BE CONSTRUCTED. OPTION (2) PROVIDES FOR THE SPECIFI-
CATION OF ANY MARSHALL-STEVENS INDEX OF INTEREST. OPTION (3) IS 
.A MODIFICATION OF OPTION (1) WHICH USES THE MARSHALL-STEVENS 
INDEX INCORPORATED IN THE PROGRAM FOR THE YEAR 1975, BUT PERMITS 
THE USER TO SPECIFY AN ANNUAL INCREASE OTHER THAN 4.5 PERCENT 
BEYOND THE 1975 INDEX VALUE. 
TYPE IN THE OPTION YOU PREFER. 
13A. TYPE IN THE YEAR OF INTEREST (OPTION 1 ONLY). 
138. TYPE IN THE MARSHALL-STEVENS INDEX OF INTEREST (OPTION 2 ONLY). 
13C. TYPE IN THE YEAR OF INTEREST (1975 OR LATER) AND THE ANNUAL 
PERCENT OF INCREASE (OPTION 3 ONLY),~' YEAR, ANNUAL PERCENT. 
14. DO YOU WISH TO ANALYZE THE SAME COMPLEX BUT WITH A DIFFERENT 
ANNUAL INCREASE IN PLANT COSTS? 
15A. DO YOU WANT TO PERFORM AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR ANOTHER COMPLEX? 
158. DO YOU WANT TO USE THE SAME PLANT-COST BASIS IN THIS ANALYSIS 
YOU CHOSE IN RESPONSE TO STATEMENTS 12 AND 13 IN THE PREVIOUS 
ANALYSIS? 
16. WOULD YOU LIKE TO SPECIFY ANOTHER CORE OF INDUSTRIES AND BEGIN 
ANOTHER SEARCH FOR CO-SITING CANDIDATES FOR THIS CORE? 
As C<ln be seen from the above list, the format utilizes procedural and 
explanator·y steps that are tailored for the experience level of the individ-
ual user. Responses selected by the user for each of the questions or 
guideline statements determine the sequence of further steps in the proced-
ural fonnat. This is demonstrated in the logic diagram for the overall 
program shown in Figure 3-1. 
The overall functions perfonned for the user by the computer program are 
accomplished in three major groupings of the 16 statements. These group-






PRINTOUT OF DATA 







PRINTOUT OF SUMMARY OF 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
INCLUDING INDIVIDUAL 
PLANT COSTS FOR 
COMPARISONS 
YES BYPASSES PREFACE OF 
STATEMENT 12 DURING 
THE RECYCLE 
11 YES 11 BYPASSES STATEt~ENTS 
12 AND 13 DURING THE RECYCLE 
Figure 3-1. Logic o;agram of the User-Interactive Computer Program 
GROUP 1 (Statements 1-4): This segment of the program provides the 
user with background information relating to steps in the program and 
items in the data base. It is necessary that a new user (i.e., unskilled 
in the use of the program) request the list of chemicals which are 
included in the data base of the program in order to obtain the code num-
bers of chemicals or industries which will be required as input informa-
tion in response to later statements. 
An option is also available for the user to request a list of ref-
erences which may be consulted for general information on chemical pro-
cesses. 
GROUP 2 (Statements 5-8); This segment of the program searches for co-
siting candidates and prints connections of various orders. The user 
is requirE~d to provide a "core 11 which may consist of one or more than 
one chemical commodity. For example, an abundance of coal might suggest 
a coal-based complex and in this case coal alone would constitute the 
11 core." In general, as far as the user is concerned, there are no restric-
tions regarding chemica 1 s or their number that may comprise the 11 COre, '' 
as long a:s they are listed in the data base. 
The printout consists of items listed under the titles 11 COMPONENT 111 
and "COMPONENT 2." The item(s) listed under "COMPONENT 1" are the chem-
icals which the user pr?vides as the 11 COre. 11 The chemicals under 
"COMPONENT 2" are the appropriate potential co-siting candidates. 
The term 11 0rder of connection .. can be best explained through an 
example. Consider the simple production schemes in Figure 3-2 below 
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Figure 3-2. Schematic Example of Process Connections. 
In the above example, the unique connections are (neglecting air and water 
as explained below): 










METHANOL, HYDROGEN, AND PHOSGENE 
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METHANOL, HYDROGEN, AND PHOSGENE 
CHLORINE, HYDROGEN, AND METHANOL 
HYDROGEN AND PHOSGENE 
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CHLORINE, HYDROGEN, AND METHANOL 
CHLORINE AND PHOSGENE 
CHLORINE AND PHOSGENE 
fourth-order (coupling through three intermediate components) between --
CHLORINE and HYDROGEN AND METHANOL 
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It would appear from the example schematic diagram (Figure 3-2) that coal 
and hydrogen should be related by a first-order connection. However, since 
carbon monoxide was designated to be the principal product of interest from 
the reaction of coal, air and water, hydrogen was designated as a by-product. 
In this respect, since the computer program permits~ one first-order 
connection between a product and each of the input materials for a given pro-
cess, the choice for this connection must be the one relating to the princi-
pal product; then the by-products are considered to be second-order connec-
tions with the materials that are inputs to the process. Therefore, in this 
example, coal and hydrogen are shown to be related first by a second-order 
connection. In turn, the principal product and the by-product(s) of a pro-
cess are considered to be related by a first-order connection (i.e., the 
principal product causes the other(s) to be produced without any further chem-
ical reaction steps). In addition, connections for air and water are not shown 
since both are considered to be cost-free materials and do not appear in the 
data base. P~lso, only the lowest connection order for two materials will be 
shown in the computer printout. For example, in the process-connection scheme 
shown in Figure 3-2, although carbon monoxide and hydrogen are connected both 
by first-orde!r (principal product to by-product) and second-order (through 
methanol) rellationships, only the first-order connection would be shown in the 
computer printout. Similarly, only the lowest-order connections for the other 
components would be printed out. 
GROUP III (Statements 9-16): This segment deals with the economic analysis for 
a chosen complex. Following is an explanation of the terms and abbreviations 
which appear in the printout of the economic analysis: 
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CAPTIVE PRODUCTION - Production of a chemical which is consumed within the 
complex itself. A negative value indicates generation 
of a by-product. 
MERCHANT PRODUCTION - Production which will be shipped to markets outside 
the complex (i.e., external). 
TOTAL PRODUCTION - Sum of captive and merchant productions. 
REMARKS - Displays the role of certain chemicals either as by-products or 
as raw materials for the convenience of the user. In the case of 
ethylene glycol, "NO DATA .. will appear under this column; plant 
costs for this chemical are included in those for ethylene oxide 
from which it is derived. 
PLANT COST - Costs shown are capital costs only. Not included are offsite 
facilities, land costs, and utilities. 
PRODUCT VALUE - Product market values are computed and displayed for items 
which have a non-zero merchant production. 
RAW MATERIAL COST - Market value of raw materials consumed in the complex. 
BY-PRODUCT CREDIT - Credit value associated with the generation of by-
products which are shipped outside the complex. 
POWER - Power consumed for the total production of a chemical. Shown for 
only those items with which a plant cost is associated. 
TPY - Tons/ye.ar. 
MM$ - Millions of dollars 
MM$PY - Millions of dollars per year. 
MW - Megawatts. 
The list of 88 11 industries 11 in the data base, which the computer program 
will provide if so instructed in Statement 3, includes six basic raw materials 
identified by ** and twenty-one by-product materials identified by * (a print-
out of these 11 industries 11 is shown in Section 3.2.2). Due to the roles of these 
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materials in the various processing schemes considered in the methodology, 
merchant capacities should not be specified for any of these materials in 
response to Statement 11. However, any of these materials may be considered 
as core industries in response to Statement 7. 
It should also be noted that neither air nor water is listed in the data 
base since they were assumed to be available at no cost. However, they were 
included where required in the computational procedures and are shown on flow-
sheets presented in this report. 
3.2 Illustrative Example 
3.2.1 Description and Discussion 
The essential features and applicational significance of this user-
interactive program can best be characterized by the following illustrative 
example. The E!Xample case involves the identification and economic compari-
son, for the year 1975 based on the Marshall-Stevens Index, of feasible co-
siting groupings for the use of a locally available supply of coal. This will 
demonstrate thE! use of the interactive computer procedure in accomplishing an 
example regional applicational analysis described earlier in Section 2.7.1. 
The computer printout for this illustrative example is provided in Section 
3.2.2 and has the statement format described earlier in Section 3.1. Guide-
lines for and l"'esponses to the various computer statements are as follows: 
4lt Statements ·1-5. The first 5 statements of the format are straightforr1ard 
estatement 6. 
4lt Statement T. 
and prepare the user, based on his background, for the 
computer procedure. For illustrative purposes, the responses 
were.: 11 n0, 11 "yes, .. 11yes, 11 11yes, 11 and "yes, 11 respectively. 
Since in this example, only one industry (coal) constituted 
the core, the response was 11 1 • " 
From the data-base printout of Statement 3, the code for 
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estatement 8. 
co a 1 is 59, and the response was therefore ''59. 11 The computer 
output at this point consists of listings of the various con-
nection orders appropriate to coal as a starting (core) material. 
In general, the search results obtained from Statement 7 provide 
the user with a basis for selecting one or more complexes for 
economic analysis and comparison through the procedure options 
that begin with Statement 9. In this example, several of the 
products identified by the search routine were of interest based 
upon locally important features (e.g., local markets, existing 
plants, etc.). These products are coke, methanol, formaldehyde, 
calcium carbide, phosgene, acetylene, and isoprene. At this 
point, merchant capacities in tons/year for each of these were 
determined for use in the economic analyses. The first levels of 
co-siting involved two separate complexes, one based upon a combin-
ation of coke, methanol, and formaldehyde only (designated as 
Complex c5 in Figure 2-8), and a second based upon a combination 
of calcium carbide, phosgene, acetylene, and isoprene only (desig-
nated as Complex c6 in Figure 2-9). The final level of co-siting 
was a complete complex (designated as Complex c56 in Figure 2-10) 
that combined the two first-level complexes and produced all seven 
of the coal derivatives. Economic analyses were performed separ-
ately for each of these complexes in this example. 
The response was 11 no 11 s i nee no other core was of interest at this 
point. If another core (such as coal with limestone and salt 
as analyzed in Section 2.7.3 of this report) had been of interest, 
it could have been designated at this point and another search for 
co-siting candidates would have been made. Further, if the search 
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based on coal had provided no candidates, a search for another 
core choice could have been made. 
estatement 9. The response was "yes," and Complex c5 was the basis for the first 
economic analysis which begins with the response to Statement 10. 
estatement 10. Since there are three industries (coke, methanol, and formaldehyde) 
having merchant capacities in Complex c5, the response was "3." 
estatement 11. The response was "70, 11 "1000000 11 ; "3, 11 11 300000"; "27, 11 
"150000." The respective code numbers were obtained from the 
data-base printout of Statement 3, and the merchant capacities 
are those selected to be relevant for these products as discussed 
under Statement 7 above. 
estatement 12. Since this illustrative example specified economic comparisons 
based on the Marshall-Stevens Index, the response was 11 1." Note 
that as pointed out in the computer printout for Statement 12, the 
user has two other options available to him. 
estatement 13A. Since the year specified in this illustrative example for the 
Marshall-Stevens Index was 1975, the response was "1975. 11 At this 
,point, economic analyses were printed by the computer.for the 
isolated operations (when not co-sited) for comparison purposes 
and for the co-sited operations(Complex .c5). It should be noted 
that the capital costs, power requirements, etc., associated with 
each of the isolated operations shown in the economic analyses 
include all of the supporting plants as well (e.g., sulfuric acid 
plant, carbon monoxide piant, methanol plant, etc., as needed). 
estatement 14. Not desiring at this point to use any other basis for estimating 
plant costs, the response was ••no. n 
4tstatement lSA. Desiring now to ar.alyze Complex c6, the response was 
11yes. 11 
87 
~Statement 158. Desiring to use the same plant-cost basis previously used, 
the response was ''yes. 11 
~Statement 16. 
This response recycled the procedure back to Statement 10 and 
appropriate information was then provided to the computer by 
the user for Complex c6 in response to Statements 10, 11, and 
14. Complex c56 was then analyzed by a repeat of this proced-
ure. 
Having completed the desired analyses, the response was 11 no." 
This response automatically terminates the computer procedure. 
The results of this entire example procedure permit the user to compare 
the relative cost benefits associated with the various levels of co-siting. 
Capital cost comparisons are summarized in Table 3-I. 
88 
*Capital cost only. Not included are offsite facilities, land costs, and utilities. 
Section 3.2.2 Computer Printout for Illustrative Example 
THIS PROGRAM WAS DESIGNED AND COMPUTERIZED DURING 
CO-SITING CONDUCTED BY THE ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT 
STATION OF THE GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY UNDER 
CONTRACT TO THE APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSION, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
1. HAVE YOU USED THI PROGRAM BEFORE ? 
NO 
SINCE THIS IS THE FIRST TIME YOU HAVE USED THIS 
PROGRAM~ IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT YOU PROCEED AS 
FOLLOWS ! 
(1) READ THE "GUIDELINES FOR SYNERGISTIC CO-SITING" 
THAT HAS BEEN PREPARED AS A USER MANUAL FOR THIS 
PROGRAM TO ACQUAINT YOU WITH ITS PURPOSE AND 
PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES. THIS WILL CLARIFY THE STATE-
MENTS WHICH FOLLOW AND PROVIDE A BASIS FOR SELECTING 
APPROPRIATE RESPONSES TO THESE STATEMENTS. 
(2) TYPE "YEs• IN RESPONSE TO BOTH STATEMENTS 2 AND 
3, WHICH FOLLOW. THE COMPUTER WILL THEN PROVIDE YOU 
WITH A BRIEF REVIEW OF ESSENTIAL INFORMATION ABOUT 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM AND A LIST OF DATA BASE 
INDUSTRIES AND RAW MATERIALS, WITH THEIR CODE 
NUMBERS, FROM WHICH YOU MUST SELECT "CORE" 
COMPONENTS OF CO-SITING GROUPINGS IN RESPONSE TO 
SEVERAL OF THE STATEMENTS THAT FOLLOW. ALWAYS USE 
THE APPROPRIATE CODE NUMBER FOR ITEMS OF INTEREST ON 
THIS LIST WHEN RESPONDING TO SUCH STATEMENTS. 
INDUSTRIES DR MATERIALS THAT ARE NOT ON THIS LIST 
CANNOT NOW BE CONSIDERED AS POTENTIAL CANDIDATE 
COMPONENTS OF CO-SITING GROUPINGS IN THE ANALYSIS 
WHICH THIS PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHES. 
2. DO YOU WANT A DESCRIPTION OF THIS PROGRAM ? 
? YES 
THIS PROGRAM INVOLVES AN INTERROGATIVF-
CONVERSAfTCNAL FORMAT WHICH UTILIZES PROCEDURAL AND 
EXF'LANATCIRY STEPS THAT ARE TAILORED FOP THF 
EXPERIENCE LEVEL OF THE INDIVIDUAL USER. RESPONSES 
SELECTED BY THE USER FOR EACH OF THE QUESTIONS OR 
GUIDELINE STATEMENTS DETERMINE THE SEQUENCE OF 
FURTHER STEPS IN THE PROCEDURAL FORMAT, 
THE ClVERALL. FliNC:TIOI"S F'ERFOt::MEII FOR Tf.tl: USE:F~ :BY Tt-!E~ 
PROGRAM ARE ACCOMPLISHED IN THREE MAJOR GROUPINGS 
OF 16 STATEMENTS ! 
GROUP 1 <STATEMENTS 1-4) PROVIDES THE USER WITH 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION RELATING TO STEPS IN THE 
PROGRAM AND ITEMS IN THE DATA BASE. 
GROUP 2 (STATEMENTS 5-8) PROVIDES FOR A SEARCH FOR 
CO-SITING CANDIDATES AND PRINTS CONNECTIONS OF 
VARIOUS ORDERS. THE USER IS REQUIRED TO PROVIDE A 
"CORE" WHICH MAY CONSIST OF ONE OR MORE OF THE 
CHEMICAL COMMODITIES LISTED IN THE DATA BASE. THE 
PRINTOUT CONSISTS OF ITEMS LISTED UNDER •coMPONENT 1" 
<THE CORE ITEMS SPECIFIED BY THE USER) AND 
"COMPONENT 2• <ITEMS THAT MATCH WITH THE CORE ITEMS 
AND WOULD BE APPROPRIATE POTENTIAL CO-SITING 
CANDIDATES.) 
GROUP 3 <STATEMENTS 9-16) PROVIDES FOR ECONOMIC 
ANALYSIS OF CO-SITING GROUPINGS <COMPLEXES) SELECTED 
BY THE USER FROM THE CANDIDATES IDENTIFIED BY THE 
GROUP 2 PROCEDURE. 
ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE COMPUTER PRINTOUT, AND 





TONS PER YEAR 
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR 
MEGAWATTS <OF POWER CONSUMED> 
FOR A THOROUGH EXPLANATION OF THE TERMS "ORDER OF 
CONNECTION" AND •coRE", USED IN GROUP 2 STATEMENTS 
AND PRINTOUTS, AND "MERCHANT CAPACITIEs•, "CAPTIVE 
PRODUCTION•, "MERCHANT PRODUCTION", "TOTAL 
PRODUCTION", "PLANT COST", "PROIIUCT VALUE", •RAW 
MATERIAL COSTD, •BY-PRODUCT CREDIT"' "POWER", AND 
'RFMARKs•, USED IN GROUP 3 STATEMENTS AND PRINTOUTS, 
REFER TO "GUIDELINES FOR SYNERGISTIC CO-SITING" THAT 
HAS BEEN PREPARED AS A USER MANUAL FOk THIS PROGRAM, 
3. DO YOU WANT A LIST OF THE 88 INDUSTRIES 










* * * ** 
* 
* * 








15 HYDROGEN CYANIDE 
17 CUM ENE 
19 ACETONE 
21 CYCL.OHEXANE 
23 ETHYLENE OXIDE 
2~} ETHYL BENZENE 
""' .. '! FOF<Mr~LDEHYDE ~~.: ... . ~
···~ •""\ MALEIC F1NI·Wfll=< I DC . ..:.: 7 








47 VINYL CHLOI;:IDE 
49 ETH.~NE 
51 ISOPRENE 




61 PHTHALIC ANHYDRIDE 
6:3 SULFURIC ACID 
65 MELAMINE 
67 ACETYLENE 
69 CALCIUM OXII•£ 
71 TRICHLOROETHYLENE 
73 AMMONIUM CHLORIDE 
75 BENZOIC ACID 
77 ETHYL ETHEr< 
79 SODIUM HYF'OCHLORIT 
81 METHYL METHACRYUH 
83 PHOSGENE 
85 SODIUM SULFATE 
87 TERT·-BUTYL ALCOHOL 
* BY-PRODUCTS ONLY ** RAW MATERIALS ONLY 
NO. INDUSTRY NAME 
2 OXYGEN 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE 
6 AMMONIA 
8 BENZENE 
* 10 HYDROGEN CHLORIDE 
12 ACETIC ACID 
* 14 ACE TON I TF: I LE 16 AMMONIUM NITRATE 
18 PHENOL 
20 BIS·-F'HENOL r!'t 
22 ETHANOL 
24 MONO-ETHANOL MHNE 
::\S ETHYL ACETATE 
2B ISOF'RDPANOL 
30 METHYL CHLORIDE 
32 ETHYLENE D I CHLDF\I D 
34 F'Er<ACE TIC ACID 
* 36 BTX FRACTION ··rr' ,,,('.} POLYPROPYLENE 
40 STYRENE 
42 PROPYLENE OXIDE 
* 44 CARBON DIOXIDE 46 VINYL ACETATE 
48 POLYVINYL CHLORIDE 
** 50 PROPANE * 
t::''') 
.. J,.;.. NITROGEN 
* 54 SODIUM HYDROXIDE * 56 M·-XYLENE ** ~38 CALCIUM CARBONATE 60 ANILINE 
62 TEREPHTHI-1LIC ACID 
64 SODIUM CHLORATE 
66 ACETIC ANHYDRIItE: 
68 CALCIUI-1 CARBIDE 
'70 COKE 
* 72 AMMONIUM SULFATE 74 NITROBENZENE 
* 76 BUTADIENE 78 ETHYL CHLORIDE 
80 HYDRAZINE 
** 82 SULFUR 84 SODIUM 
* 86 ISO-BUTANE ** 88 SODIUM CARBONATE 
4. DO YOU WANT A LIST OF SOURCES OF DESCRIPTIVE 
INFORMATION FOR INDUSTRIES IN THE DATA BASE 7 
? YES 
(A) F. A. LOWENHEIM AND M. K. MORAN, "FAITHv KEYES 
AND CLARK'S INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS", 4TH EDITION, 
WILEY, NEW YORK C1975> 
(B) R, N. SHREVE, "CHEMICAL PROCESS INDUSTRIES" 
3RD EDITION~ MCGRAW HILL, NEW YORK (1967) 
CC) •cHEMICAL ORIGINS AND MARKETs·~ STANFORD 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE <1967) 
<D> J. A. KENT, "RIEGEL'S HANDBOOK OF INDUSTRIAL 
CHEMISTRY"• 7TH EDITIONY VAN NOSTRAND' NEW 
YORJ< 0974) 
• WOULD YOU LIKE TO PERFORM A SEARCH FOR CO-SITING 
CANDIDATES FOR A SPECIFIC CORE OF INDUSTRIES 1 
"' YES 
6. HOW MANY INDUSTRIES CONSTITUTE THE CORE OF THE 
COMPLEX YOU ARE CONSIDERING ? <THE CORE MAY 
CONSIST OF NEW INDUSTRIES ONLY, EXISTING 
INDUSTRIES ONLYf OR BOTH NEW AND EXISTING 
\.0 INDUSTRIES.) 
w -'? 1 
7. LIST THE CODES OF THE INDUSTRIES IN THE CORE 
? 59 
SUMMARY OF CONNECTIONS OF ORDER 1 
COMPONENT 1 COMPONENT 2 COMPONENT 1 COMPONENT 
COAL CARBON MONOXIDE COAL CALCIUM OXIDE 
COAL COKE 
SUMMARY OF CONNECTIONS OF ORDER 2 
COMPONENT 1 COMPONENT 2 COMPONENT 1 COMPONENT 2 
C0A METHANOL COAL HYDROGEN 
COA CARBON DIOXIDE COAL CALCIUM CARBONATE 
COA . SULFURIC ACID COAL A~ETYLEN~ 







































METH'r'L CHLOi~; I DE 
W\'Et-~ 





































SUMMARY OF CONNECTIONS OF ORDER 5 
:1. 































Tr·rr• ... r IVII[:OitLt tL• .·""· i'>.J 



















































SUMMARY OF CONNECTIONS OF ORDER 7 
COMF'ClNENT CDtiF'ONI::r~ r 
COi~l .. AC[T IC .~NHYDRT DE 
CONNECTIONS OF HIGHER ORDERS ARE NOT UNIQUE 
8. AT THIS POINT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SPECIFY ANOTHER 
CORE OF INDUSTRIES AND BEGIN ANOTHER SEARCH FOR 
CO-SITING CANDIDATES FOR THIS CORE ? 
·r NO 
9. WOULD YOU LIKF TO PERFORM AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
FOR A SPECIFIC COMPLEX ? 
"' YES 
10. FOR HOW MANY INDUSTRIES IN THE COMPLEX WILL YOU 
SPECIFY MERCHANT CAPACITIES ? 
? 3 
11. LIST THE CODE NUMBERS OF THE INDUSTRIES IN THE 
COMPLEX AND THEIR MERCHANT CAPACITIES, I.E., 
INDUSTRY NUMBER, CAPACITY <TONS/YEAR) 
70,:LOOOOOO 
3, 300000 











i2· SlVERAL OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE ANNUAL 
INCREASE IN THE COST OF CHEMICAL PLANTS. 
INCORPORATED IN THIS COMPUTER PROGRAM, AS 
OPTION (1), FOR THIS RATE OF INCREASE IS THE 
AVERAGE MARSHALL-STEVENS INDEX FOR THE YEAR 
1975, WITH AN ALLOWANCE FOR AN ANNUAL AVERAGE 
INCREASE OF 4.5 PERCENT FOR YEARS BEYOND 1975 
lN WHICH A PLANT MIGHT BE CONSTRUCTED. OPTION 
(2) PROVIDES FOR THE SPECIFICATION OF ANY 
MARSHALL-STEVENS INDEX OF INTEREST. OPTION (3) 
IS A MODIFICATION OF OPTION (1) WHICH USES THE 
MARSHALL-STEVENS INDEX INCORPORATED IN THE 
PROGRAM FOR THE YEAR 1975, BUT PERMITS THE USER 
TO SPECIFY AN ANNUAL INCREASE OTHER THAN 4.5 
PERCENT BEYOND THE 1975 INDEX VALUE. 
TYPE IN THE OPTION YOU PREFER 
13A. TYPE IN THE YEAR OF INTEREST <OPTION 1 ONLY) 
'? 1975 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING COKE 
CAPTIVE MERCHANT 
ID PLANT /Mto~TERIAL PRODN. TF'Y PRODN. TPY 
------------------ ·---~ .............. _. ___ ,_ ------·-·-······--
59 COAL 1429000.0 0 
63 SULFURIC ACID 18000.0 0 
70 COKE o.o 1000000 
72 AMMONIUM SULFATE ---18000.0 0 
8:::· SULFUR 6192.0 0 
TOTAL. 
TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. BY-PRODUCT F·RODN. ff-'Y COST MM$ VALUE MM$PY COST MM$F'Y CREDIT MM$F'Y 
-~----- .. --~ -·----··-·-··- ---..---------- -- -- -· -- ·-·--·-- ....... ---···-----·-··--·-.. -
1429000.0 28.580 
18000.0 .504 
1000000.0 102.319 40.000 
-18000.0 
6192. • 7t.i0 
102.823 40.000 29.360 
* CAF:;: COSTS ONL'r. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, LAND COSTS, AND UTl ITIES. 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING METHANOL 
CAF'T I VE MERCr-:~ir·i 
f ''Jf'rJ, F·Y ;~ :::;c;::N, 
300000 






PRODUCT RAW MATL. BY-PRODUC 














- _, -- --- -·- --- ·- -· 
RAW MATEFn AI. 
BY·-~=-·::IODUCT 
RPLJ hATEF<IAL 
CAF'T IVE MERCHANT TOTAL F'LJ1NT * F-'FWDUC l RA\IJ M;~lTL. B r F·r~:Q[;UC T 
Ifl F'L.ANT /i'IATEF:IAL F' R 0 D N • T F' Y F' R ()[IN • T P Y F' F\ 0!.1 N , T F' Y CDS T M M l tH1 L .. U t' M M <f, F 1 C 0 ~; T M M $ F Y C R E L: [T M tH i~ Y 
3 METHt'1NOL 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE 
'7 HYDROGEN 













l ~.iOOOO. 0 
i-4"7054. '7' 
1 ·-:;. ::eD 
:::'1. 339 
~30 + 14 7 
36. 48(.\ 
36.480 
l CttPITAL Cm>TS ONL , NOT INCL.l.!D[[I PtF<E OFTSITE FACILITIES~ L.AND COSTS~ ANI1 UTILITIE~; .. 




Ct~l' riVE i'iEF~CHr:"iNT TDTM. F'L1~1NT F'FWDUC'T FU'-IW i'1fHL, f;'(-F'F\DLIUCT 
ILl F'f::CDU TFY PFWDN. TPY F'FW[IN. IT'\ CCJ~H t·ii'H' \MLUF fii''ltFY COST i'if-l:H'Y CHFDJT i"\Mtf·y 
3 METHMWL. 188:':i50. () 300000 4885::'i0. 0 3? .'7'1'? 36.420 
4 CARBON t·iONDX I DE 714?48.? 0 714748.7 41.~)~54 
9 HYDROGEN El~'i11. 0 () 8511..0 
27 FORMALDEHYDE o.o 150000 :1.50000.0 39. :~i20 36.4BO 
~'i'1 COAL :tB:l.210~5.3 0 1812:1. 0~.). ;:~ 
63 SULFUI:;:Jc ACID :L ElOOO. 0 0 18000.0 • ~'i04 
70 COKE o.o 1000000 1000000.0 102.319 40.000 
?2 AMI-IONILH-i SULFATE -18000.0 0 18000.0 
s~) 
"'" SULFUF~ 6192.0 0 6192.0 
TOTAL 221.81.6 112.900 
* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, LAND COSTS~ AND UTILITIES. 
14. DO YOU WISH TO ANALYZE THE SAME COMPLEX BUT WITH 
A DIFFERENT ANNUAL INCREASE IN PLANT COSTS ? 
7 NO 
15A. DO YOU WANT TO PERFCJRM AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR 
ANOTHER COMPLEX ? 
YES 
15B. DO YOU WANT TO USE THE SAME PLANT-COSl BASIS IN 
THIS ANALYSIS YOU CHOSE IN RESPONSE TO 






3?. 36~~ .720 
f'DWLh: 
MW 
9 + 8:.=;,: 
1 f., • .L .i ? 
F·DWCF: 
i'il·J 





f'1 A I I 






10. FOR HOW MANY INDUSTRIES IN fHE COMPLEX WILL YOU 
SPECIFY MERCHANT CAPACITIES 9 
? 4 
11. LIST THE CODE NUMBERS OF THE INDUSTRIES IN THE 
COMPLEX AND THEIR MERCHANT CAPACITIES, I!E., 
INDUSTRY NUMBER, CAPACITY <TONS/YEAR> 
i' t-8,100000 
7 83, 50000 
? 6}, 50000 
? 51, 40000 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING CALCIUM CARBIDE 
CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. BY-PRODUCT 
ID PLANT /MATER I 1'1L. 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE 
44 CARBON DIOXIDE 
58 CALCIUM CARBONATE 
59 COAL 
63 SULFURIC ACID 
68 CALCIUM CARBIDE 
69 CALCIUM OX .litE 
70 COKE 
72 AMMONIUM SULFATE 
8'1 ..:.. SULFUR 
TOTAL 































t CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, LAND COSTS, AND UTILITIES. 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING PHOSGENE 
CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. BY-PRODUCT 
ID PLANT/MATERIAL PRQDN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MMS VALUE MMSPY COST MM$PY CREDIT MMSPY 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE 
7 CHLORINE 
9 HYDROGEN 
53 SODIUM CHLORIDE 
54 SODIUM HYDROXIDE 
59 COAL 





















50000.0 7.324 25.000 
:!7. 854 25.000 






















[I Y -PfWDUCT 
BY-PRODUCT 
RAW MATEfOAL 








ISOL~TFD OfERATIONS PRODUCING ACETYLENE 
ID 
CAPTI\.}E MERCHANT TOTAL PLANT * F'fW!tUCT RAW MATL. Ji'r'- F'FWDUCT 
PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MM$ VALUE MMSPY COST MMSPY CREDIT MMIPY 
4 CARBON NONOXIDE -72048 .o 0 -72048.0 2.882 
44 CARBON DIOXIDE ·-·320HJ.3 0 .. 32018.3 .640 
:-sn c~'iLGIUM CARI~C.if-..!ATE //99~S. ~1 0 77<":>-'<":>-'3. 3 • 37'0 
59 COAL 1~:~B813.4 0 l.5B813.4 3.176 
63 SULFUF~IC ,'1CI[1 1845.3 0 1845.3 .1.07 
67 ACE fYL.ENE o.o ~50000 ~;oooo. o /' + :·535 49.000 
68 CALC I Uti Crif\lliDE 1501.00.0 0 150100.0 26.329 
67' CALCIUI·1 OXIDE 41049.1 () 4104<?-'.l .750 
70 COKE 102:j:Lf.). 3 0 102518.3 20. }7~1 
72 AMi'10NI Ur·1 ~:)ULF;.lTF --1 f.i4~.i. 3 0 1.845.3 + 0/4 
s:~: !3ULFUF;: 634.B 0 634.fl .OE;o 
TOTt1L ~J~~;. 29C> 49.00() 3. 64,', 3. ~j9l~ 
* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSilE FACILITIES, LAND COSTS, AND UTILITIES. 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING ISOPRENE 
CAPT I\..'E MEF\CHANT TOTAL PLANT * PFWDUCT RAW MATL. BY-PRODUCT ][I F'Lf.lNT/I'iATEF< IAL PFWDN. TF'Y F'RODN. TT'Y PRODN. TF'Y COST MM$ VALUE MM$PY COST MM$PY CF~ED IT t1t1 $F'Y 
-- -- ~~ ....... - -· ··- ........ -- _ .. ·- .... -- .... ·····-- -~-· .......... -·-··· .. ·-··-··-··-··-- ·---- .......................... ·----~~--.. --~--- -...... ·--·--·-·--·-··'" -- ··- ··- ·-- ·-- --· 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE -·25649 .1 0 -25l!49 .1. 1.026 
9 HYDF.:OGEN 18800.0 0 18800.0 7""'.) . -;.:) •.. 
19 ACETONE 40000.0 0 40000.0 12.000 
44 CARBON DIOXIDE 11398.5 0 -·11398. 5 .228 
5:1. ISOPRENE o.o 40000 40000.0 16.70B 56.000 
58 CALCiut-1 CAf\.BONATE 2776~j. 6 0 27765.6 .139 
59 COAL 56537.6 0 56537.6 1.131 
63 SULFURIC ACID 656.9 0 656.9 .053 
67 ACETYLENE 17800.0 0 17800.0 3.560 
68 CALCIUM CARBIDE 53435.6 0 53435.6 12.778 
69 CALCIUM OXIDE 14613.5 0 14613.5 .364 
70 COKE 36496). 5 0 36496.5 10.082 
72 AMMONIUM SULFATE --6~56. 9 0 --656.9 .026 
82 SULFUR 226.0 0 226.0 .028 
TOTAL 43.545 56.000 14.050 1.280 





















f{Y ·f'F::OUI.J• .. l 
Fi:t"1W f"l~:~ TEl< .l (il.. 
F~Et1AF~KS 
BY-PRODUCT 
RAW MATEFn AL 
RAW MATEFUAL 
BY-PFWDUCT 







CO-SITED OPERATIONS <COMPLEX> 
CAF'T !'..·1E MEF:CHf':1N.T HlTM.. F'l..f"iNT * F'F:CJDUCT Rt~~.J Mf'd'L. BY -F'RDDUC1 
ID PL.r~NT /t1ATEfdAL PRODN. TPY PRDDN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MM$ VALUE MM$PY COST MM$PY CREDIT MM$PY 
4 CARBON 1-lONDXIDE -131~~17''/' .1 () -1.3.1.297.1 
7 CHLORINE 36000.0 0 36000.0 1'7.794 
9 HYDROGEN 1Tl92.0 0 1 7'792. 0 
1.9 ACETONE 40000.0 0 ·10000. 0 
44 CAF:BON DIOXIDE .... 1~~0?14.B 0 -·120714.8 
5:l ISOPF~ENE o.o 40000 40000.0 ~j6. 000 
53 ;;Q[IIW-i CHLORIDE 6~:;BBO. 0 0 6::i880. () 
54 SODIUM HYDROXIDE -406BO.O () -40680.0 
50 cr~LCIUr·i CARBON1:':jTE 29404i:l.? 0 294048.9 
~)9 COP1l.. 342f.>tU. tS 0 342681.6 
63 SULFURIC ACID 409:1..7 () 4091.7 • 1f:l4 
67 ACETYLENE 1'?800.0 50000 67800.0 <;'. 07El 4'7'.000 
6B CALCIUr·i CARBIDE 203~:i35. 6 100000 303~:;35. 6 43 .l04 1 /'. 140 
69 CALC IUN OXIDE 154762.6 () 154762.6 1.899 
70 COI\E 207314.0 () 207314.8 34.00'? 
72 AMMONIUM Sl.ll..Ff~TE ·-3731. 7 0 -3?:31. 7 
132 SULFUR 1407.~} 0 1407. ~::; 
B3 PHOSGENE o.o 50000 50000.0 '7.324 2~5. 000 
TOT~1L 130.101 147.140 
* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, LAND COSTS, AND UTILITIES. 
14. DO YOU WISH TO ANALYZE THE SAME COMrLEX BUT WITH 
A DIFFERENT ANNUAL INCREASE IN PLANT COSTS ? 
!' NO 
15A. DO YOU WANT TO PERFORM AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR 
ANOTHER COMPLEX ? 
" YES 
15B. DCJ YOU WANT TO USE THE SAME PLANT-COST BASIS IN 
THIS ANALYSIS YOU CHOSE IN RESPONSE TO 
STATEMENTS 12 AND 13 IN THE PREVIOUS ANALYSIS? 
YES 
10. FOR HOW MANY INDUSTRIES IN THE COMPLEX WILL YOU 





















F~AW hATEH I ,~il.. 
HAW t·hi TEf~ H.;L 
BY ·-Pf{ODUCT 
RAW Mr~ TEF< UiL 
BY ·-Pf\DDUC-T 
RAW t-1{-iTEFU AL 





11. LIST THE CODE NUMBERS OF THE INDUSTRIES IN THE 
COMPLEX AND THEIR MERCHANT CAPACITIES, I.E.~ 
INDUSTRY NUMBER, CAPACilY <TONS/YEAR> 
'/'O,tOOOOOO 
? 3, 3000•)0 
'i' 2'?, :L:soooo 
'i' 6BY 100000 
'i' e:?:: ~ ~.5oooo 
.., 6?, 50000 
? 51, 40000 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING COKE 
CAPTI 1JE MERCH{:!NT TOTAL PLANT ili PI:.:ODUCT F.:AW M?:1TL. f.lY-Pf\ODUCT 
ID PLANT /i··iATERIAL. PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MMS VALUE MMSPY COST MMSPY CREDIT MMtPY 
59 COAL. 1429000.0 0 1429000.0 28.580 
63 SULFURIC ACID 18000.0 0 18000.0 • ~i04 
70 COKE o.o 1000000 1000000.() l.02.3t9 40.000 
72 AMMONIUM SULFATE -18000.0 () ·-18000.0 .720 





TOTAL 1.0?.1:123 40.000 29.360 .720 1.320 
* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, LAND COSTS, AND UTILITIES. 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING METHANOL 
CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL f-'L.r'iNT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. BY····PHODUCT PDWEF< ID PLANT/MATERIAL PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PF\iJDN. TF'Y COST MM$ VALUE MM$PY COST MM$PY CHEDIT Mr1$F'Y MW 
------------------ ·- ----······-~·· .. ··-.. -· -··-·--··········-· ·- _ .. - ----- --~- ...... ··-··-----· _ .... -...... _, ......... ________ ..... -- ··- ... , ·-- ··- ~....,.. ...... ·- -- ·-
3 METHANOL o.o 300000 300000.0 26.822 36.420 4.2B6 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE 438900.0 0 438900.0 29.536 15.675 
9 HYDROGEN 5226.3 0 5226.3 .209 
59 COAL 235250.4 0 23~~'1250. 4 4. ;-·o~_; 
TOTAL 5t.'). 3~_)f:~ 36.420 4.914 o.ooo 19.?61. 
* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, LAND COSTS, AND UTILITIES. 




··- --- --· -- --- ·- -· ~-- --· ............ 
RAW MATEf\ I t'1L 
RAW MATEF~ I 1'il.. 
0 
N 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING FORMALDEHYDE 
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3t .• 48() 
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ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING CALCIUM CARBIDf 
ID PL.t~NT /fifl TLF: 1 HI.. 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE 
44 CARBON DIOXIDE 
58 CALCIUM CARBONATE 
5'7' C0f1L 
63 SULFUF\TC ACHt 
68 CALCIUM CARBTDf 
CALCillri OXlit[ 
CUi<F 
?! AMMONIUM SULFATE 
s:: sutnm 
TOTAL 
Cr1F'T I I..JE MEJ=i:CHAN'f TOTAL F'LANT * PRODUCT f~I"1W MAlL. BY ··FF:DDUC'T 
PHD !.IN. TF't F'RCJDN. TPY PF\OI:tN, TF'Y CObT Ml"i~; V;~:iLUE MM$PY COST rtM·J>rY CHED IT MM$PY 
4BOOO, C• 0 48000.0 
.. -'77;:9f:J ~ 0 () T?:!<T'8. 0 
180290.() 0 188?{?0.0 
12'?330.7 0 127330. 
12~.::9.4 0 1229.4 
0,0 100000 100000.0 
99100.0 0 99100.0 
6B3oo.o 0 6El300. 0 
-1::~29.4 () 1229.4 
4:'2. 9 0 422.9 
.OBi 











* CAF'ITAL. COST::; ONL , • No; HJCLUDUr r"f(t. DFfSl.TF F.:<: lLITIES~ LAND C'm'f ;;;. Al'W UTILlTIUi. 
POWD·: 
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ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING PHOSGENE 
C~iF'T J:IJE MEPCHANT TOTAL PLANT * PfWDUC'T RAI." I·HiTL. BY-f'HODUCT 
.ll..l PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MMt VALUE MMSPY COST MMSPY CREDIT MMtPY 
4 Ct~RBON MONOXIDE 14400.0 () 14400.0 2.701. 
"' CHLORINE 3600().() () 36000.0 17.794 / 
9 HYDROGEN -·292~:} t' :? () -·2923. 2 .117 
5:~ SODIUi'l CHLOF~IDE 6!'5BSO. 0 0 65BB,). () :2.93D 
~.i4 SOD Il.H1 HYDROXIDE --40f.!El0. 0 0 -·-40680. 0 :L'5.7:n 
"""" ,.}'1' CD{tL 7'?:1.(),4 0 77:1.D.4 • :l ~'4 
6:3 SULFUF~ I C t1CID 360,.0 0 3l)O.O .035 
B2 Sl.JL. F l.JF~ 1~.~3.B () 123.8 • Ot.S 
S3 PHOSGENE o.o :::;oooo 50000.0 7 .3::~4 2~). 000 
TDT;)L. 27. Bf:i4 25.000 3.10B 1~.'; .1344 
* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, LAND COSTS, AND UTILITIES. 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING ACETYLENE 
-- ··- -· ,_ - -· -· ·- ·-· •... ··- --· ----·------ -- -- "" ... ·-· "" - ... - - ........ -· ..... _ "" ........ ·- ........ . 
CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. BY-PRODUCT 
l[l F'LANT/MATEFnAL PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY COST MMS VALUE MMSPY COST MMSPY CREDil MMSPY 
4 Cto~F~BON MONOXIDE ·-· 7 ~.~ 0 4 G • 0 () --72048.0 2.8B2 
44 C~1RBON DIOXIDE -32018.3 () --3~201.8. 3 .640 
5B Cr1L.CIUM CAF<BON~ITE 77993.3 () T/993. 3 .390 
::i(? COAL 1:!BD1.3.4 0 1.58813.4 3.t7C) 
63 SULFUf·UC ACID 184:j.3 0 1845.3 .107 
1.)7 ACETYLENE o.o 5()000 50000.0 7.335 49.000 
68 CALCIUM CAF~BIDE 150100.0 0 150100.0 26.329 
69 CALC TUM OXIDE 41049.1 0 41049.1 .750 
70 COKE 102~'.dB. 3 0 102518.3 20. 7'/'4 
7? AMMONIUM SULFATE -184~!.3 0 -1845.3 .074 
82 SUL.FUf~ 634.8 0 634.8 .OBO 
TOTAL. 5~.i. :.~S."f_) 49.000 3.646 ~L ~596 


















HAW MA HJ~ I r'IL 
BY·-PHODUCT 
F;:fii..J r·iATFH I ttL 
HAW ~iATEFdAL 
F{Et-1Af{I\S 
BY .. ·Pf{ODUCT 
BY- PF~D DUCT 
R(1W MATEI;:H1L 
F\AW MATEr< I r"--L 
BY -Ff~ODUC'T 
RAW MATERIAL 
ISOLATED OPERATIONS PRODUCING ISOF'F:ENE 
------------------------------------------------
CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTro~L. PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. BY-PRODUCT POWEn ID PLANT/MATERIAL PRODN. TPY PRODN. TPY PRODN. TF'Y COST ~-1M$ VALUE MM$PY COST MM$F'Y CHEI:IIT t1MH'Y MW REMARKS ------------------ ..... ---------··- ~ -- ----·····-------·- --·-··-·--·- .... , ................. ,._ ~-~-··----·-· -- -· -·- ........ - ·- -· -· - ......... -·-··- ........ _ .... _ -·- .... -· - -·--- -- ·-- ·-~------ .. _ ,_ .... -~ -- ~~ ...... - ·- -· ......... 
4 CARBON t·iONOX!DE -·25649. 1 0 ··-2!"i649.l. 1.026 BY -PFWfiUC l 
r·. HYDROGEN 18BOO.O 0 1.B800.0 • 7~);.~ RAW tMTEHIAL ., 
i9 ACETONE 40000.0 0 40000.0 .. ,.., 1"\l\.'\ J...:...tvvv ~:~H~ MATERIAL 
44 CARBON DICJXIDE --11398.5 0 -11398.5 .228 BY ·-FF~DDUC T 
51 ISOPRENE o.o 40000 40000.0 16.708 56.()()() 2. 8~)7 
58 CALCIUM CARBONATE 2776~). 6 0 27765.6 .139 RAW MATEHIAL 
59 COAL 56537.6 0 ~ib537. 6 1.131 RAW t·1ATEI<IAL 
63 SULFURIC ACID 656.9 () 656.9 .053 .ooo 
67 ACETYLENE 17800.0 0 17800.0 3.560 .424 
68 CALCIUM CARBIDE 53435.6 0 53435.6 12.?78 18.448 
69 CALCIUM OXIDE 146:1.:L 5 0 14613.~3 .364 .043 
70 COKE 36496.5 0 36496.5 10.082 .04U 
72 AMMONIUM SULFATE ···656.9 0 --656.(; .026 BY ···F'r::oDUC T 
82 SULFUR 226.0 () 226.0 .02fl RAW MATEHIAL. 
TOTAL. 43 .54~; 56.000 14.050 1.280 21.821 
--' * CAPITAL CO!HS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES, LAND co~;rs, AND UTILITIES. 0 
.p.. CO-SITED OPERATIONS <COMPLEX) 
-----------------------------
CAPTIVE MERCHANT TOTAL. PLANT * PRODUCT RAW MATL. BY-PRODUCT POWEH ID PLANT/MATERIAL PRODN. TPY PRODN. Tf'Y F'RODN. Tf'Y COST MM$ VALUE MM$PY COST MM$F'Y CREDIT MM$F'Y MW REMAm<S ------------------ ---........... -·--··---- --·---·------- ...... ------ ~ .... --·--·- ..,..,..,..._._..... __ ... __ , ...... --- __ .. ___ . _____ .... ,_ ..... ___ ...................... - ..... --- .... -·--· --- ·- ·-·~~ --~--····-·· ... ._ .............. --·- ........... ~ ..... - ...... ·-
3 METHANOL 18!:15~)0. 0 :300000 408~550. 0 37.919 36.420 6.9?9 
4 CARBON MONOXIDE 583451.6 0 58:~451. 6 36.050 20.838 
? CHLORINE 36000.0 0 :~6000. 0 17.?94 12.85/' 
9 HYDROGEN 43765.5 0 43765.5 1. n)1 RAW MATERIAL 
19 ACETONE 40000.0 0 40000.0 12.000 RAW MATEFUAL 
27 FORMALDEHYDE o.o 150000 150000.0 39.520 36.480 3.571 
44 CARBON DIOXIDE -120714.8 0 -120714.8 2.414 BY-PF\DDUCT 
51 !SOF'F~ENE o.o 40000 40000.0 16.708 56.000 2.857 
~;;; SODIUM CHLORIDE 658ElO.O 0 65880.0 2.938 F~AW MATERU~L 
~'i4 SODIUM HYDROXIDE -40680.() 0 -·-4068(). 0 15.727 BY --PRODUCT 
C:'l"\ 
,JQ CALCIUM Cj!HUlONi-"-1 TE 29404B.9 0 294048.9 1.470 HAW MATEF<U\L 
59 COAL 2084411.7 0 20El441l.7 4:1.,6BEl RAW MATUnAI 
63 SULFURIC ACID 22091.7 0 22091.7 .57? .013 
67 ACETYLENE 17800.0 50000 67800.0 9.078 49.000 
68 CALCIUM CARBIDE 203535.6 100000 303535.6 43.104 17.140 
69 CALCIUM OXIDE 154762.6 0 154762-6 1.899 
70 COKE 207314.8 1000000 1207314.8 116.743 40.000 
72 AMMONIUM SULFATE -21731.7 0 -21731.7 
82 SULFUR 7599.5 0 7599.5 
83 PHOSGENE o.o 50000 50000.0 7.324 25.000 
TOTAL 326.719 260.040 
* CAPITAL COSTS ONLY. NOT INCLUDED ARE OFFSITE FACILITIES~ LAND COSTS, AND UTILITIES. 
14. DO YOU WISH TO ANALYZE THE SAME COMPLEX BUT WITH 
A DIFFERENT ANNUAL INCREASE IN PLANT COSTS ? 
? NO 
15A. DO YOU WANT TO PERFORM AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR 
ANOTHER COMPLEX ? 
? NO 
16. WOULD YOU LIKE TO SPECIFY ANOTHER CORE OF 
INDUSTRIES AND BEGIN ANOTHER SEARCH FOR 
CO-SITING CANDIDATES FOR THIS CORE ? 
? NO 







.958 RAW MATERIAL 
1.190 
60.805 19.010 156.754 
4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
4.1 CONCLUSIONS 
The tasks described in the previous sections of this report provide 
the basis for several conclusions. These are summarized below. 
1. Synergistic co-siting of carefully selected industrial activ-
·i ties can pro vi de mutually beneficia 1 uti 1 i za ti on of energy, 
raw materials, co-products, land, plant wastes and transporta-
tion facilities as well as promote greater economical attract-
iveness of pollution control measures and resource recovery. 
2. The technical factors having the greatest influence on the 
selection of co-sited groupings can be identified and classi-
fied using the procedures developed on this program. 
3. The systematic search and screening procedure developed on 
this program for identifying co-siting candidates can be auto-
mated into a user-interactive mode to investigate (a) matching 
of existing plants, (b) matching of existing plants with new 
plants, and (c) development of entirely new complexes. 
4. Economic evaluation techniques can be automated into a user-
interactive mode to yield cost-benefit comparisons between 
conventional and co-siting methods of industrial operations. 
5. Additional parameters exist that add to the already established 
benefits of synergistic co-siting. 
6. Significant user interest exists at the regional, state, and 
national levels in the application of synergistic co-siting to 
meet a variety of needs. 
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7. Relevant regional application examples, selected on the basis 
of a review of mineral resources in the Appalachian Region 
and close communication with regional industrial planners in 
the North Georgia APDC, demonstrate the use of the methodology 
developed on this study. 
4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
From the conclusions presented in Section 4. 1 , it has been es tab 1 i shed 
that synergistic co-siting can be used effectively in planning industrial 
development. Specific recommendations for implementing the use of the co-
siting methodology that was developed on this program are summarized below. 
e Addi tiona 1 conferences and workshops should be he 1 d for potenti -, -, 
users and planners. 
e Applications should be extended to the entire Appalachian Region, 
with expansion of the data base as required 
erhe results of this study should be applied, in concert with 
regional impact analyses, in the formulation of policies and 
options for the planning of industrial development in the Appala-
clhian Region 
eAppropriate prototype synergistic co-sited groupings should be 
selected to demonstrate their benefits for the Appalachian Region 
e Appropriate incentives for widespread acceptabi 1 i ty and imp 1 emen t-
ation of the synergistic co-siting concept should be identified 
and developed 
107 
5.0 IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
There are a number of exciting and user-oriented extensions of the meth-
odology developed in this work that have been identified during the course of 
the present study. The more significant possibilities are listed below. 
eExpansion of the data base both "vertically" and "horizontally. 11 
Vertical expansion would bring additional commodities into the 
dat.a base to accommodate more product possibilities, backward and 
forv"ard integration in a co-siting venture, waste and effluent 
processing, energy-conservation schemes, etc. Typical horizontal 
expansions would include more detailed cost information for each 
co~nodity, such as unit labor costs, unit land requirements, off-
sitE~ facility requirements, working-capital requirements, etc. 
e ExtE~ns ion of the coup 1 i ng analysis to pro vi de for tota 1 sys terns 
integration, and incorporation of modularization techniques and 
synergistic interface visualization -- an adaptation of computer 
aided graphic design. 
e Extension of the economic analysis to yield return on investment, 
discounted cash flow, etc. 
e Incorporat·ion of optimization techniques to permit consideration of 
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APPENDIX B 
~INERALS OF THE GEORGIA APPALACHIAN REGION * 
Aggregate - L·ight l~eight. Slates suitable for production of light weight 
aggregates are found in Polk County. Production has taken place 
since the early 1960's. Slates and shales suitable for light 
weight aggregates should be found in the Paleozoic shales in north-
west Georgia other than Polk County, but exploration and testing 
will be required for proof. Supplies are considered good. 
Anon., 1952, Georgia Mineral Newsletter; vol. V, no. 2, p. 29. 
Furcron, A. J., 1953, Mineral Industry in Georgia 1940-1950; 
Georgia Geol. Surv., Bull. 60, p. 56-60. 
Tenhart, W. B., 1955, Producing Lightweight Aggregate from Slate; 
Georgia Mineral Newsletter; vol. VIII, no. 1, p. 1-9. 
Map Index No. 28. 
Apatite. Apatite, a calcium phosphate, was found as a mineral specimen in 
White County. 
Anon., 1955, Georgia Mineral Newsletter; vol. VIII, no. 2, p. 77. 
Teague, K. H., Asbestos in Georgia; Georgia Mineral Newsletter; 
"1956, vol IX, no. 1, p. 207. 
Teague, K. H., 1957, Mineral Resources of Union, Towns, Lumpkin, 
and White Counties; Georgia Mineral Newsletter; 1957, vol. X, 
no. 2, p. 52. 
Hopkins, 0. B., 1914, A Report on the Asbestos, Talc, and Soap-
stones of Georgia; Ga. Geol. Surv., Bull. 29, 319 pp. 
Map Index No. 12. 
Arsenopyrite. Arsenopyrite has been found as scattered mineral specimens in 
Cherokee, Dawson, and Lumpkin. In Virginia, arsenopyrite has been 
found associated with Cassiterite (tin ore). No such association 
has been found in Georgia but should be investigated. 
Anon., 1948, Georgia Mineral Newsletter; vol. II, no. 3, no. 9. 
Map Index Nos. 11, 18, 24. 
Asbestos. Asbestos found in Georgia is of the anthophyllite variety. Mining 
operations have been in the northeast part of the State. The grades 
of asbestos found in Georgia are of marginal economic value; hence 
min·ing has not had long term continuity. 
Bow·les, 0., 1937, Asbestos; U.S. Bureau of Mines, Bull. 403, IV. 
Peyton, G., Mineral Production in Georgia, 1934, 1955; Georgia 
Mineral Newsletter; vol. IX, no. 4, p. 113-115. 
Map Index Nos. 8,9, 11, 12, 13,24,31. 
*Map Indi~es refer to Table B-I and Figure B-1, pages B-13 and B-14, 
respectively. 
B-1 
Barite. Barite is commercially produced in Bartow County from saprolitic 
clays that are residuary from the weathering of limestone. Two 
companies are operating currently. Indicated reserves are on an 
order of magnitude of 25 years from 1976 at present operating rates. 
Hull, J.P.D., 1920, Barytes Deposits of Georgia; Ga. Geol. Surv., 
Bull. 36, 146 pp. 
Brobst, D. A., 1975, Barium Minerals; in Industrial Minerals and 
Rocks; 4th ed., p. 433. 
Map Index Nos. 4,5,16,22,23,24,28. 
Bauxite. The first bauxite discovered and mined in North America was in 
Bartow County in 1888. The reserves of bauxite in the Appalachian 
area of Georgia are now essentially depleted. Production in recent 
years was directed toward the chemical market rather than as a 
source of aluminum metal. 
Shaffer, J. W., 1975, Bauxitic Raw Materials; in Industrial Miner-
als and Rocks, 4th ed., p. 452. 
Map Index Nos. 2,5,16,22,23,28. 
Bentonite. Bentonites found in the Appalachian area of Georgia are Meta-
bentonites of Ordovician age. There has been no commercial use 
of these clays to the present. 
Kay, G. W., 1935, Distribution of Ordovician Altered Volcanic 
Materials and Related Clays; Geol. Soc. Am., Bull, 46, no. 2, 
p. 225- ~~44. 
Map Index Nos. 1 ,2,3,15. 
Beryl. Beryl has been found at scattered pegmatite occurrences as mineral 
specimens. 
Georgia Mineral Newsletter; 1948; val. 1, no. 1, p. 1-2, p. 4. 
Georgia Mineral Newsletter; 1953, val. VI, no. 2, p. 40. 
Map Index No. 5. 
Bloating-granite. A granitic type rock found near Chatsworth, Ga., 11 bloats 11 
or expands at approximately 2800°F or roughly 1200°F more than neces-
sary to exoand slates to a light weight aggregate. The material is 
not commercia 1. 
Unpublished research, Georgia Institute of Technoloqy, 1958. 
Map Index No. 5. 
~- Brick Clay is found in scattered localities in northwest Georgia. The 
clay is being produced currently. Brick Clay is thought to be in 
very good supply. 
Butts, C. and Gildersleeve, B., 1948, Geology and Mineral Resources 
of the Paleozoic Area in Northwest Georgia; Ga. Geol. Survey, 
Bull. 54, p. 1-176. 
Map Index Nos. 2,6,11,16,18,22,23,28,32. 
B-2 
Chromi te. Chr·omi te has been reported in Towns County; grade and reserves are 
not known. 
Hunter, C. E., 1938, Chromite in Western North Carolina and North 
Georgia; T.V.A., Geol. Bull. 10, p. 18-20. 
Map Index No. 8. 
Coal. Coal of Mississippian Age has and is being mined in Dade County with 
some coal being present in Walker and Chattooga Counties. The 
quantity is relatively small. 
Georgia Mineral Newsletter, 1950, v. III, no. 2, p. 44. 
Map Index Nos. 1,2,15. 
Cobalt. Cobalt has been found associated with low grade mineralized areas in 
Bartow, Floyd, and Polk Counties. 
Pierce, W. G., l944,Cobalt-Bearing Manganese Deposits of Alabama, 
Georgia, and Tennessee; U.S. Geol. Surv., Bull. 940-J, v. IV, 
p. 265-285. 
Map Index Nos. 22,23,28. 
Copper. Copper has been found in a wide band of counties across the north-
ern part of Georgia. Most deposits are found in the Brevard 
Shear Zone in the Murphy Marble Belt. The Copper Hill deposit of 
Tennessee extends across the border into Georgia. No production is 
current in Georgia. Deposits of copper are scattered and not 
thought to be extensive. An extension of the Copper Hill deposit 
could be an exception. Detailed geochemical and geophysical work 
should be done to better delineate known occurrences. 
Corundum. 
Of numerous references, the following were selected: 
Furcron, A. S., 1952, Georgia•s Copper Deposits; Georgia Mineral 
Society Newsletter, v. V., no. 5, p. 137. 
Kend,all, H. F., 1954, Operations of the Tennessee Copper Company on 
Sulphide Ores of the Ducktown Basin, Tenn.; Ga. Mineral Newsletter, 
v. VI I , no. 2, p. 76. 
Ross, Clarence S., 1935, Origin of the Copper Deposits of the Duck-
town Type in the Southern Appalachian Region; U. S. Geol. Surv. 
P·rof Paper 179. 
Map Index Nos. 6,7,8,9,11 ,12,13,18,19,20,23,24,25,32,33,34. 
Corundum is a natural, crystalline form of aluminum oxide (Al?.01 ) that 
is both tough and hard. In natural hardnes~, it ranks next to ciamond. 
Gem varieties are ruby and sapphire. Corundum is an excellent 
abrasive but does not command the market it did before the event of 
silicon carbide (Carborundum). Deposits are scattered across north 
Georgia with no large deposits. 
Anon., 1950, Georgia Mineral Newsletter, v. III, no. 2, p. 48. 
King:' F. P. , 1894, A Pre 1 imina ry Report on the Corundum Deposits of 
Georgia; Ga. Geol. Surv., Bull. 2, 133 pp. 
Map I n de x Nos . 7 , 8 , 9 , 11 , 1 2 , 1 3 , l 8 , 19 , 2 4 , 2 5 , 2 9 , 3 3 , 3 4 , 3 5 . 
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Diamond. Single diamond crystals have been found at scattered locations 
across north Georgia. 
Anon., 1948, Georgia Mineral Newsletter, v. 1, no. 6, p. 10. 
Blank, Eugene, W., 1934, Diamond Finds in the United States; Rocks 
and Minerals, v. 9, no. 10. 
Map Index Nos. 7,8,9,11 ,12,13,18,19,20,24,25,29,30,33,34,35. 
Diaspore. Diaspore is reported from Rabun County. 
Anon., 1951, Georgia Mineral Newsletter; v. IV, no. 1, p. 4. 
Map Index No. 9. 
Dolomite. Dolomite is found extensively in the lower Paleozoic rocks of 
northwest Georgia. Dolomite is also found in Lumpkin, Hall, and 
Habersham Counties in older rocks. The grade of dolomite varies 
considerably, ranging from very pure dolomite of near theoretical 
composition to dolomitic limestones with a high impurity content of 
clays and other deleterious minerals. 
Furcron, A. S., 1942, Dolomites and Magnesium Limestones in Georgia; 
Ga. Geo 1. Surv., Info. Ci rc. 14, 30 pp. 
Mclemore, W. H., and Hurst, V. J., 1970, The Carbonate Rocks in the 
Coosa Valley Area; U. S. Dept. Commerce, Econ. Dev. Admin., Tech. 
Asst. Proj. , 170 pp. 
Map Index Nos. 2,3,4,5,10,11,13,15,16,19,22,23,28. 
Feldspar. Feldspar is found in the crystalline rocks of the Appalachian area 
as a constituent mineral of granite-type rocks and pegmatites. Rocks 
of this type are in the Blue Ridge and Piedmont portions of the 
Appalachian area of Georgia. 
Map Index Nos. 9,11 ,12,14,17,24,25,29,32,33. 
Fluorite. Occurrences of fluorite have been reported in extreme northwest 
Georgia. No commercial investigations are known to have established 
qua·l i ty and quantity. 
Anon., 1948, Georgia Mineral Newsletter; v. II, no. 4, p. 17. 
Anon., 1951, Georgia Mineral Newsletter; v. IV, no. 3, p. 87. 
Butts, C. and Gildersleeve, B., 1948, Geology and Mineral Resources 
of the Paleozoic Area in Northwest Georgia; Ga. Geol. Surv., 
Bull. 54, p. 1-178. 
Map Index Nos. 3,15,16. 
Garnet. GarnE~t is generally classed as an abrasive although some garnets may 
also qualify as gem stones. Garnet is found in the metamorphic rocks 
of the Blue Ridge and Piedmont areas. 
Bayley, W. S., 1928, Geology of the Tate Quadrangle, Georgia; Ga. 
Geol. Surv., Bull. 43, 170 pp. 
Map Index Nos. 8,11 ,17,19,24. 
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Glass Sands. Sand and Quartz glass quality is found throughout north Georgia 
as sandstone, quartzite, and as part of the recoverable product 
from the flotation of crushed granite. Adequate supply for glass 
manufacture is throught to be available for a glass industry. 
Anon., 1940, Glass Sands and Glass Making Materials in Georgia; 
Ga. Dept. Mines, Mining, and Geology, Info. Cir. 11. 
Map Index Nos. -- See Granite and Quartz. 
Gold. Georgia is where the statement 11 Thar's gold in them thar hills" 
originated. A federal mint operated at Dahlonega until 1860. To 
find gold today for a commercial market would take extensive and 
intensive geochemical and geological study and investigation. 
The unanswered question is whether the cost of exploration would 
be greater than the value of gold discovered. 
Anon., 1948, Georgia Mineral Newsletter; v. I, no. 8, p. 13. 
Pardee, J. T., and Parks, C. F., Jr., 1948, Gold Deposits of the 
Southern Piedmont: U.S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 213, 156 pp. 
References are extensive. 
Map Index Nos. 6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,17,18,19,23,24,25,27,29,32,33,34. 
Granite. Granite is found throughout the Blue Ridge and Piedmont portions of 
the Appalachian area of Georgia. Granite is abundant in Georgia. 
Watson, T. L. , 1902, A Pre 1 im·i nary Report on a Part of the Granites 
and Greisses of Georgia; Ga. Geol. Surv., Bull. 9-A, 367 pp. 
Map Index Nos. 5,6,17,24,25,30,32,34,35., 
Graphite. Gr·aphite is in scattered deposits throughout the crystalline areas 
of the Georgia Appalachian region. Commercial amounts and grades have 
not been determined. There is a potential of graphite availability 
with applied modern technologies. 
Anon., 1948, Georgia Mineral Newsletter; v. I, no. 6, p. 10-12. 
Map Index Nos. 6,7,8,10,13,17,19,23,32,33,34,35. 
Iron Ore. The iron ores of the Appalachian region of Georgia are of several 
types. Major production has been from the brown ores. Production 
from the Clinton red ores ceased shortly after World War I and has 
not been resumed. Magnetite has not been a commercial source of 
iron in Georgia. 
Present reserves of brown ores are marginal at best. Produc-
tion is market dependent with most of the ore being shipped to 
Birmingham, Ala., or Gadsden, Ala. Bartow County has been the chief 
area from which brown iron ore has been produced. 
Anon., 1950, Georgia Mineral Newsletter; v. III, no. 5, p. 161. 
Numerous other references exist. 
Map Index Nos. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,11 ,13,15,16,17,18,22,23,24,28,29,32. 
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Kaolin. Kaolin (mineral name Kaolinite) is a clay usually derived from the 
weathering of feldspar or feldspathic rocks. As a clay, however, 
it can be and is transported many miles from a feldspar source 
and may be found associated with sedimentary rocks as strata or as 
an impurity of other sediments. 
Hosterman, J. W., Patterson, S. H., Sweeney, J. W., and 
Hartwell, J. W., 1968, Clay; in Mineral Resources of the Appala-
chian Region; U.S. Geol. SurV., Prof. Paper 580, p. 182-187. 
Veatch, J. 0., 1909, Second Report on the Clay Deposits of Georgia; 
Ga. Geol. Surv., Bull. 18. 
Map Index Nos. 9,10,13,17,18,22,23,28. 
Kyanite. Kyanite is an aluminum silicate metamorphic mineral whose chief 
use is in refractories. In Georgia's Appalachian region, kyanite 
is found in the north central and northeast part of the State. 
Kyanite has been found in Rabun, Habersham, White, Fannin and Union 
Counties and mined in Habersham County. Currently there is no pro-
duction in any of these areas. The outlook is regarded as very 
marginal because of the competition from the Graves Mountain deposit 
in Lincoln County, Georgia plus the need for a large captive market 
to justify the mining and beneficiation equipment investment. 
Eso~enshade!, G. H., and Eilertsen, A., 1968, Kyanite Group Minerals; 
in Mineral Resources of the Appalachian Region, U. S. Geol. Surv., 
·Prof. Paper 580, p. 307-309. 
Hurst, V. J., and Crawford, T. J., 1964, Exploration for Mineral 
Deposits in Habersham County, Georgia; Wash., D.C., U.S. Dept. of 
Commerce, Area Redevelopment Admin., 180 pp. 
Map Index Nos. 9,10,13,17,18,24. 
Lead and Zinc. Lead and zinc have not been produced in Georgia. These metals 
have been found in limestone deposits west of Cartersville, Ga., 
and associated with both massive sulfide deposits and gold areas of 
the Blue Ridge and Piedmont of the Georgia Appalachians. 
Extensive exploration for lead and zinc was done by a major 
oil company in the area west of Cartersville, Ga., in the early 
1970's, but there have been no reports of planned exploitation. 
Wedow, H., Jr., Heyl, H. V., and Sweeney, J. ~J., 1968, z·inc and 
Lead; in Mineral Resources of the Appalachian Area, U. S. Geol. 
Su rv. , -Prof. Paper 580, p. 450-466. 
Hurst, V. J., and Crawford, T. J., 1970, Sulfide Deposits in the 
Coosa Valley Area, Georgia; U. S. Dept. Commerce, Econ. Dev. 
Admin., Tech. Asst. Proj., 190 pp. 
Map Index Nos. 1 ,3,5,6,11,19,24,30. 
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Limestone. Limestone is found throughout the Paleozoic sediments of north-
west Georgia. Some marbles of northeast Georgia have been reported 
as limestone in the past but are more properly designated as marble. 
Of numerous references available, the following were selected: 
Ericksen, G. E., and Cox, D. P., 1968, Limestone and Dolomite; in 
Mineral Resources of the Appalachian Region, U.S. Geol. Surv~ 
Prof. Paper 580, p. 227-252. 
Mclemore, W. H., and Hurst, V. J., 1970, The Carbonate Rocks in 
the Coosa Valley Area, Georgia; U.S. Dept. Commerce, Econ. Dev. 
Admin., Tech. Asst. Proj., 170 pp. 
Map Index Nos. 1 ,2,3,4,6,10,15,16,17,22,23,24,28. 
Manganese. Manganese ore bodies are small, diffuse and erratic. In general, 
manganese is found in residual clay bodies with the nodules of 
manganese ores scattered, like raisins in a cake. Exploration is 
difficult. Small amounts of manganese may be found in the Paleo-
zoic area of northwest Georgia with occurrences elsewhere being 
principally mineral specimens. 
Dor-r, J.V.N., II, and Sweeney, J. W., 1968, Manganese; in U.S. Geol. 
Surv., Paper 580, p. 416-424. --
Map Index Nos. 1 ,2,3,4,5,6,8,10,11 ,13,17,22,23,24,25,28,29,32. 
Marble. Marble is found somewhat extensively in the Murphy Marble Belt. It 
is also found in other metamorphic areas. Marble is mined by 
several companies, but most is used for crushed stone or ground to 
very fine powder. Dimension stone marble is quarried near Tate, 
Ga. Marble is considered to be in good supply. 
Ne~rnan, W. L., Stansfield, R. G., and Eilertson, N. A., 1968, Marble 
and Limestone; j_!l U.S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 580, p. 192-198. 
Map Index Nos. 4,6,11 ,13,16,17,22,24,32. 
Ochre. Ochre is mined for pigment use. Most ochre is mined near Cartersville, 
Ga. Reserves are not known. 
Kesler, T. L., 1950, Geology and Mineral Deposits of the Cartersville 
District, Ga.; U.S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 224. 
Map Index Nos. 22,23. 
Oil and Gas. No oil or gas has been produced in the Appalachian Region of 
Georgia. Structures suitable for the accumulation of oil and gas 
are found in the Paleozoic rocks of northwest Georgia and may be a 
source of production in the future. 
Unpublished Research, Georgia Institute of Technology. 
Map Index Nos. 1 ,2,3,22,35. 
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Olivine. Olivine is used for refractory products. Sources of olivine are 
found in the ultramafic rocks of north Georgia. 
Hunter, C. E., 1941, Fosterite Olivine Deposits of North Carolina 
and Georgia; Ga. Geol. Surv., Bull. 47. 
Map Index Nos. 8,9. 
Pyrite. Pyrite is found scattered throughout the Blue Ridge and Piedmont 
areas. Pyrite has not been produced in Georgia since about the 
turn of the century and certainly none since before World War I. 
Kinkel, A. R., Feitler, S. A., and Hubbs, R. G., 1968, Copper 
and Sulfur; in U.S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 580, p. 378-385. 
Map Index Nos. 6,8,9,11 ,12,13,19,20,22,23,24,29,32,33,34. 
Quartz. Quartz is found in the Paleozoic area of northwest Georgia as an 
ingredient of sandstones, as a component of pegmatites, and as 
a product in the flotation of fine, ground granite. There is no 
commercial production of quarts. 
Unpublished research, Georgia Institute of Technology. 
Map Index Nos. 4,6,8,9,10,11,17,18,22,32,33,35. 
Salt. Salt is not produced in Georgia. A salty spring with the salt equiva-
lent of sea water is known in Douglas County and a well is reported 
in Dade County to have water containing a concentration of salt ten 
tiimes that of sea water. The possibility of salt strata exists. 
The probability of a viable salt industry appears remote at present. 
McCallie, S. W., 1913, Mineral Springs of Georgia; Ga. Geol. Surv., 
Bull. 20, 190 pp. 
Croft, M. G., 1964, Geology and Ground Water Resources of Dade 
County, Ga.; Ga. Geol. Surv., Info. Circ. 26, 17 pp. 
Map Index Nos. 1 ,34. 
Sand. See Quartz. Sand for construction is composed of local alluvial 
deposits. 
Sandstone. Dimension sandstone is available at four locations in northwest 
Georgia. No production or reserve estimates are known. Sandstone 
is also available for crushed stone or as a source of quartz. Local 
conditions of grain size, composition, degree of weathering, and 
parting or jointing will be deciding factors in the use of sand-
s tone. 
Newman, W. L., Stansfield, R. G., and Eilertson, N. A., 1968,· 
Dimension Stone; in Mineral Resources of the Appalachian Region, 
U.S. Geol. Surv. ,Prof. Papf~r 580, p. 190, 198-202. 
Map Index Nos. 1 ,2,3,15,22,23. 
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Sapphire. Sapphire has been found as mineral and gem specimens from pegma-
tites of north Georgia. 
Unpublished research, Georgia Institute of Technology. 
Map Index No. 9. 
Shale. Shale is a sedimentary rock usually composed of compacted clay miner-
als. In northwest Georgia, it has been used as a source material 
in making brick. Shales are found in the Paleozoic region of 
northwest Georgia as part of the sedimentary sequences. 
Butts, C., and Gildersleeve, B., 1948, Geology and Mineral 
Resources of the Paleozoic Area in Northwest Georgia; Ga. Dept. 
Mines, Mining, and Geol., Bull. 54, 176 pp. 
Map Index Nos. 1 ,2,3,4,5,15,16,22,23,28. 
Sillimanite. Sillimanite is an aluminum silicate similar to kyanite in 
use and origin. The same general location and references used 
for kyani te may be used. Si 11 imani te is not currently being 
produced, however. 
Reference: See Kyanite 
Map Index Nos. 6,7,8,11 ,12. 
Slate. Slate is a metamorphic rock used primarily in the construction indus-
try as a roofing material and for flagstones and flooring. Some 
weathered slate is used as the raw material for light weight 
aggregate. Production of slate for flagstones has taken place in 
Fannin County, Georgi a. 
Newman, W. L., Stansfield, R. G., and Eilertsen, N. A., 1968, 
Slate;~ U.S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 580, p. 204-205. 
Silver. Silver found in Georgia has been associated with sulfide mineral-
ization and with gold. Two thousand troy ounces of silver were 
produced in Georgia as associated with gold or copper before 
1941 with only 20 ounces since 1941. Most of this was from the 
Appalachian Region in Georgia. 
Luttrell, G. W., and Stansfield, R. G., 1968, Silver; in Mineral 
Resources of the Appalachian Region, U.S. Geol. Sur~, Prof. 
Paper 580, p. 426-430. 
Map Index No. 10. 
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Soapstone. Soapstone is a metamorphic rock associated with ultrabasic 
intrusives and some metamorphosed carbonates. Soapstones in 
Georgia are in the north Georgia counties, being approximately 
in the center of the Gold Belt. In general, soapstones are 
similar to tales, but less pure. 
Reference: See Talc. 
Map Index Nos. 4,5,7,11,12,13,14,18,24,29,30,33,34,35. 
Talc. Talc: produced in Georgia is from Murray County near Chatsworth. 
Other talc is found along the Murphy Marble Belt. Several 
grades of talc are produced. Reserves are not known. 
Wedow, H., Jr., and Sweeney, J. W., 1968, Talc, Soapstone, 
Pyrophyllite, and Sercite Schist; in Mineral Resources of 
the Appalachian Region, U.S. Geol.Surv., Prof. Paper 580, 
p. 355-361. 
Needham, R. E., and Hurst, V. J., 1970, Talc Deposits in the 
Coosa Valley Area, Georgia; U.S. Dept. Commerce, Econ. Dev. 
Admin., Tech. Asst. Proj., 58 pp. 
Map Index Nos. 5,6,10,17,23,24. 
Tin. Known deposits of tin in the Appalachian Region are either too small 
or too low in grade to permit profitable operation. Tin deposits 
in the Appalachian area of Georgia are usually associated with 
·go 1 d depos i ts . 
Bryan, T. C., 1955, The Gold Rush in Georgia; Georgia Mineral 
Newsletter, 1955, val. VIII, no. 4, p. 131. 
Map Index Nos. 11 ,12. 
Titanium. Rutile and ilmenite are the two titanium minerals usually exploited 
for their titanium content. Rutile is an impure TiO which may 
contain up to 10 percent impurities, usually as iron2oxides. Its 
formula is listed as TiO . Rutile in the Appalachian area of 
Georgia occurs as random2scattered crystals in pegmatite. Some 
crystals may be quite large (several inches) and suitable as 
mineral specimens. The economics of mining and concentration 
mitigate against their commercial use. In weathered areas of the 
pegmatites, the rutile crystals may be found in a veneer of larger 
concentrations than may be experienced in the rock. 
Ilmenite is an iron-titanium oxide (FeTiO ). As a primary 
occurrence, ilmenite is frequently found associated with magnetite 
in anorthosites. In Georgia's Appalachian Region ilmenite is found 
associated with an anorthosite in the Lake Allatoona area. The 
i 1 meni te, per· se, in this body contains about 55 percent Ti 02. Concentration, in situ, ranges up to 5 percent in the saprol1te 
of the anorthosite. Environmental considerations related to the 
proximity to Lake Allatoona will probably prevent the development 
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of this ore body. 
Herz, N., and Eilertson, N. A., 1968, Titanium; in Mineral 
Resources of the Appalachian Area, U.S. Geol.:Surv., Prof. 
Paper 580, p. 437-443. 
Elston, L. W., Husted, J. E., Long, L. T., Munoz, M. F., and 
Ostrander, C. C., 1970, Mineral Exploration of the Allatoona 
Dam, (Ga.) Quadrangle; Engineering Experiment Station,, Ga. 
Inst. of Tech., Project E-100-572, 36 pp. 
Map Index Nos. 8,11,14,17,23,24,30. 
Tungsten. Ten localities are reported in Appalachia for minerals containing 
tungsten. All contain small concentrations and no production is 
recorded. All are associated with copper deposits or placers. 
Laurence, R. A., 1968, Tungsten; in Mineral Resources of the 
Appalachian Region, U.S. Geol.:Surv., Prof. Paper 580, p. 443. 
Map Index No. 12. 
Uranium. Uranium in the Appalachian Region of Georgia is found in the 
Chattanooga shale of northwest Georgia. Concentration of uranium 
is on an order of tens of grams of uranium per ton of shale. The 
supply of shale is very large, but the concentration of uranium is 
too low to be economical under present conditions. 
Butler, A. P., Jr., and Stansfield, R. G., 1968, Uranium; in 
Mineral Resources of the Appalachian Region, U.S. Geol.:Surv., 
Prof. Paper 580, p. 443-449. 
Map Index Nos. 8,29. 
Vermiculite.. Vermiculite is a member of the mica family of minerals that 
expands to approximately 20 times its volume on heating. It is 
used for insulation and as a light weight aggregate. Georgia 
deposits of vermiculite are concentrated in the extreme northeast 
part of the State with scattered deposits reported across the 
Georgia Appalachian Region. No production is noted and reserves 
are not known. 
Bush, A. L., and Sweeney, J. W., 1968, Vermiculite; in Mineral 
Resources of the Appalachian Region, U.S. Geol. Surv., Prof. 
Paper 580, p. 220-224. 
Map Index Nos. 8,9. 
Water for Power. There were three developed and five undeveloped water power 
sites in the Appalachian Region of Georgia as of 1968. Since 
then the Carters Dam is being added and either is or will be 
producing in the near future. 
Johnson, A., 1968, Waterpower Resources; in Mineral Resources of 
the Appalachian Region, U.S. Geol. Sur~, Prof. Paper 580, 
p. 48-51. 
Map Index Nos. 9,13,14,23,25,30,33,35. 
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Zircon. Z·ircon has been found scattered throughout the Appalachian Region 
in granite composition rocks and with the acid phase of filter 
press zoning of anorthosites. No commercial concentrations are 
known in the Appalachian Region of Georgia. 
Unpublished research, Georgia Institute of Technology. 
Map Index Nos. 9,17,22,23. 
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Table B-I 
COUNTIES OF GEORGIA 1S APPALACHIAN REGION (WITH MAP INDEX NUMBER) 
1 . Banks (20) 19. Hall (19) 
2. Ba t"row ( 31 ) 20. Haralson (32) 
3. Bartow (23) 21. Heard (35) 
4. Ca Y'ro 11 ( 33) 22. Jackson (26) 
5. Catoosa ( 3) 23. Lumpkin ( 11) 
6. Chattooga (15) 24. Madison (27) 
7. Cherokee (24) 25. Murray (5) 
B. Dade (1) 26. Paulding (29) 
9. Dawson (18) 27. Pickens (17) 
10. Douglas (34) 28. Polk (28) 
11 . Fannin (6) 29. Rabun (9) 
12. Floyd ( 22) 30. Stephens (14) 
13. Forsyth ( 25) 31 . Towns (8) 
14. Franklin (21) 32. Union ( 7) 
15. G i 1 mer ( 1 0 ) 33. Walker (2) 
16. Gordon ( 16) 34. Whitfield (4) 
17. Gwinnett (30) 35. White (12) 
18. Habersham (13) 
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Figure~ B-_l_. ___ In_d_e_x __ M_a~p_o_f __ G_e_o_rg~,_·a_'_s __ A~p~pa_l_a_c_h_i_a_n_R_e_g~i_o_n_C_o_u_n_t_i_e_s 
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APPENDIX C 
LIST OF ATTENDEES FOR CO-SITING CONFERENCE AND WORKSHOP 
(held at Georgia Tech, Atlanta, Ga., on Jan. 20, 1976) 
Name 
William E. Davis 
Phil Whitlow 
Michael A. Potterf 
Da rre 11 Gi 11 i am 
Anita M. Fey 
W i 11 a rd R. Fey 
Lewis L. Spruill 




E. P. Lomasney 
Organization Phone Number 
Department of Economic and Community (615)741-1087 
Development, State of Tennessee, 
Nashville, Tennessee 
Office of Planning and Budget (404)656-3859 
State of Georgia; Atlanta, Georgia 
Appalachian Regional Commission (202)967-3671 
Washington, D. C. 
Kentucky Development Cabinet - (502)564-7670 
Appalachian Regional Corrunission Program 
Frankfort, Kentucky 
Engineering Experiment Station (404)894-3450 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Industrial and Systems Engineering (404)894-2359 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Director, State of Georgia Energy Office (404)656-5176 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Engineering Experiment Station (404)894-3450 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Georgia Mountains Area Planning and (404)536-3431 
Development Commission 
Gainesville, Georgia 
Georgia Mountains Area and Planning (404)536-3431 
Development Commission 
Gainesville, Georgia 
Federal Energy Administration (202)254-9755 
Washington, D. C. 














John R. Gilliland 
Walter G. Belter 
Lee R. Hasty 
Robert M. Mason 
Organization 
North Georgia Area Planning and 
Development Commission 
Dalton, Georgia 
Atlanta Regional Commission 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Georgia Department of Transportation 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Federal Energy Administration 
Region IV 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Georgia Power Company 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
Northeast Georgia Area Planning 
and Development Commission 
Athens, Georgi a 
Northeast Georgia Area Planning 
and Development Commission 
Athens, Georgi a 
Georgia Power Company 
Atlanta, Georgia 
State of Georgia 
Bureau of Industry and Trade 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Energy Research and Development 
Admi ni strati on 
Washington, D. C. 
Chattahoochee-F1int Area Planning and 
Development Commission 
LaGrange, Georgia 
Engineering Experiment Station 

















Name Organization Phone Number 
Gordon R. Harrison Engineering Experiment Station (404)894-3430 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 
John E. Hustedl Engineering Experiment Station (404)894-3630 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Dalip Sandhi Engineering Experiment Station (404)894-3414 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Henderson C. Ward Department of Chemical Engineering and (404)894-3414 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Jack M. Spurlock Engineering Experiment Station (404)894-3414 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 
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